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damage! to! property! and! infrastructure,! and! threatens! the! lives! of! millions! of! people.!
Therefore,! disaster! management! and! risk! assessment! aims! at! detecting! vulnerability! and!
capacities! in! order! to! reduce! coastal! flood! disaster! risk.! In! particular,! non_specialized!
researchers,!emergency!management!personnel,!and!land!use!planners!require!an!accurate,!
inexpensive! method! to! determine! and! map! risk! associated! with! storm! surge! events! and!
long_term!sea!level!rise!associated!with!climate!change.!
This! study! contributes! to! the! spatially! evaluation! and! mapping! of! social_economic_
environmental! vulnerability! and! risk! at! sub_national! scale! through! the! development! of!
appropriate! tools! and! methods! successfully! embedded! in! a! Web_GIS! Decision! Support!
System.!
A! new! set! of! raster_based! models! were! studied! and! developed! in! order! to! be! easily!
implemented!in!the!Web_GIS!framework!with!the!purpose!to!quickly!assess!and!map!flood!
hazards!characteristics,!damage!and!vulnerability!in!a!Multi_criteria!approach.!
The! Web_GIS! DSS! is! developed! recurring! to! open! source! software! and! programming!
language!and!its!main!peculiarity!is!to!be!available!and!usable!by!coastal!managers!and!land!
use!planners!without!requiring!!high!scientific!background!in!hydraulic!engineering.!








coastal!managers! in! real_time!assessing!and!mapping! the! risk!of! floods! in! the!coastal!area!
due!to!storms!and!related!effects!such!as!storm!surge!and!wave!overtopping.!The!flexibility!
and! the! short! running! time! of! the! evaluation! performed! by! the! Web_GIS! DSS! allow! to!
evaluate! costal! risk! under!multiple! scenario! such! as! land! use! change,! climate! change! and!
subsidence!driven.!
The!peculiarity!of! the!developed!system! is! the!possibility! to!perform!quickly!simplified!but!
still! enough! accurate! coastal! risk! assessment! evaluation! directly! from! the! web! without!
installing! locally! (desktop)!complex!software,!numerical!models!etc.,!and!without!requiring!
high! scientific! knowledge! in! the! field! of! hydrodynamic!modeling! and! risk! assessment.! The!
user,!a!costal!manager!or! land!use!planner,!can!perform!risk!assessment!directly! from!the!




AssesSment! and!Mitigation! plAnning,! will! be! developed! with! the! purpose! of! assisting! a!






The! system! developed! and! described! in! this! thesis! is! a! conceptual! and! technological!
evolution! respect! the! coastal! flooding! risk! assessment! DSS! available! in! literature! and!
currently!operational!.!!
Conceptually,!the!design!and!development!of!new!simple!raster_based!models!for!simulating!
costal! flooding! effects! and! assessing! the! related! damages! and! risks,! represents! a! step!
forward!in!terms!of!the!possibility!to!quickly!assess!and!compare!multiple!risk!scenarios.!The!
new!models! allows! to! predict! and!map! floods!main! characteristics,! such! as! flood! extent,!
water! depth,! flow! velocity! and! flood! duration,! without! recurring! to! complex! and! time!
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consuming! hydrodynamic! numerical! models.! Moreover! the! implemented! Spatial!
Multicirteria!Analysis!tools!allow!to!evaluate!and!map!total!risk!posed!by!flood!on!multiple!
receptors!overcoming!the!limitation!of!the!usually!adopted!Cost!Benefit!Analysis!(CBA).!
From! the! technological! point! of! view,! the! MARASMA_DSS! consists! in! a! Web! based!
application!developed! recurring! to! open! source! software! and!programming! language.! The!
Web! application! is! considered! as! an! important! evolution! respect! the! usually! available!
desktop_based!DSS.! In! fact!they!can!be!easily!accessible!by!a!wide!range!of!different!users!
without! the! need! to! have! strong! hydraulic! or! engineering! background.! Moreover! all! the!
implemented! function! and! tools! for! coastal! flooding! risk! assessment! are! quickly! available!
without! installing! any! software! and! models! but! simply! browsing! trough! the! dedicate!
Graphical!User!Interface!(GUI).!!
To! achieve! the! general! objective! the! following! task! and! milestones! are! identified! and!
described!in!the!chapters!of!the!thesis:!
1) Definition! and! identification! of! a! coastal! risk! assessment! methodology! to! be!
implemented!in!the!DSS:!The!SPRC!and!THESEUS!approach!








for! the! different! criteria:! economic! activity,! social! aspects! and!
environmental/ecological!habitats.!




































Among! the! most! important! and! dynamic! natural! environments! worldwide,! the!
approximately! 440! 000! km! long! coastal! area! is! one! of! a! small! group! of! systems! where!
several!human,!animal,!vegetal!and!geomorphologic!activities!interact!(Castillio!et!al.!20122)!
Coastal!area!with! its! invaluable! landscape!and!ecological! richness!make! it!a!very!desirable!
zone!to!develop!social,! industrial,!economic!and!recreational! infrastructure.!As!reported! in!
Nicholls! 19953!the! coastal! area! includes! a! high! concentration! of! the!world’s! biggest! cities!
and!produce!a!considerable!proportion!of!global!GDP!(Turner!et!al.!19964)!!
Costal! zones! are! attacked! by! different! natural! phenomena,! mostly! from! hydrometeo!
sources,!such!as!waves,!wind,!tides,!and!rainfall!which!can!reach!extraordinary!magnitudes!
during! the!occurrence!of!events! like!hurricanes!and! tsunamis.! The!direct! consequences!of!
these! extreme!events! are! flooding! (derived! from!mea! sea! level! rise! or!wave!overtopping)!
and! beach! erosion! (as! a! result! of! the! increase! in! current! velocities! and! wave! energy),! a!
combination! of! these! causes! land! loss,! damage! to! infrastructure! and! natural! habitats,!
ecological! depletion,! economic! damage! and! loss! of! lives! and! injuries! (Jha! et! al.! 20115,!
Castillio!et!al!20126).!
Coastal!flooding!poses!serious!threats!to!coastal!areas!around!the!world,!billions!of!dollars!in!
damage! to! property! and! infrastructure,! and! threatens! the! lives! of! millions! of! people!
(Dasgupta!et!al.!20097;!Nicholls!20048;!Nicholls!et!al.!20089,!Ward!et!al!201110).!!
The! phenomena! mentioned! above! are! commonly! grouped! under! the! generic! term! of!
“hazards”!or! ‘‘dangers’’,!and!the!combination!of!these!with!the!vulnerability!of!the!natural!
and/or!artificial!elements!found!at!the!coast!gives!the!risk!of!a!specific!coastal!area.! In!the!
last!decade,! the! interest! shown! in! the!assessment!of! risks! comes! from!the!evidence!of!an!
increase!in!the!magnitude!of!natural!dangers,!added!to!the!expansion!of!human!activities!in!






The! vulnerability! of! coastal! communities! and! economic! sectors! to! coastal! flooding! is!
expected! to! increase! in! the! coming! decades! to! century! due! to! both! environmental! and!
socioeconomic!changes!(IPCC!200719;!Rosenzweig!and!Solecki!200120,!Ward!et!al.!201121).!!
Firstly,!global!sea_level! rise!will! lead!to!an! increase! in! flood!hazard! in!coastal! regions! (IPCC!
2007).! Secondly,! many! coastal! and! deltaic! areas! suffer! from! land! subsidence! due! to! a!
combination! of! glacial_isostatic! adjustments! (e.g.! Peltier! 199822),! natural! subsidence! in!
deltaic! areas! (e.g.! Meckel! et! al.! 200723),! and! human! activities! (e.g.! Ericson! et! al.! 200624;!
Nicholls!et!al.!2007,!200825).!!
A!third!environmental! factor! is! the!possible! increase! in!peak!wind! intensities!as!a!result!of!
climate! change! (IPCC! 200726),! which! may! lead! to! increased! storm! surge! heights! in! some!
regions!(Nicholls!et!al.!200827).!!
A! storm_surge! is! an! increase! in! the! ocean! water! level! above! what! is! expected! from! the!
normal! tidal! level! that!can!be!predicted! from!astronomical!observations!and! is!most!often!




as! the! continued! demographic! and! economic! expansion! in! these! areas! (Bouwer! et! al.!
200729).! The!work! of!Nicholls! et! al.! 2008!made! an! important! contribution! to! this! process,!
providing! a! first! estimate! of! the! exposure! of! 136! port! cities! (with! populations! above! one!
million)! to! coastal! flooding! and! examining! how! this! exposure! may! change! under! future!
scenarios!of! climate!change,! subsidence,!and!socioeconomic!development.!Dasgupta!et!al.!
2009 30 !assessed! the! consequences! of! global! sea_level! rise! for! 84! coastal! developing!
countries!using!a!spatially!disaggregated!global!database.!!
River! and! Coastal! Flood! damages! and! loss! of! lives! are! mitigated! through! flood! risk!









other!water! bodies,!whereby!water! inundates! outside! of! the!water! bodies! area.! Flooding!
also!occurs!when!the!sea! level! rises!extremely!or!above!coastal! lands!due!to! tidal! sea!and!
sea! surges.! In!many! regions!and!countries! floods!are! the!most!damaging!phenomena! that!
effect!to!the!social!and!economic!of!the!population!(Smith!et,!al.,!199832).!!
Such!water!sources!are!conveyed!along!a!variety!of!pathways!(as!overland!flow,!through!the!




of! physical! processes,! and! it! only! becomes! a! problem! when! either! economic! damage! or!
threats!to!human!life,!well_being,!and!security!occur.!
Many!factors!cause!floods.! In!general,! the!reasons!for! increasing!flooding! in!many!parts!of!
the!world!are:!!




• Changes! in!Landuse!and! increasing!population;!changeover!from!rural!area!to!built!
up!area!potentially!causes!floods.!Many!of!the!sites!that!are!subject!to!flooding,!such!
as! coastal!plains,! estuarine!areas,! lakes! shores,! and! floodplains!are!also! subject! to!









be! inundated.! Land! subsidence! in! coastal! and! alluvial! floodplain! areas! causes!
extensive!flood!inundation.!!
• Climate! Change; “a! change! of! climate! which! is! attributed! directly! or! indirectly! to!
human!activity!that!alters!the!composition!of!the!global!atmosphere!and!which!is!in!
addition! to! natural! climate! variability! observed! over! comparable! time! periods”!
(United! Nations! General! Assembly,! 199233).! The! current! knowledge! on! climate!
modelling!suggests! that!climate!change!will!be!a!determining! factor! in! intensifying!
the! hydrological! cycle! (Christensen! and! Christensen,! 200734;! van! der! Linden! and!




future! flood! hazard! in! those! regions! (e.g.,! Dankers! and! Feyen,! 200939;! Whitfield,!
201240).!Moreover! global! sea_level! rise! induced! by! climate! change!will! lead! to! an!
increase!in!flood!hazard!in!coastal!regions!(IPCC!200741). As!reported!in!Gallien!et!al.!
201142,!absolute!sea!levels!are!projected!to!rise!1–1.4m!along!the!California!coast!in!
the!next!century.!A! statewide! impact!assessment! indicates!a!wide! range!of!critical!










• Velocity;! high! velocities! of! flow! create! high! erosive! forces! and! hydrodynamic!




• Rate! of! rise;! the! importance! of! rate! of! rise! of! river! level! and! discharge! is! in! its!
relation!to!the!time!available!for!evacuation!and!flood!fighting!arrangements.!!!
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• Frequency! of! occurrence;! cumulative! frequency! of! occurrence! of! the! various!
!hazards!is!therefore!a!major!factor!in!the!development!of!Landuse.!!!
The! nature! of! floods! is,! however,! two_faced! (Few! 200345).! Despite! being! perceived! as! a!
‘hazard,’! humans! have! coevolved! and! coexisted! with! floods! and! floodplains.! Floodplains!
have!always!been!favored!sites!for!human!settlement!because!of!their!multiple!functions!in!
providing!drinking!water,!hydropower,! sites! for!waste!disposal,! fertile! soils! for!agriculture,!
navigation!waterways,!flat!terrain!for!building,! ‘waterfront’!view,!and!leisure!activities,!and!
so! on! (Alexander! and! Marriott! 199946;! Bridge! 200347).! Floods! can! also! bring! extensive!
economic!and!environmental!benefits,!although!often!less!acknowledged!by!people!(Blaikie!
et! al.! 200348;! Smith,! 1996;! Handmer! et! al.! 199949;! Alexander! and! Marriott! 1999;! Bridge!
2003).! These! include! habitat! creation! to! sustain! biodiversity,! alluvium! fertilization! for!
agriculture,!sediment!mobilization!and!redeposition!for!materials!exchange,!and!surface!or!
subsurface! water! recharge! and! nutrient! circulation.! It! is! therefore! reasonable! that! many!
residents! of! developing! countries! perceive! floods! with! an! ambivalent! attitude! and! prefer!




Figure 1 Illustration of the ‘two-faced nature’ of floods bringing with them both hazards and 
benefits (He et al 201450).  
! !
business and other activities, exposure to health risks, and so
on (Few 2003). A plethora of media documents facts and
ﬁgures concerning ﬂood damage to human lives, livelihoods,
and property. It is unsurprising that ﬂoods, by default, are
associated with words such as disaster, catastrophe, and hazard,
and ﬂooding itself can thus also be deﬁned in terms of the
potential, experience, and aftermath of this environmental hazard
(Mustafa 2007).
The nature of ﬂoods is, however, two-faced (Few 2003).
Despite being perceived as a ‘hazard,’ humans have coevolved
and coexisted with ﬂoods and ﬂoodplains. Floodplains have
always been favored sites for human settlement because of their
multiple functions in providing drinking wat r, hydropower,
sites for waste disposal, fertile soils for agriculture, navigation
waterways, ﬂat t rr in for uilding, ‘waterfront’ view, and
leisure activities, and so on (Alexander and Marriott 1999;
Bridge 2003). Floods can also bring extensive economic and
environmental beneﬁts, although often less acknowledged by
people (Blaikie et al. 2003; Smith, 1996; Handmer et al. 1999;
Alexander and Marriott 1999; Bridge 2003). These include
habitat creation to sustain biodiversity, alluvium fertilization
for agriculture, sediment mobilization and redeposition for
materials exchange, and surface or subsurface water recharge
and nutrient circulation. It is therefore reasonable that many
residents of developing countries perceive ﬂoods with an
ambivalent attitude and pr fer ‘living with ﬂoods’ to engi-
neering measures that prevent them (Few 2003). In fact, this is
increasingly true for all people as the desire for sustainable or
green living takes root in the world. Figure 1 summarizes both
the hazardous and beneﬁcial features of ﬂoods.
5.16.1.2 Climate and Flooding
Currently, one of the most politically discussed environ-
mental changes th t may affect ﬂood dynamics and vulner-
ability is changes in the frequency of ﬂoods. Climate
variability and longer-term change, be it artiﬁcial or natural,
long- or short-term variation (Box 1), is one of the major
causes of signiﬁcant trends in the occurrence of ﬂooding over
time (Smith and Ward 1998). Time scales can range from
short term, for example, seasonal variation, and a cluster of
a number of dry/wet or warm/cold years, to decadal,
centennial, and millennial variations or even multimillennial
variations. Depending on the time scale and location of these
changes, impacts on ﬂooding characteristics and resulting
consequences on human beings and ecosystems can be very
different.
Climate-related ﬂooding during prehistorical and early
h torical times has ofte been associated with signiﬁcant
impact on human settlement including ﬁeld abandonment
and consequent cultural adaptation (exchange, collapse, or
emergence of new culture) (Fagan 2000). A number of these
examples are presented in Section 5.16.3.1. The prehistorical
and early historical climate variability is largely attributed to
natural ﬂuctuations of geophysical processes. This signal is
now altered by human-induced climate effects. At present, our
limited knowledge and understanding of Earth sciences, and
the complex interactions between atmosphere, hydrosphere,
and other Earth subsystems make it nearly impossible to
differentiate climate-related ﬂoods caused by human-induced
change from those caused by natural background variation.
There is potential for intensive precipitation increases if the
water holding capacity (of the atmosphere) increases with
warming on a global scale (Kundzewicz and Schellnhuber
2004). This could translate into increased ﬂood risk and
vulnerabilities (Milly et al. 2002; Wilby et al. 2008; Vojinovic
and Abbott 2012). A set of possible links between contem-
porary human-induced impacts on climate and ﬂooding have
been discussed extensively by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) from the First Assessment Report
(IPCC, 1990), through to the Fourth As essment Report
(IPCC, 2007), and the Summary for Policymakers (SPM) for
Figure 1 Illustration of the ‘two-faced nature’ of ﬂoods bringing with them both hazards and beneﬁts.






has!been!emanated!and! implemented!by!Member!State! in!order! to! reduce!natural!hazard!
impacts!on!European!territory.!!
In!the!EU!Floods!Directive!(see!textboxes),!the!term!‘flood’!means!“the$temporary$covering$
by$ water$ of$ land$ not$ normally$ covered$ by$ water.$ This$ shall$ include$ floods$ from$ rivers,$
mountain$ torrents,$ Mediterranean$ ephemeral$ water$ courses,$ and$ floods$ from$ the$ sea$ in$
coastal$areas,$and$may$exclude$floods$from$sewerage$systems”.!!
!







The EU Floods Directive: some details
Preliminary flood risk assessment (Articles 4 & 5)
It is essential that flood mitigation actions are only taken in areas where potential significant flood 
risks exist or are reasonably foreseeable in the future. If in a particular river basin, sub-basin or 
stretch of coastline no potential significant flood risk exists or is reasonably foreseeable in the 
future, Member States can identify them in the preliminary flood risk assessment.  For these river 
basins and/or sub-basins no further action need be taken.
Flood hazard and flood risk maps (Article 6)
Flood hazards and risks are to be mapped for the river basins and sub-basins with significant 




The maps may show information on flood extent, depths and velocity of water, and the potential 
adverse consequences.
Flood risk management plans (Article 7)
Flood risk management plans are to be developed and implemented at river basin or sub-basin 
level to reduce and manage the flood risk where identified as necessary in the preliminary flood 
risk assessment. These plans are to focus on the reduction of potential adverse consequences 
of flooding for human health, the environment, cultural heritage and economic activity, and, if 
considered appropriate, with non-structural initiatives and/or on the reduction of the likelihood of 
flooding. They are to address all phases of the flood risk management cycle but focus particularly 
on:
s  0REVENTION IE PREVENTING DAMAGE CAUSED BY mOODS BY AVOIDING CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSES AND    
 industries in present and future flood-prone areas or by adapting future developments to   
 the risk of flooding), 
s  0ROTECTION IE TAKING MEASURES TO REDUCE THE LIKELIHOOD OF mOODS ANDOR THE IMPACT OF mOODS IN  
 a specific location such as restoring flood plains and wetlands) and
s  0REPAREDNESS EG PROVIDING INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PUBLIC ON WHAT TO DO IN THE EVENT 
 of flooding).
Boundaries and international basins (Article 8)
Article 8 covers the boundaries of plans and in particular the need for collaboration between 
Member States for international river basins which extend across several Member States or beyond 
the boundaries of the Community.
River flooding at Prague 2006
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Furthermore,! the!Council!of!European!Union!developed! these!guidelines!aiming! to! reduce!






• Human! impacts,! as! the! number! of! affected! people! (the! number! of! deaths,! the!
number!of!injured!or!ill!people!and!the!number!of!permanently!displaced!people);!!!
• Economic!and!environmental!impacts,!as!the!sum!of!the!costs!of!cure!or!healthcare,!
immediate!or! longer_term!emergency!measures,! restoration!of! buildings,! property!
damage,! cultural! heritage,! environmental! restoration! and! other! associated! costs!
between!environment!and!economy;!and!!!
• Political/social! impacts,! as! public! outrage!or! social! psychological! impact,! on! public!
order!and!safety,!or!political!implications.!!!
The!objective!of! the!Council! is! to!minimize! these! impacts,! trying! to! reduce! their! potential!
negative! consequences! and! improving! the! local! preparedness! (EC,! 200954).! Therefore,! the!
EU!guideline!for!national!risk!assessment!and!mapping!have!as!main!objectives!the!gradually!
development! in! each! Member! State! of! a! coherent! and! consistent! risk! assessment!
methodology!and!terminology;!to!provide!the!risk!management!instruments!for!authorities,!
policy_makers,! and!public!or!private! stakeholders! involved;! to!develop!a! knowledge_based!





is! a! screening! exercise! and! serves! as! a! preliminary! step! for! the! subsequent! risk!
analysis!stage.!
2. !Risk! analysis,! which! is! the! process! to! comprehend! the! nature! of! risk! and! to!
determine!!quantitatively!the!level!of!risk.!Risk!is!defined!as!a!function!of!probability,!
exposure! and! vulnerability:! the! risk! analysis! is! focused! on! these! subjects.! First! it!
should!be!estimated!the!probability!that!an!event!or!hazard!happen,!then!must!be!
quantified! the! impact.! The! level! of! risk! is! determined! differently! for! each! type! of!
impact:! by! number! of! affected! people! (human! impact),! by! money! estimation!
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(economic! _! environmental! impact! in! euro)! or! using! risk! matrix! (political! _! social!
impact.!!!
3. Risk!evaluation,!which! is! the!process!of! comparing! the! results!of! risk!analysis!with!
risk! criteria! to!determine!whether! the! risk!and/or! its!magnitude!are!acceptable!or!
tolerable.!!!
The!developed!Web_MARSAMA!DSS!represents!an!useful!tool!for!coastal!managers!in!order!





In! the!specialized! literature! the! term! ‘‘risk’’!has!been!analyzed! from!very!diverse!points!of!












_ risk! =! hazard! X! vulnerability! X! value! of! the! threatened! area/preparedness! (Cruz_
Reyna!200359).!!
_ Risk! is! the!actual!exposure!of! something!of!human!value! to!a!hazard,!and! is!often!
regarded!as!the!combination!of!probability!and!loss!(Smith!200360).!!
_ risk! =! probability! X! consequence! (Gouldby! et! al.! 200561,! Helm! 200362,! Safecoast!
200863,!Bellomo!200864)!!!





by! Knight! (192167),! and! is! used! in! diverse! different! contexts! and! topics! showing! how!
adaptive!any!definition!can!be!(Sayers!et!al.,!201168).! In!the!area!of!natural!hazard!studies,!
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many!definitions! can!be! found.! It! is! clear! that! the!many!definitions! related! to! risk! (Slovic,!
198769;!Alexander,!199370;!IPCC,!200171;!Plate!Erich,!200272;!Barredo!et!al.,!200773)!are!inter_!
related! and! interchangeable! and! each! of! them! has! certain! advantages! in! different!
applications!(e.g.!Sayers!et!al.,!201174;!Merz!et!al.,!200775).!!







Practically,! risk! is! made! up! of! four!major! building! blocks:! the! probability! of! flooding,! the!
exposure!of! the!elements_at_risk! to!a! flood!with! certain! characteristics,! the!value!of! these!
elements_at_risk,!and!the!vulnerability!of!these!elements_at_risk!(ADAPT!200877)!
The!EU!Flood!European!Floods!Directive!2007/60/EC!(EC,!2007)!and!UNEP!(2004)!uses!this!
definition! of! risk! where! “flood! risk”!means! the! combination! of! the! probability! of! a! flood!
event! and! of! the! potential! adverse! consequences! for! human! health,! the! environment,!
cultural!heritage!and!economic!activity!associated!with!a!flood!event.!!




of!0.5!m!and!by!50_year! flood!and!a!water! level!of!1.2!m.!Heavy! rainfall,! coastal!or! fluvial!
waves,!or!storm!surges!represent!the!source!of!flood!hazard.!Generally!these!elements!are!
characterised! by! the! probability! of! flood! event! with! a! certain! magnitude! and! other!
characteristics.!!
Another! formalization! of! risk! related! to! natural! hazard! and! flooding! is! called! as! “Risk!
Triangle”!(Crichton,!1999,!200779)!or!the!interaction!of!hazard,!exposure,!and!vulnerability:!
 
Climate! hazard,! or! ‘source’,! in! the! risk! triangle! framework! relates! to! extreme! weather!
events,! such! as! intense! rainfall! causing! surface!water! flooding.! Vulnerability! refers! to! the!
intrinsic! characteristics! of! the! hazards’! receptors! (which! can! be! people,! infrastructure,!




The definition of risk and its measurement is still an open issue for discussion in the scientific 
literature. Many disciplines dealing with risk have different views about its definition and the 
components that have to be included in the process of its calculation. Preliminary analyses conducted 
in preparation of the development of this report brought to identify a series of evidences that were 
kept in the background during all the activities: 
i) substantial discrepanci s are evident in the risk literature, fragmented into many disciplinary 
streams; 
ii) at least two distinct  research  streams are of greatest interest for our work:  Disaster Risk 
Reduction (DRR), and Climate Change Adaptation (CCA); 
iii) the ambition of trying to unify the terminologies  in use is out of scope and KULTURisk does 
not have the role for having an adequate impact, at the international level, but can instead 
contribute significantly by providing communication interfaces and operational solutions; 
iv) moreover, definitions are evolving within each community (see example in Box 1); 
v) risk assessment is usually focused on damages, i.e. direct  tangible  costs, but they are (also by 
law) only limited  measures  of risk; other direct and indirect and intangible costs should be 
considered, whenever possibl ; 
vi) in general, social and non-physical aspects are 
crucial for a comprehensive assessment of the risk; 
 
One well established approach for the calculation of risk in 
the physical/environmental (P/E) sciences and in the DRR, 
research community refers risk to the expected damage 
(more precisely ‘direct tangible costs’), which is calculated 
as a function of hazard, P/E vulnerability and exposure 
(Crichton, 1999): 
R  = f (H, V, E) 
The first two elements, hazard and vulnerability, are 
characterized by probability distributions, while the latt r, 
exposure, provides the unit of measurement of risk, that is 
money (see Figure 1).   
 
(a) Source: Crichton (1999), redrawn. 
   
(b)Source: Martina (2012), redrawn. 
Figure 1: Graphical descriptions of risk according to the DRR research community. 
 
Box 1:  Evolution of the vulnerability 
definition in the CCA arena 
• IPCC-CZMS, 1992: The degree of incapability 
to cope with the consequences of climate change 
and sea-level rise. 
• IPCC-AR2, 1996: The extent to which climate 
change may damage or harm a system; it depends 
not only on a system’s sensitivity, but also on its 
ability to adapt to new climatic conditions. 
• IPCC-AR3, 2001 & IPCC-AR4, 2007: The 
degree to which a system is susceptible to, or 
unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate 
change [· ··]. Vulnerability is a function of the 
character, magnitude, and rate of climate 
variation to which a system is exposed, its 
sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity. 
• IPCC-SREX, 2012: The propensity or 
predisposition to be adversely affected. 
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susceptible! to! harm! from,! or! unable! to! cope! with,! hazards.! The! term! ‘exposure’! can! be!
defined!as!the!nature!and!degree!to!which!a!receptor!(the!urban!communities!in!this!study)!
is! exposed! to! climate! or! weather! hazards! (Parry,! et! al.! 200780).! Thus,! exposure,! closely!
related! to! the! concept! of! a! flooding! ‘pathway’! (DEFRA! &! EA,! 2006 81 ),! refers! to! the!
geographical!location!of!a!receptor,!as!well!as!the!characteristics!of!the!specific!location!that!
can!exacerbate!or!reduce!the!magnitude!of!a!hazard’s!impact.!According!to!this!framework,!
for! risks! to! be! realised,! the! receptors! and! hazard! need! to! coincide! spatially.! Further,! the!
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(iv) The dynamic interactive vulnerability assessment (DIVA) mo el
version 2.0.2 is a global model developed to evaluate the poten-
tial risks, impacts, and costs of climate change. The DIVA model
was run for Germany, The Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom to identify the potential costs of sea-level rise under
different climatic and socio-economic scenarios (IPCC SRES
scenarios) from 2000 to 2100. CBAs were applied to decide upon
based adaptation, full adaptation and no adaptati n for the
different scenarios modeled [86].
A model used as a support to the numerical estimation of
coastal erosion hazards/risks is the CoSTAT GIS model. An
example of its application is the quantitative assessment of coastal
erosion susceptibility for emerged hazard/risks in Italy, which is
expressed as the ratio between the value of sea-land bou dary shift
in the analyzed period (from time t0 to t1) and the beach em rged
at time t1 [87]. The application of this model is limited to sandy
beaches.
Baquerizo and Losada [88] and Losada et al. [89] presented a
methodology to predict the morphological evolution driven by
wave action over the coastline, in a decadal scale; and the evalu-
ation of the associated uncertainty. The methodology is based
on the application of a one-line model with time dependent
boundary conditions combined with a 1-D river model for non-
permanent flux that allows to considering the sediments coming
from river.
5 Particular case: Coastal risk studies
developed in Mexico
The most relevant contribution for risk assessment in Mexico has
been developed by the National Center for Disaster Prevention
(CENAPRED) [90]. Since 2000 CENAPRED has been working on he
Mexican Atlas of risk and hazard areas which aims to establish a
national methodology to evaluate hydro-meteorological risks at
coastal zones. The most recent publication on the topic is the basic
guide for the Elaboration of State and Municipal Atlas of Risks and
Hazards in 2006, where a methodology for the construction of flood-
ing risk maps is described. This methodology can be summarized as
follows:
(i) Identify coastal flo ding hazards: this step is mostly focused on
evaluating s orm surge numerically.
(ii) Evaluate the vulnerability to flooding of dwellings: the physical
vulnerability is set c sid ri g he material of construction of
the walls and roofs; and the potential damage related to the
flo ding levels.
(iii) Draw the m p f risk. CENAPRED [90] defines risk as the prob-
ability f occurren e of damage to people, communities or their
goods as a consequence of the impact of natural phenomena,
while the probability of o currence of those phenomena is the
t reat. In a simple relation, risk can be represented as:
R ¼ f P;V; Eð Þ (3)
where R is the risk, P the hazard, V the vulnerability, and E is the
exposure.
Hazards are defined as the probability of occurrence of a poten-
tially harmful phenomenon. Exposure is the number of persons,
goods, and yste s that could be damaged. Vulnerability refers to
the strength or weakness of the exposed systems. Considering a
specific return period, T, the risk can be expressed as:
R ¼ CVTPT
where VT is the vulnerability related to the return period, PT the
probability of occurrence of a certain event in the return period,
and C is the value of the exposed goods. If several events are to be




CjP ið Þ $ Vj Yið Þ (4)
where the subindex i stands for each return period considered and j
refers to each system of interest; P(i) and Vi(Yi) are the hazard
Figure 10. Sketch of flood inundation model for tsunami risk assessment (modified from [85]).
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(iv) The dynamic interactive vulnerability assessment (DIVA) model
version 2.0.2 is a global model developed to evaluate the poten-
tial risks, impacts, and costs of climate change. The DIVA mod l
was run for Germany, The Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom to identify the potential costs of sea-level rise under
different climatic and socio-economic scenarios (IPCC SRES
scenarios) from 2000 to 2100. CBAs were applied to decide upon
based adaptation, full adaptation and no adaptation for the
different scenarios modeled [86].
A model used as a support to the numerical estimation of
coastal erosion hazards/risks is the CoSTAT GIS model. An
example of its application is the quantitative assessment of coastal
erosion susceptibility for emerged hazard/risks in Italy, which is
expressed as the ratio between the value of sea-land boundary shift
in the analyzed period (from time t0 to t1) and the beach emerged
at time t1 [87]. The application of this model is limited to sandy
beaches.
Baquerizo and Losada [88] and Losada et al. [89] presented a
methodology to predict the morphological evolution driven by
wave action over the coastline, in a decadal scale; and the evalu-
ation of the associated uncertainty. The methodology is based
on the application of a one-line model with time dependent
boundary conditions combined with a 1-D river model for non-
permanent flux that allows to considering the sediments coming
from river.
5 Particular case: Coastal risk studies
developed in Mexico
The most relevant contribution for risk assessment in Mexico has
been developed by the National Center for Disaster Prevention
(CENAPRED) [90]. Since 2000 CENAPRED has been work ng on the
Mexican Atlas of risk and hazard areas which aims to establish a
national methodology to evaluate hydro-meteorological risks at
coastal zones. The most recent publication on the topic is the b sic
guide for the Elaboration of State and Municipal Atlas of Risks and
Hazards in 2006, where a methodology for the construction of flood-
ing r sk m ps is d scribed. This methodology can be summarized as
follows:
(i) Identify coastal flooding hazards: this step is mostly focused on
evaluating storm surge numeric lly.
(ii) Evaluate the vulnerability to flooding of dwellings: the physical
vulnerability is set considering the material of construction of
the walls and roofs; and the potential damage related to the
flooding levels.
(iii) Draw the map of risk. CENAPRED [90] defines risk as the prob-
ability of occurrence of damage to people, communities or their
goods as a consequence of the impact of natural phenomena,
while the probability of occurrence of those phenomena is the
threat. In a simple relation, risk can be represented as:
R ¼ f P;V; Eð Þ (3)
where R is the risk, P the hazard, V the vulnerability, and E is the
exposure.
Hazar s are defined as the probability f occurrence of a poten-
tially harmful phenomenon. Exposure is the number of persons,
goods, and systems that could be damaged. Vulnerability refers to
the strength or weak ess of the exposed systems. Considering a
specific return period, T, the risk can be expressed as:
R ¼ CVTPT
where VT is the vulnerability related to the return period, PT the
probability of occurrence of a certain event in the return period,
and C is the value of the exposed goods. If several events are to be
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Vulnerability! is! the! degree! of! fragility! of! a! (natural! or! socio_economic)! community! or! a!
(natural! socio_! economic)! system! towards! natural! hazards.! It! is! a! set! of! conditions! and!
processes! resulting! from! physical,! social,! economical! and! environmental! factors,! which!
increase! the! susceptibility! of! the! impact! and! the! consequences! of! natural! hazards.!
Vulnerability! is!determined!by! the!potential!of!a!natural!hazard,! the! resulting! risk!and! the!
potential! to! react! to! and/or! to!withstand! it,! i.e.! its! adaptability,! adaptive! capacity! and/or!
coping!capacity.!!
The! most! authoritative! and! widely! quoted! definition! of! vulnerability! in! the! context! of!
climate!change!is!from!the!Fourth!Assessment!Report!(2007):!“Vulnerability$is$the$degree$to$
which$a$system$is$susceptible$to,$and$unable$to$cope$with,$adverse$effects$of$climate$change,$
including$ climate$ variability$ and$ extremes.$ Vulnerability$ is$ a$ function$ of$ the$ character,$
magnitude,$ and$ rate$ of$ climate$ change$ and$ variation$ to$ which$ a$ system$ is$ exposed,$ its$
sensitivity,$ and$ its$ adaptive$ capacity”! (IPCC! 200783).! The! most! challenging! aspect! of! the!
vulnerability! definition! provided! by! the! IPCC! is! the! concept! of! adaptive! capacity.! This! is!
because! to! make! adjustments! or! changes! to! current! action! (adaptation)! many! social,!
political,!economic,!technological!and!other!factors!need!to!be!considered.!In!general!terms,!
without!adaptation,!a!rise!in!sea_level!would!inundate!and!displace!wetlands!and!lowlands,!
erode! shorelines,! exacerbate! coastal! storm! flooding,! increase! the! salinity! of! estuaries,!
threaten!freshwater!aquifers,!and!otherwise! impact!water!quality.!The! impacts!would!vary!
from!place!to!place!and!would!depend!on!coastal!type!and!relative!topography.!!
While! the! notion! of! vulnerability! is! frequently! used! within! catastrophe! research,!
researchers’!notion!of!vulnerability!has!changed!several!times!lately!and!consequently!there!
have! been! several! attempts! to! define! and! capture! the! meaning! of! the! term.! It! is! now!
commonly!understood! that! “vulnerability! is! the! root! cause!of!disasters”! (Lewis,!1999)!and!
“vulnerability!is!the!risk!context”!(Gabor!and!Griffith,!198084).!Many!authors!discuss,!define!
and!add!detail! to!this!general!definition.!Some!of!them!give!a!definition!of!vulnerability!to!





the! affected! system.! The! nature! of! vulnerability! only! matters! to! the! extent! to! which! it!
produces! insights! that!will!help!us! to!adapt! to,!or!mitigate,!external!changes.!Vulnerability!
concerns!the!susceptibility!to!substantial!damage,!disruption!and!casualties!as!a!result!of!a!
hazardous!event.!The!recent!approach!in!terms!of!“coastal!vulnerability”!studies!(since!the!







where!V! =! vulnerability!S! =! susceptibility!E! =! exposure!R! =! resilience!V! depends! on! many!
factors! including! landuse,! building! design! and! construction! concepts,! planning! paradigm,!
forecast!skill,!effective!communication!of!an!impending!hazard,!and!willingness!and!ability!to!
take! responsive! actions.! Naturally,! these! factors! increase! flood! risk! and! also! affect!
vulnerability.! Increased! unmitigated! risk!will! thus! result! in! high! or! very! high! vulnerability,!
especially! under! existing! paradigms! that! emphasize! increased! ‘active’! HI! (higher! dikes,!
better! early! warning,! etc.).! Indirect! intervention! including! smart! and! sustainable! urban!









published! at! coastal! conferences! and! workshops.! Nevertheless,! very! few! studies! really!
present! feasible! and! effective! methodologies! for! coastal! risk! assessment.! Some! of! these!
Kunreuther 2005). This leads us to the next subsection, which
addresses vulnerability.
5.16.3.3 What Is ‘Flood Vulnerability?’
We deﬁne vulnerability as the ability to resist or recover from
the impact of a hazard in both long and short term. An element
or a system can be thought of as vulnerable. Buildings or
human beings are types of elements, whereas cities, regions, or
economies are examples of systems. We represent vulnerability
with the following equation:






V depends on many factors including landuse, building
design and construction concepts, planning paradigm, forecast
skill, effective communication of an impending hazard, and
willingness and ability to take responsive actions. Naturally,
these factors increase ﬂood risk and also affect vulnerability.
Increased unmitigated risk will thus result in high or very
high vulnerability, especially under existing paradigms that
emphasize increased ‘active’ HI (higher dikes, better early
warning, etc.). Indirect intervention including smart and
sustainable urban design or a paradigm shift from ‘ﬁghting
ﬂoods’ to ‘living with ﬂoods’ can induce passive resistance to
ﬂooding and thus reduce vulnerability. Creating multipurpose
infrastructure or waterscapes (Amphibious city landscapes)
through amphibious urban design appears to be one of the
more promising ways forward, given the current state of affairs.
Both ﬂood risk and vulnerability are important to the
insurance and reinsurance industries in which catastrophe
modeling is used to determine risk and vulnerability to a range
of exposures. Vulnerability, in modeling parlance, can be esti-
mated as the damage cost to a property expected for known
water levels expressed in terms of mean damage ratios (mone-
tary damage as a proportion of the total value of an affected
property). Beneﬁts of this kind of modeling to an insurer’s
underwriting strategy cannot be understated. The main output
of a probabilistic catastrophe model is the exceedance proba-
bility (EP) curve, which illustrates the annual probability of
exceeding a certain level of loss (Grossi and TeHennepe 2009).
One key risk metric derived from an EP curve is the average
annual loss (AAL). AAL is an estimate of the annual premium
needed to cover losses from the modeled peril(s) over time,
assuming that the exposure remains constant (Grossi and
TeHennepe 2009). Figure 7 illustrates globalﬂood vulnerability
in coastal and delta cities including the top eight Asian cities in
terms of assets exposed to coastal ﬂooding.
5.16.3.4 ResilencedA Paradigm Shift?
Disaster afterdisaster,weare remindedof thedevastatingnatureof
ﬂoods. The Mindanao ﬂoods on 18 December 2011 in the
Philippines claimed over 1100 lives (Agence Presse-France
(Philippines ﬂoods (December 2011). News item accessed at
http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/116107/1000-missing-in-
mindanao-ﬂoods%E2%80%94government)). The region
received a month’s worth of rain in just over 3 h. The high death
toll was partly because TyphoonWashi hit the southern island in
the middle of the night with the worse affected areas being
settlements along river banks susceptible to ﬂooding. The story-































Flood control strategies including river
taming/training, construction of dikes, dams
and other engineering solutions
Tobin, 1995; Vis et at. 1993
Hall et al. 2003;










floods to profit from
their occurrence
None
Figure 6 Flood management continuum depicting past, current, and future appreciation of ﬂood management including risk.
















the! intensity! of! flood! situation! and! their! associated! execeedance! probability! for! either! a!
single!or!several!flood!scenarios.!!
Risk!mitigation!means! to!propose,!evaluate!and! select!measures! to!alleviate! risks! in! these!
areas.! Currently,! the! evaluation!of! alternative!measures! is!mostly! done!by!means!of! cost_
benefit! analysis! (CBA)! or!Multi! Criteria!Analysis(MCA).! In! the! first! approach! the! costs! of! a!
certain!measure!are!compared!with!their!benefits!in!terms!of!risk!reduction.!In!theory,!this!
procedure! leads! to! an! efficient! allocation! of! funds! and! finally! to! an! optimized! protection!
against!flooding.!The!MCA!is!usually!considered!as!a!decision!making!tool!more!than!a!risk!
assessment! approach;! however,! it! has! been! included! as! a! methodology! to! assess! risk! by!
using! the! same! information!as! risk!analysis.!The!MCA!methodology! is!based!on!economic,!
social,!and!environ_!mental!criteria,!which!are!joined!together!into!a!single!risk!estimation.!
Different! methods! to! assess! or! determine! hazard,! risk! and! vulnerability! to! flooding! have!
evolved! through! ongoing! research! and! practice! in! recent! decades! (Xia! et! al.,! 201197;!
Hartanto! et! al.,! 2011 98 ;! Gichamo! et! al.,! 2012 99 ).! Two! distinct! method! types! can! be!
distinguished:!!
• Deterministic! modelling! or! quantitative! approaches! which! use! physically! based!
modelling! approaches! to! estimate! flood! hazard/probability! of! particular! event,!
coupled!with!damage!assessment!models!which!estimate!economic!consequence!to!
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provide!an!assessment!of! flood! risk! in!an!area!and! to!evaluate!multiple!mitigation!
option!in!a!CBA!or!MCA!frame!work.!!!
• Parametric! or! qualitative! approaches! which! aim! to! use! readily! available! data! of!
information! to! build! a! picture! of! the! vulnerability! of! an! area.! !! Parametric_based!






As! reported! in! the! FLOODsite! EU! FP7! Project104!practice! of! flood! risk! assessment! and!
management!is!subjected!to!the!following!deficits:!
• Defining! flood! risk! by! the! formula! RISK=Probaiblity! X! Consequence! (Gouldby! et! al!
2005)! comprehends! all! kinds! of! consequences! of! flooding.! Nevertheless,! current!
practice!of! risk! assessment! and! cost_benefit! analysis! still! focuses!on!damages! that!
can!be!easily!measured!in!monetary!terms.!More!precisely,!risk!analysis!mainly!deals!
with! damage! to! assets,! while! social! and! environmental! consequences! are! often!
neglected.!In!consequence,!flood!risk!management!often!manages!only!certain!parts!
of! flood! risk.!On! that!basis,! an!optimised!allocation!and!design!of! flood!mitigation!
measures! cannot! be! ensured! and! is! the! more! unlikely,! the! more! social! and!
environmental!risks!are!spatially!separated!from!economic!risks.!!!
• !The! spatial! distribution! of! risks! as! well! as! of! the! benefits! of! flood! mitigation!
measures! is! rarely! considered.! E.g.! the! evaluation! and! selection! of! appropriate!
mitigation! measures! is! mostly! based! on! their! overall! net! benefit.! Therefore,! it! is!
often!not!considered!which!areas!benefit!most!from!a!measure!and!which!areas!do!
not.! This! may! lead! to! spatial! disparities! of! flood! risk! which! are! not! desirable! or!
acceptable.!!!
The!methodological! framework!discussed,!proposed!and! implemented! in! the!Web_GIS!DSS!
developed!in!this!thesis!tries!to!define!solution!for!these!two!deficits.!!






GIS!with! their! ability! to! handle! spatial! data! are! an! appropriate! tool! for! processing! spatial!
data!on!flood!risk.! In!our!framework!we!will!therefore!describe!and!test!approaches!which!
combine!MCA!with!GIS.!!
In! conclusion! the! purpose! is! to! develop! a! Web_GIS! SDSS! able! to! quantify! and! spatially!
represent! risk! related! to! coastal! flooding! for!multiple! receptors! type! (economic! activities,!
people!and!social!aspect,!environment)!with!the!following!characteristics:!!
• Flood! risk! mapping! is! an! essential! element! of! flood! risk! management! and! risk!
communication.! In! many! countries! risk! mapping! is! regulated! by! law.! The! Flood!
Directive! of! the! European! Union,! enacted! in! November! 2007,! requires! member!
states! to! create! both! flood! hazard! and! flood! risk! maps! (European! Commission,!
2007).! Although! flood!mapping! is! frequently! limited! to!mapping! the! flood! hazard,!
there! is!a! lively!discussion!on! flood!risk!mapping,! including! the!potentially!adverse!
effects!on!asset!values,!people!and!the!environment.!
• Optimal! decisions! on! flood! mitigation! measures:! safety! against! floods! requires!
resources,! among! others! large! amounts! of! tax! money.! It! should! therefore! be!
secured! that! these! resources! are! well! used! economically.! This! implies! that! the!
current!flood!risk!has!to!be!estimated,!the!potential!risk!reduction!options!have!to!
be!determined,!and!benefits!and!costs!of!different!options!have!to!be!quantified!and!
compared.! For! these! steps! towards! cost_effective! risk! management,! damage!
assessments!are!an!essential!ingredient.!!
To!define!the!risk!related!to!flooding,!some!assumptions!have!to!be!made.!The!inundations!




Web_GIS!DSS! service! considers! two! scale!of! flooding!hazard:! the! first! related! to! long_term!
events!the!second!to!extreme!or!episodic!events.!Cost!Benefit!Analysis!





utilizing! resources.! It! has! under_! gone! continuous! refinement! and! expansion! due! to! the!













joined! together! into! a! single! risk! estimation.! Each! criterion! is! weighted! to! allow! the!
representation!of!the!relative!importance!of!each!risk!type.!The!possibility!of!this!approach!
for! evaluating!monetary! and! non_monetary! risk! in! an! integrated!way,! as! well! as! showing!
their! spatial! distribution! provides! a! better! supported! technique! for! the! comparison! of!
project!alternatives.!There!are!various!approaches!that!suggest!multi_criteria!procedures!to!





involve! non_! monetary! items.! This! combined! methodology! has! been! used! for! guiding!
decisions! about! adaptation! measures! to! climate! change! induced! flooding,! as! part! of! the!
ADAPT!Project!work.!!









Coastal! Vulnerability! Index! (CVI)! integrating!multi_criteria! evaluation! to! identify! areas! that!
are! at! risk! of! erosion! and/or! permanent! or! temporary! extreme! climatic! events! (storms,!
floods,!etc).!Grid!cells!and/or!line!segments!with!low!reliefs,!erodible!substrates,!histories!of!
subsidence! and! shoreline! retreat,! and! high! wave! and! tide! energies,! will! have! high! index!
values!indicating!high!vulnerability.!!
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Table 1 CVI Criteria and Weight Bagdanaviciute et al. 2015119 
!
! !
(5) Application of an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) for the
assessment of the relative importance (weights) of the
criteria.
(6) Calculation of the coastal vulnerability index (CVI).
(7) Compilation of vulnerability maps.
The entire process relies on those litho-morphodynamic criteria
which can be directly related to the development of micro-tidal
low-lying coastal environment features (Tables 1 and 2). Several
originally used core criteria of physical processes such as the tidal
range and relative sea level change (Gornitz andWhite, 1992, 1994;
Pendleton et al., 2004; Boruff et al., 2005; Doukakis, 2005;
Szlafsztein and Sterr, 2007; Devoy, 2008) were excluded either
due to the speciﬁc hydrodynamic regime of the study area or
because of their relatively low importance in the particular situa-
tion. Several other geologic criteria (such as features of geo-
morphology) are, to a ﬁrst approximation, immaterial in the
context of the Lithuanian coast and were replaced by the coastal
morphometric parameters that were much more tightly related to
the vulnerability of the particular coastal sections. Another implicit
restriction was that these parameters should be easily observable
or measurable using remote sensing technique. Based on these
recommendations, the beach width, height, underwater slope and
appearance of the sand bars were estimate to be more applicable to
evaluate the vulnerability of the Lithuanian coast at local scale.
Overall seven criteria were selected (Table 1) and classiﬁed into
two categories. The geological criteria are represented by the his-
torical shoreline change rate, beach width and height, sediment
properties, inclination of the underwater slope and appearance of
sand bars. The physical processes are represented by the mean
signiﬁcant wave height that is decisive in many aspects of coastal
evolution (USACE, 2002). Other physical parameters such as the
potential storm surge height, wave approach direction or duration
and properties of ice cover are relatively uniform along the Lithu-
anian coast or immaterial for this coastal segment, therefore were
not included into assessment.
The historical changes of the shoreline for the period of
1947e2010 were evaluated using cartographic data, from which
20 shoreline locations were derived. The distance between the
shorelines was measured for 179 shore-perpendicular transects,
i.e. each 500 m along the coast. The historical shoreline changes at
each transect were assessed using the Digital Shoreline Analysis
System (DSAS) (ver. 4.2) software (Thieler et al., 2009; Fletcher
et al., 2012). The End-point rates (EPR) were calculated, by
dividing the distance of shoreline relocation by the time elapsed
between the earliest image and the most recent shoreline, at each
transects. The beach width and height were measured along 173
beach proﬁles spaced 500 m apart. The data of nearshore sedi-
ments were obtained from quaternary geological map (1: 5000),
95 cross-sections (Bitinas et al., 2005) and in situ beach sediment
sampling every 1 km (90 samples) along the Lithuanian coast. The
inclination of underwater slope and the amount of sand bars was
extracted from 92 nearshore bathymetry proﬁles extending from
the shoreline down to 10 m depth (Bitinas et al., 2005, ﬁeld survey
2012). The properties of wind waves for the typical and extreme
meteorological conditions were modelled using an implementa-
tion of the SWAN model (developed at the Delft University of
Technology, www.swan.tudelft.nl). The parameters of real winds
from 2006 to 2009 were used as the model input. The model
bathymetry for the nearshore with a 500 m horizontal resolution
was based on combining so-called Warnemünde topography
(Seifert et al., 2001), for the offshore area and data from Bitinas
et al. (2005) and in situ measurements (2012) for the nearshore
and shallow water. Doing so makes it possible to take properly
into account rapid variations in the water depth in some sections
of the Lithuanian nearshore. For each proﬁle we used the mean
and maximum signiﬁcant wave height and the values of 90 and 95
percentile at a depth of 10 m.
The data of seven selected geological and physical criteria
(Table 1) were arranged into a database and analysed using the
ArcGIS 9.3 software. Data for each of the seven criteria were grid-
ded into the shoreline attribute table using with a resolution of
500 m along the coastline (Fig. 1).
As common for this type of exercises, different criteria (or
attribute based on their values) may contribute differently into the
Table 1
Data used in this study.
Variables Data source Time scale
Historical shoreline
change rate








Bathymetry map (scale 1:5000), single
beam bathymetry data
2004e2012
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Weighting of the criteria.
Criteria Expert 1 Expert 2 Combined
Weight Rank Weight Rank Weight Rank
Historical shoreline change rate 0.242 2 0.310 1 0.277 2
Underwater slope 0.380 6 0.068 5 0.052 5
Beach width 0.130 4 0.098 4 0.112 4
Beach height 0.059 5 0.038 7 0.046 6
Sand bars 0.334 1 0.254 2 0.297 1
Beach sediments 0.028 7 0.048 6 0.036 7
Mean signiﬁcant wave height 0.170 3 0.185 3 0.179 3
Consistency ratio 0.09 0.04 0.04








event.!Coastal! floodplains!world_wide!are! focal!points! for!human!settlement! (McGranahan!
et! al.,! 2007 122 ;! Small! and! Nicholls,! 2003 123 )! and! often! span! large! areas! crossing!
administrative!and!geo_political!boundaries!(de!Moel!et!al.,!2009124;!EXCIMAP,!2007).!!
Several! large_scale! flood! risk! studies! recognise! that! for! effective! strategic! flood! risk!
management,! coastal! floodplains! should! be! analysed! as! regions! of! interacting! physical,!
socio_economic! and! ecological! systems! (Hanson! and! Nicholls,! 2012125;! Mokrech! et! al.,!
2011126;! Safecoast,! 2008127).! Flood! risk! studies! also! recognise! the! need! for! expanding! the!
spatial! and! temporal! scales! across!which! floodplains! are! studied! (Dawson! et! al.,! 2009128).!
Strategic! flood!risk!management! therefore! requires! risk!appraisal!models! that!are! rapid!as!
well!as!comprehensive.!!
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Figure 5 SPRC paradigm FLOODsite)EU)FP7)Project129 
The! conceptual!model! for! coastal! flooding! risk! assessment!proposed! for! the!Web_GIS!DSS!
developed! in! this! thesis! is! based!on! Source_Pathway_Receptor_Consequence! (SPRC)!model!2 - 8
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that! is!widely!used! in! the! fields!of!pollution!and!natural!hazard! risk!assessment.!The!SPRC!
was! initially!applied! in!environmental!pollution! (Holdgate,!1979130)! to!describe! the! flow!of!
contaminants! from! a! source! (an! ocean! or! river)! through! a! pathway! (a! coastal! protection!
structure!or!a!beach)!to!a!receptor!(flood!plain/!urban!areas!/!ecosystems,!etc.)!
The!SPRC!model!is!a!simple!conceptual!model!for!representing!flood!systems!and!processes!
that! lead! to! particular! flooding! consequences.! Effectively,! the! SPRC! represents! how! the!
Sources! (in! this! case,! waves,! tide,! storm! surge,! mean! sea! level,! river! discharge,! run_off)!
through! the! Pathways! (including,! coastal! defence! units)! affect! the! Receptors! (buildings,!
infrastructure,!habitats,!etc.)!generating!economic,!social!and!environmental!Consequences.!
Scenarios! of! change! will! modify! the! consequences! of! flooding! and,! given! adverse! trends!
such! as! sea_level! rise! and! increasing! coastal! development,! will! increase! them.!Mitigation!
options! from! a! wide! menu! of! engineering,! ecological! and! social! options! can! offset! this!
increase!in!Consequences,!and!keep!risk!at!a!socially_acceptable!level.!!!
In! literature! risk! is! recognised! as! a!main! concept! in! coastal! flood! protection! (Evans! et! al.,!
2006131 ;! Sayers! et! al.,! 2002132 ).! ! Coastal! flood! risk! studies! conceptualise! the! coastal!
floodplain!in!terms!of!two!components:!1)!flood!defences!that!prevent!or!reduce!the!ingress!
of!flood!water;!and!2)!the!floodplain!behind!the!defences!comprising!all!features!considered!
to! be! at! risk! from! flooding! (Bakewell! and! Luff,! 2008133;! FLOODSite! Consortium,! 2008134;!
Naulin!et!al.,!2012135).!!
Large_scale! integrated! flood! risk! assessments! use! conceptual! frameworks! to! describe! the!
relationship!of!the!coastal! floodplain!system!to!external!drivers!and!pressures!(e.g.,!DEFRA!
2004136 ,! Evans! et! al.,! 2004137 ;! Sayers! et! al.! 2005138 ,! FLOODSite! Consortium,! 2009139 ;!
Safecoast,!2008140;!North!Carolina!Division!of!Emergency!Management,!2009141;!Narayan!et!
al!2011142,!Naulin!et!al.,!2012).!!
In! all! of! these! studies,! the! state! of! the! coastal! floodplain! is! described! using! a! well_!
established! concept! —! the! Source–Pathway–Receptor–Consequence! (SPRC)! conceptual!
model!(Gouldby!and!Samuels,!2005143).!The!SPRC!model!describes!the!floodplain!in!terms!of!





Figure 6 SPRC FLOODsite)EU)FP7)Project144 
The factor grouping of the SPRC model is defined as follows:  
Sources!refer!to!marine!forcings!inducing!the!flood!event.!In!this!work!we!have!selected!two!
flood! risk! sources,! differentiated!primarily! by! the! scales! of! time! and! space! that! affect! the!
coastal! zone.! The! first! one! is! associated! to! long_term! processes! which! are! given! by! RSLR!!
and,! the! second! one! is! associated! to! episodic/extreme! events! which! are! given! by! storm!
impacts.!
Pathway!(P):!describes!the!main!variables!and!processes!control_! ling!the!coastal! risk! in! its!
way! from! the! source! to! the! receptor.! It! includes! natural! and! artificial! elements! such! as!
morphologic! processes! of! flooding,! and! those! related! to! the! behavior! and! failure!
mechanisms!of!defense!(overtopping,!overflow,!breaching,!or!flood!plain!inundation).!!
Receptor! (R):! are! all! physical! entities! exposed! to! the! threat,! such! as! people,! buildings,!
possessions,!property,!infrastructure,!or!environment.!The!characterization!of!the!Receptor!
refers! to! the! estimation! of! the! flooding! effects! in! the! territory,! the! flood! extent! and!
valuation!of!vulnerability!and!damage.!!
1. Introduction
Extreme events in the past decade, such as Hurricane Sandy
(Schultz, 2013) and Hurricane Katrina (Seed et al., 2008) in the US
and Storm Xynthia in France (Kolen et al., 2010), have demonstrated
that it is impossible to completely control or prevent damage due to a
ﬂood event. Coastal ﬂoodplains world-wide are focal points for human
settlement (McGranahan et al., 2007; Small and Nicholls, 2003) and
often span large areas crossing administrative and geo-political bound-
aries (deMoel et al., 2009; EXCIMAP, 2007). They form the interface be-
tween human, physical and natural systems, which are in turn
inﬂuenced by multiple natural (Friess et al., 2012; Gibson et al., 2007)
and human-induced pressures and drivers (Hallegatte et al., 2013;
Nicholls and Klein, 2005).
Several large-scale ﬂood risk studies recognise that for effective stra-
tegic ﬂood risk management, coastal ﬂoodplains should be analysed as
regions of interacting physical, socio-economic and ecological systems
(Hanson and Nicholls, 2012; Mokrech et al., 2011; Safecoast, 2008).
Flood risk studies also recognise the need for expanding the spatial
and temporal scales across which ﬂoodplains are studied (Dawson
et al., 2009). Strategic ﬂood riskmanagement therefore requires risk ap-
praisal models that are rapid as well as comprehensive. An exploratory
risk appraisalmodel is currently being developed for the initial stages of
a ﬂood risk study, to identify the need for more detailed assessments.
For themodel to be comprehensive, a robust conceptual understanding
of the ﬂoodplain is necessary. A strong conceptual foundation is an es-
sential step to understanding the ﬂoodplain, framing the study problem
and identifying knowledge gaps (Robinson, 2007). To ensure integration
within the ﬂood risk study, and ensure ownership of the problem by
multiple stakeholders, this conceptual foundationwill need to encourage
a participatory approach to ﬂoodplain mapping (Priest et al., 2012).
Narayan et al. (2012a) combined the Source–Pathway–Receptor
(SPR) approachwith systemdiagrams to provide an alternative concep-
tual model for descriptions of coastal ﬂoodplains. This conceptual
model, referred to in this paper as the quasi-2D SPR, facilitates the de-
velopment of a shared, comprehensive understanding of coastal ﬂood-
plain systems.
This paper describes the development, application and evaluation of
the quasi-2D SPR as the conceptual foundation for a probabilistic rapid
risk appraisalmodel. The ﬁrst part of this paper synthesises current con-
ceptual treatment of coastal ﬂoodplains within large-scale integrated
ﬂood risk studies. The synthesis highlights the necessity for an integrat-
ed and comprehensive conceptual model of the coastal ﬂoodplain and
the relevance of the quasi-2D SPR in this context. The second half of
the paper describes the application of the quasi-2D SPR to three exem-
plary coastal ﬂoodplains, out of a total of seven sites, representative of a
peninsula, an estuary and amixed open coast/estuary. Lessons learnt re-
garding coastal ﬂoodplain systems are discussed and the model is eval-
uated with regard to its consistency, usefulness and universality across
the seven pilot sites. The quasi-2D SPR is demonstrated in its applica-
tions to be a robust and useful conceptual foundation for further quan-
titative assessments. In conclusion, the paper also brieﬂy discusses the
use of the quasi-2D SPR in the next stages of development of the quan-
titative risk appraisal model.
2. Coastal ﬂoodplain conceptualisation in ﬂood risk assessments
2.1. Conceptual models and frameworks for coastal ﬂoodplains
Risk has long been recognised as a central concept in coastal ﬂood
protection (Evans et al., 2006; Sayers et al., 2002). Coastal ﬂood risk
studies – which focus on the evaluation of coastal ﬂood impacts on
human assets – conceptualise the coastal ﬂoodplain in terms of two
components: 1) ﬂood defences that prevent or reduce the ingress of
ﬂood water; and 2) the ﬂoodplain behind the defences comprising all
features considered to be at risk from ﬂooding (Bakewell and Luff,
2008; FLOODSite Consortium, 2008; Naulin et al., 2012). The quantita-
tive evaluation of risk in these studies is usually performed using nu-
merical hydraulic models. Most ﬂood risk estimation methods break
the process down into four components — occurrence probability of an
event; degree/extent of exposure; susceptibility of exposed assets to
damage and; value of a harmed asset (Gouldby and Samuels, 2005).
Large-scale integrated ﬂood risk assessments use conceptual frame-
works to describe the relationship of the coastal ﬂoodplain system to
external drivers and pressures (e.g., Evans et al., 2004; FLOODSite
Consortium, 2009; Safecoast, 2008; North Carolina Division of
Emergency Management, 2009; Naulin et al., 2012). In all of these
studies, the state of the coastal ﬂoodplain is described using a well-
established concept — the Source–Pathway–Receptor–Consequence
(SPRC) conceptual model (Gouldby and Samuels, 2005). The SPRC
model describes the ﬂoodplain in terms of the process of ﬂood risk
propagation — the initiation of a hazard at the shoreline, and its propa-
gation through a ﬂood pathway to a receptor with particular (negative)
consequences (Fig. 1). The model was ﬁrst used in the environmental
sciences to describe themovement of a pollutant from a source, through
a conducting pathway to a potential receptor (Holdgate, 1979) and was
ﬁrst adapted for coastal ﬂooding in the UK by the Foresight: Future
Flooding study (Evans et al., 2004).
The SPRCmodel presents a snapshot of the ﬂoodplain state. This is in
turn is driven by inputs operating at a range of spatial and time-scales
such as off-shore water levels and waves, climate change effects, and
human inﬂuences such as coastal zone management decisions and ac-
tions. Therefore themodel is usually nestedwithin broader frameworks
such as the Driver–Pressure–State–Impact–Response (DPSIR) that con-
ceptualise the inﬂuence of pressures and drivers external to the ﬂood-
plain (Kristensen, 2004). In this manner cause–effect feedbacks
between the ﬂoodplain system and external inﬂuences can be
conceptualised and described. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between
the DPSIR framework and the SPRC model. Fig. 2 illustrates that the
SPRC model can be divided into two components based on its nesting
within theDPSIR— aﬂoodplain state description (S–P–R) and a descrip-
tion of the consequences to changes in this state (C). Flood risk assess-
ments typically follow this division, using the S–P–R model to assess
ﬂood probabilities of elements within the ﬂoodplain and separate eco-
nomic models to evaluate ﬂood consequences. This paper also focuses
on describing the ﬂoodplain state and will henceforth only discuss the
SPR model.
2.2. The SPR model: role and function in ﬂoodplain risk assessments
One reason for the popularity of the SPR as a conceptual model for
ﬂoodplain state descriptions is that it readily translates to the compo-
nents of risk estimation (see Fig. 3).
The SPRmodel describes ﬂood risk propagation across theﬂoodplain
as a linear process from Source to Receptor although it allows conceptu-
alisation of far more than just risk propagation. In practice, speciﬁc and
often detailed, numerical models and analysis techniques exist for indi-
vidual ﬂoodplain systems and elements and each step of the process
Fig. 1. 1D SPR-C model for coastal ﬂooding.
(FLOODSite Consortium, 2009).
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often involves inputs from specialised and diverse numerical models.
Fig. 4 unpacks the role of the SPR model by mapping it to the numerical
modelling process of a ‘typical’ ﬂood risk assessment and its associated
inputs.
Due to the linearity of their conceptualmodel,ﬂood risk assessments
have hitherto limited their conceptual description of the ﬂoodplain
state. However, in practice, a typical ﬂood risk assessment uses a
range of diverse models and inputs to describe and analyse the state
of the coastal ﬂoodplain. Furthermore, the types and nature of models
and inputs ay differ depending on the scale and exten of detail of a
particular assessment. Fig. 5 illustrates the possible range and diversity
across scales and levels of detail within typical ﬂood risk assessments—
all of which use the linear SPR model described above to conceptualise
the coastal ﬂoodplain.
Though the ﬂood risk assessment may capture all relevant inputs
and processes within its numerical models the SPR itself does not de-
scribe the ﬂoodplain or the elements being analysed. For instance, the
SPR lumps descriptions of all structural and non-structural coastal de-
fences within the ‘Pathway’ component. Though often accounted for
within numerical models (Buijs et al., 2005; Wadey et al., 2012), the
role of non-structural ﬂoodplain elements such as beaches, spits and
coastal habitats is ignored within the conceptual model resulting in a
potentially incomplete description of the coastal ﬂoodplain.
2.3. Relevance and position of the quasi-2D SPRwithin ﬂood risk assessments
The SPR's effectiveness and popularity as the conceptual approach of
choice for coastal ﬂoodplain descriptions arises from its simplicity in de-
scribing the risk propagation process — from a source of ﬂooding,
through a pathway, to a receptor. This description of the ﬂoodplain
state in terms of the risk assessment process is sufﬁcient when ﬂood-
plain state description forms one aspect of a larger-scale ﬂood risk anal-
ysis. However the synthesis of conceptual treatment of coastal
ﬂoodplains reveals that quantitative models within ﬂood risk studies
often treat the ﬂoodplain in a detailed and spatially explicit manner.
As a result, the conceptual SPRmodel provides a far less comprehensive
description of the ﬂoodplain state in comparison to the rest of the ﬂood
risk study. Though widely used as the conceptual basis of ﬂood risk
studies the conventional SPR does not achieve a full, integrated descrip-
tion of the ﬂoodplain at the start of the study. The new SPR – described
in detail in Narayan et al. (2012a) – is one way of ﬁlling this gap in
the conceptual basis of integrated ﬂood risk assessments. The quasi-
2D SPR provides a descriptive, spatial approach to ﬂoodplain character-
isation and emphasises the relative role of ﬂoodplain elements as
pathways and/or receptors. This aims to achieve a comprehensive de-
scription of the ﬂoodplain as consisting of multiple possible source–
pathway–receptor linkages, while still describing the risk assessment
process in terms of the conventional SPR approach. This comprehensive
conceptual description of the ﬂoodplain is also useful when evaluating
the response of the ﬂoodplain to external inﬂuences within, for in-
stance, the broader DPSIR or THESEUS conceptual framework.
Since the quasi-2D SPR is an extension of the SPR approach, it is ide-
ally placed as a descriptive conceptual model for application at the ini-
tial stage of ﬂood risk assessment. The next part of this paper applies
the quasi-2D SPR at the initial stage of ﬂood risk studies for a range of
coastal ﬂoodplains and evaluates its usefulness and effectiveness as an
integrated, participatory and descriptive conceptual model for coastal
ﬂoodplain systems. The objectives of this application will be to a) gain
a shared understanding the ﬂood system, b) facilitate understanding
and ownership amongst diverse stakeholders of relevant ﬂood risk is-
sues and problems, and c) inform subsequent quantitative risk analyses
of the ﬂoodplain.
3. The SPR and system diagrams: a descriptive conceptual model for
coastal ﬂoodplains
3.1. The SPR and system diagrams model
The quasi-2D SPR describes the coastal ﬂoodplain as a systemof spa-
tially distributed, interacting elements. Based on the principles of the






















Fig. 2. Nesting of SPR-C model within DPSIR framework.
(Based on Evans et al., 2004).
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Fig. 3.Mapping SPR model to ﬂood risk estimation components.
(Adapted from FLOODSite Consortium, 2009).
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Consequence! (C):! represents! all! the! physical,! social,! institutional,! economic,! and!
environmental!adverse!effects!derived!from!the!occurrence!of!any!hazard.!To!evaluate!the!















Figure 7 Models involved in SPRC  
!
With) the) aim) of) implementing) a)Web1GIS) DSS) for) coastal) flooding) risk) assessment,) the)University of Bristol, 2004), Foresight: Future Flooding (Evans et al.,2004) and the EA/DEFRA Coastal Geomorphology (Whitehouse et al.,
2009) projects, it was developed with the following objectives:
1. Participatory construction methodology: A methodology in which the
conceptual framework andmodel are built by users and stakeholders
fromdiverse genres across the assessedﬂoodplain system in a partic-
ipatory process;
2. Capturing local knowledge: Develop a conceptual framework and
model that are capable of capturing relevant local knowledge across
ﬂoodplain elements in a formalised and structured manner;
3. Description of large, complex, ﬂoodplains: Ensure that the conceptual
framework and model can rapidly and readily describe large and
complex coastal ﬂoodplains;
4. Easy and consistent application: Ensure that the methodology and
framework are easy and consistent in their application and help de-
velop a shared understanding of the coastal ﬂoodplain system
amongst the involved users and stakeholders.
The quasi-2D SPR is built in four steps.
Step 1: The landward boundaries of the coastalﬂoodplain system are
ﬁrst decided using a planar water level model for the most extreme
water level being considered. This is done under the assumption of a
worst-case scenariowhere complete failure (or absence) of defences
is assumed. This assumption will indicate the full extent of the natu-
ralﬂoodplain systemand ensure that all systemelements are includ-
ed in subsequent analyses. The seaward boundary of the ﬂoodplain
system is placed at Mean Low Water Neaps to ensure inclusion of
all inter-tidal ﬂoodplain elements seaward of the coastline.
Step 2: Once the natural system extent is deﬁned all ﬂoodplain ele-
ments, including ﬂood defences, aremapped as unique entities clas-
siﬁed based on land-use (Fig. 6). Using land-use classiﬁcation
provides a platform for future integration of any analysis with the
socio-economic aspects of a ﬂood event, such as economic conse-
quences or land-use planning scenarios.
Step 3: Then the relationships between the identiﬁed elements are
deﬁned. The quasi-2D SPR emphasises the relative role of a ﬂood-
plain element as a receptor in its own right, and a pathway to linked
downstream elements. A link is identiﬁed between any two ele-
ments if the elements share a geographical boundary. Links between
engineered ﬂood defences and the rest of the system are also identi-
ﬁed on the same basis. Flood compartments created by these de-
fences can therefore be studied as part of the bigger natural
ﬂoodplain system, rather than as isolated sub-systems. The elements
and links are then schematised to obtain a systems diagram (Fig. 7).
The move from a geographical map to a systems map allows easy,
quick and comprehensive analyses of the topological relationships
between different elements regardless of their location or size.
Step 4: Once the system diagram is built, all the sources of ﬂooding
are identiﬁed at the boundaries and, if necessary, within the system
boundaries. These sources are also schematised and all links be-
tween them and directly connected system elements are identiﬁed.
A key strength of themodel is the involvement of stakeholders in the
model construction process (de Vries et al., 2011). All stakeholderswork
together to create their version of the system functionality and identify
linkages that will permit ingress and movement of ﬂoodwater. The
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Fig. 4. Application of SPR in ﬂood risk estimation models.
(Based onOumeraci et al., 2012; FLOODSite Consortium, 2009; North CarolinaDivisionOf EmergencyManagement, 2009; Gouldby et al., 2008; Bates andDeRoo, 2000).
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With! independence! of! the! probability! chosen! to! define! the!water! level! to! be! used! as! the!
source! for! the! flooding! analysis,! the! water! level! is! composed! by! different! components!
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With independence of the probability chosen to define the water level to be used as the source for the 
flooding analysis, the water level is composed by different components associated to different agents 
varying at different time scales. Figure 10 schematizes the three main components contributing to the 








Figure 10 Domains in coastal flooding analysis. 
The main problem associated to the right estimation of the water level associated to a given probability is 
to assess the contribution of each component. There are two main options to estimate such level:  
• to directly estimate it from existing time series of water levels; 
• to estimate it by analysing the integrated contribution of each component.   
   
In the first case, the only procedure to follow is to analyse the water level time series to obtain the 
extreme distribution of water level and, to define the probabilities (or return period) where the water level 
are required. Extr me distributi ns to be used in fitting water l vels can be seen in Sobey (2005) and 
Pirazzoli and Tomasin (2007) among others (see also Sánchez-Arcilla 2007). The main problem of this 
methodology is that water level records usually do not include wave-induced contributions. Thus, its use 
should only quantify the water level associated to astronomical and meteorological tides.  
 
In the second case, the contribution of each component has to be estimated and the joint probability has to 
be calculated. Here two main approaches do exist: (i) response and (ii) event approaches (see e.g. Fema, 
2005; Divoky and McDougal, 2006; Garrity et al, 2006).  
 
The event approach is deterministic, it uses one or more combinations of water level and wave conditions 
(events) associated to a given probability and it computes the resulting flood level (response). The main 
problem is that, in many cases, a combination of events with a given probability will not generally result 
in a response of a different probability. Moreover, the flood associated to the given probability could be 
produced by many combinations of conditions. On the other hand, the response approach is that in which 
the water level of interest (associated to a given probability or return period) is directly calculated from a 
probability distribution of total water levels. 
 
Response method 
It is based directly on measured or simulated water levels and waves as they occurred in nature and, the 
water level of interest (associated to a given probability or return period) is directly calculated from a 
probability distribution of total water levels. It is specially recommended when the variables (events) 
determining the flood level (response) are partially correlated, i.e. when surge and large waves are 
uncoupled and, for areas where wave height and periods during storms (both will determine the wave run-
up) are poorly correlated and, at present, it is the recommended by Fema guidelines for flood studies 




Extreme!distributions! to!be!used! in! fitting!water! levels!can!be!seen! in!Sobey! (2005146)!and!





probability! has! to! be! calculated.! Here! two!main! approaches! do! exist:! (i)! response! and! (ii)!
event!approaches!(see!e.g.!Fema,!2005149).!!!
The!event!approach! is!deterministic,! it!uses!one!or!more! combinations!of!water! level! and!
wave! conditions! (events)! associated! to! a! given! probability! and! it! computes! the! resulting!
flood! level! (response).! The!main! problem! is! that,! in!many! cases,! a! combination! of! events!
with! a! given! probability! will! not! generally! result! in! a! response! of! a! different! probability.!
Moreover,! the! flood! associated! to! the! given! probability! could! be! produced! by! many!
combinations!of!conditions.!On!the!other!hand,!the!response!approach!is!that!in!which!the!
water! level! of! interest! (associated! to! a! given! probability! or! return! period)! is! directly!
calculated!from!a!probability!distribution!of!total!water!levels.!!!
In! the! DB! embedded! in! the! Web_GIS! DSS,! yearly! maximum! wave! and! storm! surge!





the! next! 100! years! are! based! on! different! computer! simulations! of! the! atmosphere! and!
ocean! for! a! range! of! emission! scenarios.! The! projections! of! climates! and! sea_level! rises!
















The! hydrodynamic! model! is! coupled! with! a! wave! model,! WWMII! (Wind! Wave! Model).!
WWMII! is! a! finite! element! 3rd! generation! spectral!wave!model.!WWMII! solves! the!Wave!
Action!Equation,!describing!growth,!decay,!advection!and! refraction!of!wind!waves!due! to!




Wetterdienst)! and!distributed!by! the!Helmholtz_Zentrum!Geesthacht,! both! for! the! control!
period!(1960_1990)!and!for!three!periods!of!the!IPCC!A1B!scenario!(2010_2039,!2040_2069,!
2070_2100),! were! treated! to! produce! forcings! for! a! set! of! simulations! performed! with!




Due! to! the!high! local! subsidence!affecting! the!measurements!of! sea! level! in!Ravenna! (Fig.!
15),! sea! level! rise! scenarios! for! Cesenatico! were! computed! by! HZG! based! on! the! data!
collected!in!Trieste,!Northern!Adriatic!Sea.! !The!data!together!with!the!predicted!scenarios!








Figure 9 Average sea level measured in Ravenna.  The change in subsidence growth rate due to 
the law stopping water pumping from the subsoil in the agricultural surrounding land is evident. 
!
Figure 10 Maximum, average and minimum sea level rise predictions based on the historical data 
collected from Trieste measurement station.  Kindly provided by Ralf Weisse, HZG. 
!
4.7.1.2 Typical(and(Extreme(Climate(Scenario(
In! the!case!of!episodic!or!extreme!events,! the!process! is! somewhat!more!complex,!as! it! is!
necessary,!to!determine!first!what!we!consider!extreme!events!and!their!return!period.!!
The! first! step! consists! in! the! estimation! of! a! total! water! level! at! the! shoreline.! The! total!




level! of! interest! (associated! to! a! given! probability! or! return! period)! is! directly! calculated!
from!a!probability!distribution!of!total!water!levels.!!
In! order! to! calculate! the!water! levels! and! since! our!methodology! is! proposed! for! a! coast!
without!any!protection!but!natural!beaches,! the! runup!model!proposed!by!Stockdon!et!al!











2010_2039,! 2040_2069! and! 2070_2100),! with! the! correspondent! significant! wave! height,!
peak!off_shore!wave!steepness!and!wave!direction!
!
Table 2 Extreme conditions (surge is the first variable of the joint statistics) in Cesenatico.  Storm 
surge level Zm, associated significant wave height Hs, sea level rise Zr.   Wave direction >90°N 
These models are computationally expensive to run, can suffer from
instability problems and are time consuming to set up. For these reasons
their application and integration in THESEUS DSS was impractical.
Alternatively, simple GIS-based ﬂood inundation or ﬂood spreading
models (Brown, 2006; Poulter and Halpin, 2008) can be easily imple-
mented in a DSS in order to map the extent of the ﬂood. This approach
does not use a physically based model but performs ﬂood mapping
through the spreading of water levels or volumes in a DEM using a
GIS-raster based approach, through several techniques (Chen et al.,
2009; Gouldby et al., 2008; Lhomme et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010;
Zerger et al., 2002).
The GIS-based ﬂood inundation model selected and implemented
for the THESUS DSS is developed by considering a water overﬂow
method, combined with erosion where appropriate. The method
follows the marker controlled watershed segmentation algorithm de-
scribed by Meyer and Beucher (1990) and Soille and Ansoult (1990).
This algorithm ﬂoods each pixel that is located on a lower level with
respect to the ﬁxed water level and that is spatially “connected” to the
ﬂooding sources. Through this algorithm it is possible to produce ﬂood
maps for different storm surge levels and with multiple sources of
ﬂood. This algorithm has been modiﬁed within THESEUS to include
ﬁnite water volumes which are varying with time: this is a signiﬁcant
improvement with respect to the existing bath-tub approach adopted
in many similar existing tools (a.o. DIVA, RegIS, RAMCO).
Firstly, the water overﬂow of a sea bank (either a seawall or a beach
bank/dune) during a ﬂood is evaluated through the following procedure
(Martinelli et al., 2010).
Waves are transferred for a given tidal range from offshore to the
shore, including wave reduction due to structures where applicable,
using an analytical Matlab procedure. The reduction of wave height
induced by structures or other kinds of mitigation measures is also
considered (see Section 4 for details).
In order to deﬁne in a simple and quantitative way the ﬂooding
process, the proposed failure mechanism is given by
Zm þ Zr þ ηþ Ru2%ð Þ–ZbankN ¼ 0 ð1Þ
where Zm is the storm surge level, Zr is the sea-level rise induced by
climate change effects; η is wave set-up; Ru2% is wave run-up corre-
sponding to the characteristic value of 2% exceeding probability; Zbank
is the crest height of the sea ank (equal to the beach height plus the
dune height/seawall, if applicable).
Eq. (1) is based on the following simpliﬁed assumptions:
- Non-erodible cross-shore beach proﬁle during the storm;
- Absence of defence breaching against wave and tidal loads.
Wave run-up is computed by means of Stockdon et al. (2006):
Ru2% ¼ 1:1 % 0:35 % tan β HsL0ð Þ1=2 þ 0:5 % H0L0 0:563 % tan β2 þ 0:004
! "h i1=2# $
ð2Þ
where Eq. (2) is modiﬁed to include as Hs the local transmitted signiﬁ-
can wave height and as L0 is the corres onding loc l peakwav length;
β is the beach slope deﬁned as the average slope over a region of two
times the standard deviation of a continuous water-level record (β is
about 0.01). Eq. (2) already accounts for wave set-up η on natural
beaches.
A random-phase Gaussian process is generated having 2% character-
istic value consistent with the value of Ru2% estimated from Eq. (2).
The “off-shore” boundary is thusmoved t the “sea bank line”where
the boundary condition considers a varying level in timeW(t) given by
Eq. (2). The ﬂood wave propagation is then simulated as a dam-break,
where the wave celerity is indirectly represented by the contribution
of Ru2% (i.e. potential wave energy at the shoreline).
The ﬂood level W(t) is integrated on coastal segments in time to
provide water volumes as input data for the ﬂood model.
Furthermoremost existing coastal ﬂooding tools do not consider the
effect of coastal erosion.Within the THESEUSDSS, the erosion process is
represented by means of a simple 1-line model based on Miller and
Dean (2004). The variation of the shoreline position and therefore of
the beach width is reﬂected in the slope to be included in Eq. (2) for
estimating wave run-up.
The erosion model is based on the assumption that the starting
shoreline position assumed in the calculations corresponds to the
equilibrium position.
The governing differential equation is
dy tð Þ
dt
¼ k % yeq tð Þ−y tð Þð Þ ð3Þ
which hypothesises that the shoreline approaches an equilibrium form
at an approximately exponential rate. In Eq. (3), y(t) is the shoreline
position at time t; yeq(t) is the equilibrium shoreline position deter-
mined by the forcing at time t; k is the constant governing the rate at
which the shoreline approaches equilibrium.
The differential equation is solved by utilizing a numerical ﬁnite
difference approach (Miller and Dean, 2004), resulting in:
ynþ1 ¼








In Eq. (4) the equilibrium shoreline change, ∆yeq, is based on the
equilibrium beach proﬁle theory and a Bruun-type conservation of
volume argument (Miller and Dean, 2004):
Δyeq ¼−w tð Þ & % 0:106 % Hs tð Þ þ S
Bhþ 2 % Hs tð Þ
% &
;w & tð Þ ¼ db
ADean
% &1:5
being: Bh the berm height, S the storm surge, Hs i the signiﬁcant wave
height at breaking depth db, and ADean Dean's parameter.
The equilibrium shoreline change expression is slightly modiﬁed by
introducing the tidal range, CM, as follows:
Δyeq ¼−w tð Þ & % 0:106 % Hs tð Þ þ S
Bhþ 2 % Hs tð Þ þ CM
% &





A limitation is that the presence of long-shore interruptions of sedi-
ment transport, such as jetties, marinas and groynes, is not considered.
Therefore the methodology is suited for open coasts only.
However, in the DSS the end users can interact directly by providing
a shape ﬁle of the eroded shoreline predictable on the basis of expert
judgement and/or historical trends.
2.3. Modelling coastal ecosystems
Coastal ecosystems are of great environmental signiﬁcance: the
ecological communities found in these areas represent a transition
from both aquatic to terrestrial environments andmarine to freshwater
environments and are some of themost productive and valuable aquatic
ecosystems (Vasconcelos et al., 2007). Over the past decade changes in
coastal ecosystems have predominantly been attributed to humans
rather than natural processes (MEA, 2005). Such changes are caused
by the necessity to meet the rapidly growing demand for food, water
and fuel by the increasing human population. Coastal ecosystems are
under considerable additional pressure, due to disproportionally large
coastal population growth and development. With changes in climate,
coastal ecosystems face an additional threat: increasing seawater levels
and changes in the weather patterns which are also likely to increase
the vulnerability of coastal ecosystems to human-induced and natural
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Scenario Zr,$m
2 5 10 20 25 30 50 100
2010 0 Sop,$% 1.305 1.977 2.329 2.619 2.703 2.770 2.946 3.163
Present Zm,$m 1.143 1.238 1.287 1.328 1.340 1.349 1.374 1.404
Hs,$m 2.204 3.072 3.537 3.923 4.036 4.124 4.358 4.647
2020 0.07 Sop,$% 1.208 1.713 1.976 2.194 2.258 2.308 2.439 2.603
Short8term Zm,$m 1.110 1.201 1.248 1.287 1.298 1.307 1.331 1.360
Hs,$m 2.132 2.754 3.070 3.326 3.399 3.457 3.607 3.790
2050 0.13 Sop,$% 1.596 2.746 3.348 3.845 3.989 4.103 4.404 4.776
Mid8term Zm,$m 1.150 1.261 1.319 1.367 1.381 1.392 1.421 1.457
Hs,$m 2.397 3.779 4.585 5.286 5.495 5.661 6.106 6.668
2080 0.22 Sop,$% 1.524 2.223 2.589 2.890 2.978 3.047 3.230 3.456
Long8term Zm,$m 1.175 1.305 1.372 1.428 1.444 1.457 1.491 1.533




surface!elevation!observed! in!the! large!set!of!conditions!represented!by!each!wave.! It!was!
found! that! surge!did!not! influence! the! surge! significantly! (1! cm!difference),! and! therefore!
the!average!surge!across!scenarios!was!taken.!!




Table 3 Selected climate conditions representative of the typical average annual wave climate in 
Cesenatico.  Significant Wave height Hs, mean wave direction Dir, sea level associated to wave 
height Zm, frequency of the climate condition in one year f.  Calm 0%. 
!
Wave)Overtopping)
Once! the! target! total! water! level! has! been! estimated,! the! next! step! is! to! calculate!
overtopping!rates!(Q)!for!those!cases!where!the!runup!exceeds!the!beach/barrier!crest.!This!
will!determine!the!volume!of!floodwater!penetrating!to!the!hinterland!and,!in!consequence,!
determining! the! extension! of! the! flood! hazard! area.! The! overtopping! volume! has! been!
calculated! following! the!method!used! by! FEMA! (2003)! to! estimate! the! inundation! in! low_
lying! coasts.! The! following! describes! in! detail! the! formulas! used! in! this! part! of! the!
methodology.!!
Wave!overtopping!occurs!when! the!barrier! crest! height! is! lower! than! the!potential! runup!
level!Figure!11.!Waves!will!flow!or!splash!over!the!barrier!crest,!typically!to!an!elevation!less!
than!the!potential!runup!elevation!(R).!The!exact!overtopping!water!surface!and!overtopping!




2010 2020 2050 2080
Hs,$m Dir,$°N Sop Zm f,$% f,$% f,$% f,$%
0.3 50 0.025 0.21 26.00% 26.50% 25.70% 24.10%
1.5 50 0.035 0.25 5.66% 5.70% 5.15% 4.78%
2.5 50 0.035 0.37 1.71% 1.63% 1.48% 1.21%
0.85 80 0.035 0.25 23.60% 24.20% 25.30% 26.30%
3 80 0.035 0.62 0.77% 0.69% 0.45% 0.63%
0.3 120 0.025 0.29 39.70% 38.70% 39.70% 40.70%
1.5 120 0.035 0.56 2.63% 2.67% 2.18% 2.30%
 ! 42!
Under! random! wave! attack,! overtopping! discharges! can! change! in! several! orders! of!
magnitude! from! one! wave! to! another,! meaning! that! wave! overtopping! is! a! non_linear!
function! of! wave! height! and! wave! period.! This! time! variation! is! difficult! to! measure! and!
quantify! in! the! laboratory! and! therefore! overtopping! discharges! are! most! often! given! in!
terms!of!average!discharge.!!




and! prediction! of! sediment! overwash,! but! has! not! been! well! studied.! Most! of! these!





Figure 11 Overtopping 
Overtopping!guidance!of!FEMA! (2003)! is!based! largely!on! the!work!of!Owen! (1980)154!and!
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Figure 3.8. Overtopping
Overtopping guidance of FEMA (2003) is based largely on the work of Owen (1980) and 
Goda (1985). This formulation does not call for overtopping calculations in all instances. 
Instead it first call   a comparison of the freeb ard, F (the vertical distance between the 
base flood stillwater elevation and the crest elevation), and the mean runup height, R. If F > 
2 R, then the guidance assumes that overtopping can be neglected. If F < 2 R, then the mean 
overtopping rate Q for a nonvertical slope is calculated according to:
____
* 3 0.5( )sQ Q gH=















« »= « »¬ ¼
where:
Q* = dimensionless overtopping,
R* = estimated extreme runup normalized by 
r = the roughness coefficient,
F = freeboard,
Hs = incident significant wave height at toe of overtopped barrier,
g = gravitational constant,
m = the cotangent of the slope angle of the overtopped barrier, and
Lop = deepwater wavelength.
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!∗ = 8 ∗ 10!!!"# 3.1 !!∗ − !!!  
!∗ = !.!"!! !!" Eq. 5 
where:!!
Q*! =! dimensionless! overtopping,!! R*! =! estimated! extreme! runup! normalized! by!r! =! the!








and!management! through! or! over! which! flood!waters! flow,! such! as! habitats! relevant! for!
coastal! protection,! hard! and! soft! coastal! defences,! and! infrastructure.! It! is! worth!







Flooding!can!arise! from! ‘functional’! failures!when!wave!and!water! level! conditions!exceed!
those! for! which! the! defence! is! designed,! or! structural! failure! where! some! element! or!
components!of!the!defence!do!not!perform!as!intended!under!the!design!conditions!(Reeve!
et!al.,!2009156).! 
Once! water! enters! land! due! to! a! combination! of! extreme! sea! levels! and! exceedance! of!
defence! systems,! inundation! characteristics! are! primarily! dependent! upon! the! type! of!
defence! failure(s)! and! the! floodplain! topography! (e.g.! gradient,! barriers,! and! obstacles).!
Water! levels!and!flow!patterns!are!also! influenced!by! features!that!accelerate,!obstruct!or!
retain! water! (e.g.! buildings,! vegetation,! walls,! fences! and! drainage! features).! Urban!








due! to! vegetation.! These! complexities! are! represented! to! varying! degrees! by! numerical!
models,!which!are!described!in!the!following!subsection.! 
As! explained! further! in! chapter! 6,! variants! of! flood!map! are! an! important! component! of!
flood!risk!analysis!and!management.!These!may!be!generated!by!inundation!analysis,!which!
can! be! used! to! spatially! express! flood! risk,! or! emphasize! different! types! of! consequence.!
Flood!maps!can!be!used!for!operational!flood!warning!management!or!planning.! 
Advances! in! geographical! information! systems! (GIS)! and! high! resolution! topographic!
floodplain! data! have! benefited! the! analysis! and! visualisation! of! inundation.! A! form! of!
floodplain! elevation! data! considered! effective! for! flood!modelling! is! airborne! topographic!
Light! Detection! and! Ranging! (LiDAR).! This! is! an! implementation! of! laser! ranging!
incorporating!the!representation!of!the!ground!surface!at!high!resolutions,!which!increases!
the!ability!to!predict!flood! inundation!extent!and!depths!more!precisely!(Marks!and!Bates,!
2000158 ).! Such! systems! are! capable! of! providing! elevations! of! the! earth’s! surface! to!






across! a! DEM! and! generate! a! flood! outline,! to! determine! what! is! within! or! beneath! this!
theoretical!flood!extent.!Although!capable!of!providing!a!quick!overview!of! land!that!could!
be! affected! by! flooding,! this! method! can! significantly! over_predict! the! spatial! extent! of!







to! aid! flood! prediction! (Brown! et! al.,! 2007 165);! by! defining! a! computational! domain,!
boundary! conditions! and! using! a! two_dimensional! solver! to! simulate! the! free! surface!
elevation! of! floodplain! flow! (depending! on! the! complexity! of! the! 2D! model! an! initial!
condition,!and!depth_averaged!velocity!vector!may!also!be!incorporated).!The!application!of!
more!complex!models!which!solve!the!three_dimensional!Reynolds_!averaged!Navier!Stokes!
equations! (Cugier! and! Le! Hir,! 2002166)! is! rare! due! to! computational! cost! and! lack! of!
necessity,!whereas!one!dimensional!modelling!is!more!suited!to!problems!where!there!are!
well_!defined!channels!or! subsurface! flow!networks;!and!nowadays! rarely!used! for! coastal!
flooding!predictions!due! to! the! supremacy!of!2D!codes.!Hence!2D!models!are!now!widely!
used;! by! coupling! coastal! boundary! conditions! and! such! models! to! allow! numerical!






















Figure 2.11 Coastal flood mortality based upon large-scale events  
 
Generally, the largest numbers of coastal flooding fatalities occur in regions exposed to tropical 
cyclones (refer to Figure 2.2) especially when large storm surges combine with weaker defences, a lack 
of forecasting and human vulnerability. However, wealthy countries with forecasting and defence 
systems are still subject to coastal flooding disasters. For example, a 4.5 m storm surge was responsible 
for the greatest loss of life in any natural disaster in US history; when in September 1900 flood waters 
drowned 6,000 – 12,000 people in Galveston, Texas (Blake and Landsea, 2011). Developments in 
construction followed, although did not prevent the flooding caused by Hurricane Katrina in August 
2005. This storm surge was extreme, peaking to the east of the hurricanes path with consistent 
recordings between 7 and 10 meters along a 60 km stretch of Mississippi coastline; and 2 metre surge 
heights 240 km east of the Katrina’s track along Florida’s panhandle (Fritz et al., 2007). Clear weather 
warnings had indicated the location and timing of the hurricane’s landfall two days before the event 
(McCallum and Heming, 2006), and eighty per cent of the population (of approximately one million 
people) of the city of New Orleans acted on these warnings. However, various societal issues meant that 
many did not evacuate and remained in the path of the floods; whilst the main evacuation centre (the 
Superdome) was not suitably placed and surrounded by floodwater. Furthermore, inaccurate flood maps 
meant that 34,000 – 35,000 of the flooded homes did not have flood insurance, as they had not been 
defined in flood zones according to the Flood Insurance Rate Maps developed by FEMA (Muir-Wood 
and Grossi, 2006). The final overall death toll has not been finalised but may exceed 1500 (Van 
Heerden, 2007) with 1100 reported killed in Louisiana. Over 800 of these deaths are associated with the 
effects of flooding (Jonkman et al., 2009). This was the costliest natural disaster in US history with total 
damages of around US $ 81 billion (Pielke et al., 2008), with parts of the city of New Orleans requiring 
complete reconstruction. 





To! properly! build! flood!hazard! and! risk!maps! in! the! costal! zone,! different! type! of! data! to!
characterize! the! coastal! domain! are! required.! These! are! necessary! to! build! the! following!
main!layers:!
• The!digital!terrain!model!DTM!of!the!floodplain!to!be!flooded!
• The! morphology! of! the! coastal! fringe! where! waves! and! storm! surge! will! impact!
during!the!flood!event!
• The! bathymetry! where! waves! and! surge! will! propagate! during! their! approach!
towards!the!coast!!
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Zona ricettiva specialistica ambito "C"
Zona ricettiva specialistica ambito "C" - Edificio
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!
Figure 14 Cesenatico natural and artificial habitats 
!
The! seabed! is! gently! sloping! (about! 6!m/Km),! and! a! wide! surf! zone! is! exposed! to! waves!
raised! by! prevailing! south_easterly! and! north_easterly! winds! in! summer! and! winter,!
respectively.! Shallow! subtidal!bottom!sediments! consist!of! fine! to!medium!sands,! and!are!
colonised!by!assemblages!generally!dominated!by!bivalves.!The!coastline!is!protected!by!an!
uninterrupted!sequence!of!hard!defence!structures,!except! for!a! small!unprotected!gap! in!
the! northern! area.! These! breakwaters! are! colonized! by! assemblages! typical! of! artificial!
structures! in! the! region! such! as:! Mytilus! galloprovincialis,! Crassostrea! gigas,! Ulva! spp.,!
Sabellaria!alveolata,!Patella!caerulea.!!
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A 1.7.3 HABITATS 
Cesenatico offers an example of the depleted ecological conditions of the Region (Figure 81). Nowadays 
no saltmarshes, seagrasses, mussel beds, oyster beds nor other relevant biogenic habitats are present in 
Cesenatico. The only natural habitats remaining are some scattered vegetated patches of limited 
naturalistic value (Figure 82). 
 
 Legend 
  Artificial benthic habitat 
  Artificial river bank 
  Artificial dune 
  Flooded wetland 
  Protected sandy beach 
 
 Sandy beach 
  Soft bottom  
 
 Protected soft bottom 
  Channel 
  Vegetated Area 
 
 
Figure 81: Map of natural and artificial habitats in Cesenatico (modified from Sistema informativo del mare e della 
costa). 
The seabed is gently sloping (about 6 m/Km), and a wide surf zone is exposed to waves raised by 
prevailing south-easterly and north-easterly winds in summer and winter, respectively. Shallow subtidal 
bottom sediments consist of fine to medium sands, and are colonised by assemblages generally 
d minated by bivalv s (COLOSIO et al., 2007). The coastline i  protected by an uninterrupted sequence of 
hard defence structures, except for a small unprotected gap in the northern area. These breakwaters 
are colonized by assemblages typical of artificial structures in the region such as: Mytilus 
galloprovincialis, Crassostrea gigas, Ulva spp., Sabellaria alveolata, Patella caerulea (AIROLDI and BULLERI, 
2011; BACCHIOCCHI and AIROLDI, 2003; BACCHIOCCHI et al., 2000; BULLERI and AIROLDI, 2005). 
Bellocchio comprises an xtremely valuable naturalistic area of the territory of the Emilia- Romagna 
Region, between the provinces of Ferrara and Ravenna. The site is classified and protected as a nature 
reserve and has been proposed as “Sites of community importance” for the EU network Natura 2000. It 
is a brackish lagoon formed by a clay plateau with a large landfill on the left bank of the river Reno. The 
area is subject to cyclical flooding of the river Reno with their contribution of sediment and marine 
ingression dependent on tides and storms. As for the flora, the habitats of Community importance 
within the meaning of A nex I to Directive 92/43/EEC are reported in Figur  83. 
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Figure 16 Cesenatico ISTA POPULATION DENSITY  
!
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Figure 82: Appearance of the scattered vegetated patches and of the beach systems (with the artificial dune 
created seasonally to protect the bathing facilities) in Cesenatico (pictures Laura Airoldi) 
 
 
Figure 83: Map of habitats in Bellocchio (modified from Servizio Parchi e Risorse forestali della Regione Emilia-
Romagna. 2007). 
A 1.7.4 DEVELOPMENT OF SPRC 
First step is to define the spatial extent.  The morphological unit of Cesenatico (Figure 84 and Figure 86) 
extends from Riccione to Savio outlet.  The examined area is nested within the larger one, focussing on 
the urbanised area of Cesenatico from Zadina Pineta to Valverde channel.  The canal harbour with the 
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4.8.4 Bathymetry)and)DTM))




the! procedure! implemented! by! the! Federal! Emergency!Management! Agency! (FEMA)!who!
has! produced! a! series! of! guidelines! and! specifications! on! aerial! mapping! and! surveying!
within! the! programme! on! Flood! Map! Modernization! (FEMA,! 2003 168 ).! They! provide!
guidelines!on!different!practical!aspects!of!surveying!(e.g.!ground!surveys!of!control!points,!
hydraulic! structures,! topographic! mapping! using! photogrammetry,! Lidar,! etc.)! and,! also,!
they!serve!to!specify!the!quality!of!the!spatial!data!products!to!be!produced!which!are!later!
used!as!base!maps!to!produce!different!Flood!Maps!!
There! exist! different! technologies! to!measure! the! elevation! in! the! territory,! ranging! from!
remote!sensing!techniques!(e.g.!photogrammetry,!Lidar,!SAR,!etc.)!to!ground_truth!methods!
such! as! DGPS,! each! one! with! different! limitations! on! accuracy,! cost_effectiveness,! time_
consumption,! feasibility,!and!applicability.!One!of! the! first!main!points! to!be!considered! is!
that! the! most! frequent! situation! is! that! in! which! the! area! to! be! analysed! for! flooding!
purposes!is!large!or!very!large!(100s!of!km2).!This!makes!that!ground_truth!methods!are!not!










Figure 17 Costal Area variability and resolution 
!
Figure 18 Cesenatico topography 
!
! !
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Its most significant limitation is water clarity, which limits the maximum surveyable depths. Maximum 
surveyable depths range from around 50 meters in very clean offshore waters to less than 10 meters in 
murky near-shore waters. For extremely turbid conditions, surveying may not be possible (Guenther et al, 
2000). 
 
Figure 8 Comparison of Lidar and multi-beam sonar operation in shallow water. 
The remaining coastal domain to be covered is the nearshore zone. The bathymetry in this area will 
condition wave propagation towards the coast and, in this sense, can modulate the intensity of the 
flooding along the coast. With the exception of the relative rapid changes occurring in the shallowest part 
of this domain (already included in the previous zone), bathymetric changes in this area usually take place 
at long-term scales. Due to this, the requirements to update bathymetric data are relatively low. Presently, 
the most common used technology is the Multi-Beam Echosounder Surveying (MBES), which have 
demonstrated high quality with respect to meeting the IHO standards on depth accuracy (IHO, 1998). 
Moreover, they also provide additional info on processes taking place at sea bottom (e.g. Clarke et al, 
1996).   
 
Finally, Figure 9 shows a summary of the main characteristics of data collection in the different coastal 
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In! this! chapter! we! analyze! the! use! of! flood! simulation! models! for! mapping! floods!
characteristics! such! as!water! depth,! velocity! and! duration,! and! for! supporting! the! coastal!
managers!in!flood!risk!assessment!and!in!mitigation!measures!planning!through!the!use!of!a!
dedicated!Web_GIS!DSS.!!
As! reported! in! the! description! of! the! SPRC! framework,! modeling! of! flood! effects! and!
characteristics!is!a!key!aspect!for!damage!and!risk!assessment.!
The!demand!for!predictions!of!flooding!damage!and!risk!posed!by!natural!events!of!different!




flood! hazards! (Hunter! et! al! 2007174).! Costal! Flood! simulation! models! can! support! costal!
managers!in!estimating!the!consequences!of!floods,!in!terms!of!water!depths,!flow!velocities!
or!damages.!They!can!also!be!used!to!test!the!effectiveness!under!multiple!scenario!defined!
combing! costal! hazards! (climate! change,! subsidence,! storm)! and! mitigation! measure!
adoption.!!
A!flood!hazard!map!shows!the!spatial!distribution!of!the!flood!threat,!the!intensity,!in!term!
for! example! of! velocity! and! duration! of! flood! situation,! and! their! associated! execeedance!
probability!for!either!a!single!or!several!flood!scenarios.!!




sensing! and! computer! analysis! techniques,! the! traditional! sources! can! be! supplemented,!
thus!yielding!to!improvements!in!FHM,!and!this!leading!in!turn!to!better!planning.!
Nowadays,!in!FHM!several!types!of!approaches!are!used,!after!an!extensive!review,!we!can!
consider! two!major! types! of! approaches.! The! first! is! completely! based! on! theoretical! and!




De! Roo,! 2000176;! De!Moel! and! Aerts,! 2011177;! Stelling,! 2012178).! This! approach! requires! a!
rather!large!degree!of!hydraulic!expertise!and!is!computational!demanding.!The!other!one,!
also!called!as!equilibrium!or!planar!model,!uses!as!input!the!water!level!of!the!storm!surge!
and!distribute! this!over!a!DEM!by!means!of! some!kind!of! flow_connectivity!algorithm.!For!









(2)! unprecedented! socio_economic! and! technical! conditions! have! put! new! demands! on!
decision_makers!for!complex!and!ready!to!use!flood!information!(McCarthy!et!al.,!2007179).!!
The! key! to! graphical! visualizations! on! the! flooding!modelling! is! the! inclusion!of! the! series!
data!within!a!spatial!interface,!such!as!a!Geographical!Information!System!(GIS).!Nowadays,!
the! state!of! the!art! technology! in! the! field!of!Geographic! Information!System! (GIS)! allows!
spatial!analysis!as!well!as!to!generate!the!modelling!for!a!flood!hazard!phenomenon.!




Table 4 Example of GIS applications for natural hazard management Marfai 2003181 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
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2. Duration; time of inundation applies to structural safety, the effect of 
interruption in communication, industrial activity and public services, and the 
life of plants. 
3. Velocity; high velocities of flow create high erosive forces and hydrodynamic 
pressures. This features often result in complete or partial failure of structures by 
creating instability or destroying foundation support.  
4. Sediment load; high rates of sedimentation can especially in agricultural areas 
cause high damage depending on the growing season. 
5. Rate of rise; the importance of rate of rise of river level and discharge is in its 
relation to the time available for evacuation and flood fighting arrangements.   
6. Frequency of occurrence; cumulative frequency of occurrence of the various 
hazards is therefore a major factor in the development of Landuse. 
 
1.3.2. GIS modelling flood hazards  
Geographic Information System has exhibited two principal advantages for natural 
hazard mitigation and research. First, the technology allows storage of the information, 
which may prove invaluable in future situations. Secondly, GIS improves information 
accessibility. In term of natural hazard studies, GIS give contribution for data display, 
storage and retrieval, site selection, impact assessment, and modelling. Table 1.2 is 
shown an example of GIS application for natural hazard management, (DRDE-US, 
1991).  
Table 1.2. Examples of GIS applications for natural hazards management 
Function Potential Applications 
Aid in the analysis of spatial distribution of socio-economic infrastructure 
and natural hazard phenomena 
Use of thematic maps to enhance reports and/or presentations Data display 
Link with other databases for more specific information 
Land Information Storage 
and Retrieval 
Filing, maintaining, and updating land-related data (land ownership, 
previous records of natural events, permissible uses, etc.) 
Maintain and update district maps, such as zoning maps or floodplain maps Zone and District 
Management Determine and enforce adequate land-use regulation and building codes 
Site Selection Identification of potential sites for particular uses 
Hazard Impact 
Assessment Identification of geographically determined hazard impacts 
Development/Land 
Suitability Modelling Analysis of the suitability of particular parcels for development 
Source: Adapted from Levine J., and Landis, J. "Geographic Information Systems for Local 
Planning" in Journal of the American Planning Association (Spring, 1989), pp. 209-220, cited 
from DRDE-US, 1991 with modification.  
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Further,! advances! in! geospatial! technologies! have! revived! interest! in! storage! cell! based!
simplified!flood!models!introduced!by!Cunge!et!al.!(1980182).!In!particular!Storage!cell!based!
flood!models!easily!harmonize!with!GIS!data!formats!and!with!increasing!availability!of!high!
resolution! Digital! Elevation! Model! (DEM),! such! flood! models! are! being! applied! even! for!
urban! areas! (Bates! and! DeRoo,! 2000;! Bates! et! al.,! 2010).! Normally,! sophisticated! flood!
models! are! data! intensive! and! use! geospatial! datasets,! a! requirement! which! can! only! be!
addressed!by!research!level!organizations.!Adoption!of!such!models!by!stakeholders!or!local!
communities!may! be! difficult! due! to!model! complexity,! poor! understanding! of! underlying!
assumptions,!tedious!model!calibration,!lack!of!skill!in!handling!geospatial!datasets,!besides!
high! maintenance! costs! of! the! system.! Thus,! the! usefulness! of! advances! in! geospatial!
technologies! and! high! resolution! data! cannot! be! fully! utilized! by! stakeholders! unless! it! is!
offered!in!a!suitable!form!(Miller!et!al.,!2004183).!!







In! this! section! the!models! that! are! available! for! assessing! coastal! vulnerability! to! coastal!
flooding! due! to! storm! or! sea_level! rise! are! discussed.! The! models! presented! here! raise!
problems!of!scale;!some!are!good!for!local!purposes!and!not!very!good!for!large!study!areas!
and! others! vice! versa.! In! the! case! of! large! coastal! areas,! the! lack! of! good! quality! and!
homogeneous!data!among!regions_countries!is!a!key!bottleneck,!for!instance!meteorological!
data! or! consistent! and! high! accurate! height! information! (DTM)! for! Europe! (Vaze! et$ al.,$
2010184,!Horritt!et$al.,$2001185).!!
The!physics!of!floodplain!inundation!remains!a!challenge!to!scientists!(Bates!et!al.!2012186).!
Recently,! laboratory! experimentation! (e.g.,! Knight! and! Shiono! 1996187;! Sellin! and! Willets!
1996),! field! experimentation! (e.g.,! Babaeyan_Koopaei! et! al.! 2002188;! Nicholas! and!Mitchell!
2003189),! and! remote! sensing! observations! (e.g.,! Alsdorf! et! al.! 2000,! 2007;! Bates! et! al.!
2006190;! Pavelsky! and! Smith! 2008191;! Schumann! et! al.! 2007192,2008193)! have! all! resulted! in!





model! both! river! channel! and! floodplain! flows! as! being! fully! three! dimensional! (3D),!
including!turbulence,!with!solution!of!the!full!Navier–Stokes!equations.!!
The!main!stimulus!for!numerical!modeling!proliferation!has!been!the!increasing!availability!
of! high! resolution! topography! and! the! continued! development! of! new! and!more! efficient!
numerical! tools! and! scheme! for! predicting! flood! characteristics!mainly!mapping! the! flood!
extent!and!flow!velocity.!
In!particular! the!advances! in! remote!sensing!and!computing!power!have!made!distributed!
numerical!models!(e.g.!Hromadka!and!Yen,!1986194;!Syme,!1991195;!Bates!and!De!Roo,!2000;!
Horritt,! 2004)!an! increasingly!attractive! solution!where! spatial!predictions!of! the!potential!
damage!of!future!flooding!episodes!are!required.!
There! are!numerous!hydrodynamic! numerical!models! able! to! simulate! the!propagation!of!
flood!water!across!floodplain!areas!generated!by!coastal!or!river!flooding.!!
These! models! generally! solve! a! form! of! the! two_dimensional! shallow! water! equations!
(Katapodes! and! Strelkoff,! 1979196;! Kawahara! and! Yokoyama,! 1980197;! Iwasa! and! Inoue,!
1982198;!Zhang!and!Cundy,!1989199),!or!simplified!approximations!in!which!the!inertia!terms!
or! ‘acceleration! slopes’! are! omitted! from! the! controlling! equations! (Xanthopoulos! and!
Koutitas,!1976200;!Cunge!et!al.,!1980201;!Hromadka!and!Yen,!1986202;!Julien!et!al.,!1995203)!to!
givewhat!is!sometimes!known!as!a!“zero_inertia!model”!and!range!in!complexity!from!raster_
based! approaches! (Lhomme! et! al.! 2004!204,! Bates! et! al.! 2000!205!)! that! assume! the! flow!
between!cells!to!be!uniform!and!are!based!on!the!Manning!equation,!to!more!complex!finite!
volume!approaches!that!solve!numerically!the!full!two_dimensional!equations.!!
Solving! the! full! Saint_Venant! (RANS! Reynolds! Averaged! Navier_Stokes)! equations! over!
complex!topography!using!finite!difference!(Smith,!1978206),!finite!element!(Zienkiewicz!and!
Cheung,! 1965 207 )! or! finite! volume! (Hirsch,! 1988 208 )! algorithms! for! undertaking! high_
resolution! hydrodynamic!modelling! of! coastal! and! river–floodplain! systems! and!producing!
assessments!of!flood!risk!at!very!fine!spatial!and!temporal!scales!is!not!a!panacea.!!
In! fact,! these!models!are!computationally!expensive!to!run,!can!suffer! from! instability!and!
convergence!problems!(Liggett!and!Woolhiser,!1967209)!and!are!time!consuming!to!set!up.!
Moreover!as!reported! in!Leskens!et!al.!2014210!complex!numerical! flooding!models!despite!
the! advantages! in! providing! very! detailed! results! in! terms! of! mapping! flood! extent! and!





other! concerns! over! more! sophisticated! model! information! about! flood! risk,! particularly!
when!they!cannot!readily!see!the!feasibility!or!value!of!incorporating!new!or!more!detailed!
information! from! models.! Decision_makers,! acting! under! these! circumstances,! tend! to!





options! in! the! model! that! did! not! allow! recalculation! of! the! scenarios! that! were! under!
consideration.!Multiple!costal!flooding!risk!scenarios!should!be!evaluated!quickly!in!order!to!
communicate!scenario!results!to!decision!makers.!!
Their! application! within! the! context! of! risk_based! flood! system! models! that! require!
consideration!of!multiple!breach!and!loading!scenarios!can!be!impractical!(B.!Gouldby!et!al.!
2008216).!In!particular,!non_specialized!researchers,!emergency!management!personnel,!and!
land! use! planners! require! an! accurate,! inexpensive! method! to! determine! and! map! risk!
associated! with! storm! surge! events! and! long_term! sea! level! rise! associated! with! climate!
change!(Webster!et!al.!2008)!217.!
For)the)reasons)discussed)above)full)numerical)shallow)water)models)are)not)suitable)for)
the) development) of) a) Web1GIS) DSS) where) users) need) rapid) response) for) assessing)
multiple)coastal)risk)flooding)scenario.)
A! simplification! is! represented! by! reduced! complexity! or! Zero! Inertial! inundation!models.!
They!are!based!on!the!application!of!the!Manning’s!formula!or!weir!overflow!equations!on!
irregular!grids.!These!approaches!have!a!long!history,!with!the!first!applications!dating!back!
to! the! 1970s! (Cunge,! 1975218),! and! have! experienced! a! renaissance! in! the! recent! years!
(Moussa!and!Bocquillon,!2009219;!Castellarin!et!al.,!2011220).!The!floodplain!is!represented!by!
interconnected! storage! cells! of! irregular! shapes.! Water! volume! fluxes! between! cells! are!
typically!computed!by!the!Manning’s!equation!or!weir_type!formulas,!whereas!water!levels!
within!the!cells!are!derived!from!water!stage_volume!functions.!!
The! strengths! of! this! reduced_complexity! model! structure! derive! from! its! explicit!
dependence! on! a! regular! gridded! digital! elevation! model! (DEM)! to! parameterize! flows!
through! riparian! areas.! This! approach! offers! order! of! magnitude! gains! in! computational!
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efficiency! over! more! complex! finite! element! and! volume! codes,! and! so! enables! a! more!





diffusive!wave!equation!over! the!2D!Cartesian!grids!were!extensively!used! in! recent!years!
(Bates!and!de!Roo,!2000;!Bradbrook!et!al.,!2005222;!Hunter!et!al.,!2005223;!Vorogushyn!et!al.,!
2010224).! Particularly,! the! widely! used! LISFLOOD_FP! model! (Bates! and! de! Roo,! 2000)! was!
successfully!applied!to!a!number!of!catchments,!among!others!to!the!large_scale!basins!such!
as!Amazon!(Wilson!et!al.,!2007225;!Trigg!et!al.,!2009226)!and!Ob!(Biancamaria!et!al.,!2009227).!
The! ability! to! combine! a! simplified! descriptions! of! surface! flow! with! very! detailed!
descriptions!of!topography!to!produce!model!outputs!that!can!be!easily!calibrated/validated!
using! remotely_sensed! data! of! a! commensurate! resolution.! Changing! the! model!
discretization! from! user_defined! polygons! to! a! regular! grid! or! TIN_based! format! that! can!
interface! with! remotely_sensed! data! held! within! Geographical! Information! Systems! is! a!
relatively!simple!undertaking,!yet!one!that!facilitates!model!construction,!whilst!at!the!same!
time!improving!utility!and!ease!of!coding.!!
It! is! therefore! not! surprising! that! such! simple! modifications! have! led! to! the! recent!
widespread!proliferation!of!reduced!complexity!modelling!studies!in!hydraulics!
However) although) Zero) Inertial) model) represents) a) step) forward) in) simplification) and)
reduction) of) computational) time,) they) are) still) difficult) to) be) implemented) in) DSS) for)
coastal)risk)assessment)due)to)complex)pre1processing)phase)and)long)running)time.)
Moreover! in! the! context! of! coastal! risk! assessment,! the! complexity! of! hydraulic! models,!
both!in!a!full!expression!or!simplified!version!(Raster!Based!Zero!Inertial),!is!not!required!for!
either! steady! state! simulations! or! applications! where! only! maximum! flood! extent! is!
required.!!
As!underlined!by!Sayers!et!al.!2005228,!we!might!even!question!whether!we!actually!need!a!
hydrodynamic! inundation! model! at! all,! or! just! a! GIS_based! flood! spreading! algorithm! is!
sufficient!for!risk!assessment!evaluations.!
Recent! research! in! hydraulics! and! risk_based! flooding! has! begun! to! (re_)examine! reduced!






(for!which! simulation! run! times!many!orders! of!magnitudes! shorter! than! conventional! 2D!
models! are! needed).! These! methods! are! based! on! much! simpler! representations! of! the!
physical! processes! than! 2D_models! and! the! removal! of! the! time! discretisation! in! the!
computation.! These! methods! do! not! involve! any! modelling! of! the! physical! processes! of!
inundation.! One! may! consider! emulation! techniques! making! use! of! a! limited! number! of!
training!runs!of!a!hydraulic!model!(see,!for!example,!Beven!et!al.!2008231)!to!belong!to!this!
category.!Simple!geometric!methods!which!project!river!or!sea!water!levels!horizontally!over!








The! computational! engine! functions! are! based! on! a! set! of! rules! governing! the! transfer! of!
water!between!neighbouring!pixels!on!the!floodplain.!The!model!is!forced!by!introducing!the!
total!volume!of!water!associated!with!the!flood!at!a!single!point!on!the!domain.!
As! reported! in! Poulter! et! al.! 2008232!two! different! 0D!GIS_based! approach! can! be! used! in!
order! to! map! the! flood! extension! using! raster! data! without! implementing! hydrodynamic!
equation! :! The! first! is! a! simple! ‘bathtub’) or) 'contour'! (Brown,! 2006233)! based! approach!
(referred!to!as!a!‘zero_side!rule’)!in!which!a!grid!cell!became!flooded!if!its!elevation!was!less!
than!the!projected!sea! level.!The!second!approach!specified!that! the!grid!cell!was! flooded!
only!if!its!elevation!was!below!sea!level!and!if!it!was!connected!to!an!adjacent!grid!cell!that!
was!flooded!or!open!water.!!
Reduced! complexity! codes,! such! as! raster_based! and! 0D! GIS! models,! are! designed! to!
perform! very! specific! (often! pragmatic)! tasks! by! deliberately! ignoring! processes! deemed!
incidental!to!these!objectives,!yet!their!very!success! in!such!applications!may!lead!to!over_
confidence!in!their!wider!ability.!There!is!also!a!danger!that!model_specific!conclusions!may!
be! applied! generally! without! a! detailed! appreciation! of! the! subtle! differences! between!
codes.!
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In)moving) to) reduced)complexities)codes,) it's) important) to)ask) if) it's)acceptable) to)use)a)
code)that)we)know)to)be)wrong)in)elements)of)detail)just)because)at)some)aggregate)level)
it)produces)realistic)predictions.)
The! unprecedented! scope! for! undertaking! high_resolution! numerical! hydrodynamic!
modelling! of! coastal/river–floodplain! systems! and! producing! assessments! of! flood! risk! at!
very!fine!spatial!and!temporal!scales!seems!to!be!not!a!panacea.!!
The!aim!of!developing!and!using!models!that!are!‘as!realistic!as!possible’!for!the!purpose!of!








• performing!modeling!scenario! from!spatial! resolution!grids!of!urban!areas! to! large!
domain!size!represented!by!catchment!scenarios!
• develop!multiple!flood!risk!analysis!!
In! other! words!methods! for!modelling! flood! inundation! should! be! reliable,! practicable! in!






To!put!this!question!more!generally:! to!what!extent! is! it!acceptable!to!use!a!code!that!we!
know! to! be!wrong! in! elements! of! detail! just! because! at! some!aggregate! level! it! produces!
realistic! predictions?! Such! questions! are! an! inevitable! consequence! of!moving! to! reduced!
complexity!codes,!but!can!actually!be!asked!of!all!models!because!of!they!way!in!which!they!
(to!different!extents)!simplify!reality.!!





clearly!that!the! latter! is!the!more!dominant!effect.!They!have!also! led!us!to!question!what!
are! the!dominant! flow!process!at!particular! spatial! scales!during!a! flood!event.! They!have!
allowed! us! to! more! accurately! assess! the! effect! of! friction! on! model! results! and!
demonstrated! the! equifinal! nature! of! much! hydraulic! modelling.! They! have! opened! up!
significant! new! application! areas! and! forced! a! search! for! more! appropriate! calibration–






Table 5 Advantages and disadvantages of flooding model approach Wicks et al. 2004234 
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The technical capabilities of 2D models and approaches provide greater versatility to the industry in more
realistically simulating complex floodplain situations. More helpful still, are the increasing number of modeling tools that
couple 1D and 2D methods together to realize the benefits of each approach and counter the weaknesses of both separately.
Table 1 below, summarizes the typical advantages and disadvantages of 2D Modeling approaches.
Table 1 – Typical Advantages And Disadvantages Of 2D Modeling Approaches (updated after Wicks et al 2004).
2D Modelling Approach Advantages Disadvantages
Quasi 2D flood cells (with
1D model)
• Short run times • Flow routes within flood cells not defined
• Existing links to available 1D
hydrodynamic models
• Difficult to define flood cells (subjective)
• Poor or lack definition of velocities and
flood hazard
2D raster routing • Quick to apply • Potentially long run times
• Makes good use of LiDAR/SAR data • Time step and grid size dependency
(difficult to get both depth/extent and travel
time correct)
• Lack of velocity data
Full 2D regular grid (finite
difference schemes)
• Finite difference schemes more stable
than finite element schemes.
• May not provide adequate topographic
definition where grid resolution is too
coarse.
• Straight forward to apply a regular grid
given a DEM
• Potentially long run times
Full 2D irregular grid
(finite element schemes)
• Allows the use of a coarse mesh over
expansive areas of unchanging terrain.
• Long run times
• Potentially the most accurate for the 2D
domain
• Long set up times
Combined 1D and full 2D • 1D elements used for complex structures
(eg sluice gates and culverts)
• Work involved in defining the link
between 1D and 2D elements
• Easy to apply regular grid for 2D
domain




• Extremely short run times • Lack of velocity or flow output
• Rapid prediction of flood depths • More detailed model required for design
purposes
• Flow Path results to help understand
flooding mechanisms
• Can be combined with 1D model
elements
• Makes good use of LiDAR/SAR data
The choice of flood risk modeling and mapping tools must depend on:
 the ultimate purpose of the product from the study being undertaken;
 the level of detail and accuracy expected by the end user or decision-maker; and,
 it should take into account the quality and coverage of the input data that can be gathered for a project.
Often, modeling tools are selected on the basis of a “one size fits all” approach, with the level of detail required for
the high flood risk areas dictating the overall specification. With the ability to combine 1D and 2D modeling methods, and
recently, 1D and Flood Spreading model methods, there is increasing flexibility to customize an approach to flood risk
modeling and mapping so that it is more cost effective, i.e. higher detail where essential and less detail in other areas.
In the Fingal East Meath Flood Risk Assessment and Management Study (FEM FRAMS) for the Republic of
Ireland’s Office of Public Works (OPW) (FEM FRAMS, 2011), the project has undertaken a watershed-based study of 19
rivers and streams. These watercourses were evaluated based on the past or potential flood risk to towns and villages, as well








Table 6 Numerical hydrodinamic flood modeling approach - Pender 2006236 
Hydrodynamic!models!based!on! the! two_dimensional! shallow!water!equations!are! classed!
here!as!2D!approaches.!The!2D!shallow!water!equations! (also! referred! to!as!2D!St_Venant!
equations)! can! be! derived! by! integrating! the! Reynolds_averaged! Navier_Stokes! equations!
over! the! flow! depth.! In! this! integration! process,! a! hydrostatic! pressure! distribution! is!
assumed.! A! solution! to! these! equations! can! be! obtained! from! a! variety! of! numerical!
methods! (such! as! finite! difference,! finite! element! or! finite! volume)! and! use! different!
numerical! grids! (such! as! Cartesian! or! boundary! fitted,! structured! or! unstructured)! all! of!
which!have!advantages!and!disadvantages!in!the!context!of!floodplain!modelling!
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modelling f floodplain inundation is concerned (this is also referred to as the “bath tub” 
approach). These can be applied to both river and coastal inundation cases. 
Table 2.1: Classification of inundation models, adapted from Pender (2006)   
 





1D Solution of the one-
dimensional St-
Venant equations. 
Design scale modelling 
which can be of the order 
of 10s to 100s of km 
depending on catchment 
size. 
Minutes Water depth, cross-section 
averaged velocity, and 
discharge at each cross-
section.  
Inundation extent if 
floodplains are part of 1D 
model, or through horizontal 
projection of water level.  
 





1D+ 1D plus a storage 
cell approach to the 
simulation of 
floodplain flow. 
Design scale modelling 
which can be of the order 
of 10s to 100s of km 
depending on catchment 
size, also has the 
potential for broad scale 
application if used with 
sparse cross-section 
data. 
Minutes As for 1D models, plus water 
levels and inundation extent 






2D- 2D minus the law of 
conservation of 
momentum for the 
floodplain flow. 
Broad scale modelling 
and applications where 
inertial effects are not 
important. 






2D Solution of the two-
dimensional shallow 
water equations. 
Design scale modelling of 
the order of 10s of km. 
May have the potential 
for use in broad scale 
modelling if applied with 
very coarse grids. 
Hours or days Inundation extent 
Water depths 








2D+ 2D plus a solution for 
vertical velocities 
using continuity only. 
Predominantly coastal 
modelling applications 
where 3D velocity profiles 
are important.  Has also 
been applied to reach 
scale river modelling 
problems in research 
projects. 
Days Inundation extent 
Water depths 










Local predictions of 
three-dimensional 
velocity fields in main 
channels and floodplains. 
Days Inundation extent 
Water depths 




The! governing! equations! of! fluid! flow,! including! shallow! water! flow,! are! based! on! the!
conservation!of!mass,!momentum,!and!energy!and!the!second!law!of!thermodynamics.!The!
principle! of! conservation! requires! that! the! three! aforementioned! fundamental! quantities!
are!neither!created!nor!destroyed.!The!consideration!of!the!conservation!of!mass!is!simple!
but! the! conservation! of! energy! and! momentum! is! more! difficult,! owing! to! the!
interrelationship! between! these! quantities! and! the! numerous! phenomena! that! influence!
these!quantities.!For!simplicity!the!following!discussion,!as!with!many!classical!texts!(Laney!
1998237,!Chorinand!1979238],!begins!by!eliminating!all!influences!on!momentum!and!energy,!









two! assumptions! were! made! when! deriving! Euler’s! equations.! The! construction! of! the!
depth_averaged! shallow!water! equations! also! requires! three!main! assumptions! about! the!
spatial!domain.!Shallow!water!flows!only!exist!in!bodies!of!fluid!with!a!vertical!extent!D!of!Ω!
that! is#‘much#smaller’#than#the#horizontal#extent#L.#By#‘much#smaller’#we#mean#the#ratio#of#
horizontal* and* vertical* extent* is*much* smaller* than* one.* That* is* ǫ* =*D/L*≪! 1.! In! addition!




where! x! and! y! are! the! two! spatial! dimensions.! The! four! vectors!U,! F,!G,!H! are! defined! as!
follows:!!
!Eq. 7!
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More details on 1D/2D linkages are provided in Section 2.7. 
2.2.3 1D urban drainage modelling 
 
Flow in urban drainage networks is often modelled using the 1D St-Venant equations. 
However, specific approaches need to be applied when the flow is pressurised (the 
pressure at the surface is not equal to the atmospheric pressure). Such approaches 
include the us  of the so-call d Preiss ann slot, a conceptual vertical and narrow slot 
in the pipe soffit, which provides a conceptual free surface condition for the flow when 
the water level is above the top of a closed conduit (a smooth transition between free 
surface and surcharged conditions is thus enabled).  
2.3 2D shallow water equations 
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where u and v are the depth-averaged velocities in the x and y directions, respectively. 
Sox and Soy are the bed slopes in the x and y directions. The friction slopes in the x and 
y directions can be expressed in a manner analogous to the 1D formulation, as follows 










+−=   (9) 
 
 
It can be shown that Equation (8) reverts the 1D St-Venant equations by assuming v = 
0, ignoring any gradient in the y direction and multiplying by the depth-averaged 
channel width. Equation (7) is expressed in conservative form. Similarly with the 1D St-
Venant equations, a non-conservative formulation can also be derived. 
 
Equation (7) is in fact a simplified version of the full 2D shallow water equations, which 
also include the following: 
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where u and v are the depth-averaged velocities in the x and y directions, respectively. 
Sox and Soy are the bed slopes in the x and y directions. The friction slopes in the x and 
y directions can be expressed in a manner analogous to the 1D formulation, as follows 










+−=   (9) 
 
 
It can be shown that Equation (8) reverts the 1D St-Venant equations by assuming v = 
0, ignoring any gradient in the y direction and multiplying by the depth-averaged 
channel width. Equation (7) is expressed in conservative form. Similarly with the 1D St-
Venant equations, a non-conservative formulation can also be derived. 
 
Equation (7) is in fact a simplified version of the full 2D shallow water equations, which 
also include the following: 
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where!u$and!v$are!the!depth_averaged!velocities!in!the!x!and!y!directions,!respectively.!Sox$
and! Soy$ are! the! bed! slopes! in! the! x! and! y! directions.! The! friction! slopes! in! the! x$ and! y$
directions! can! be! expressed! in! a! manner! analogous! to! the! 1D! formulation,! as! follows!
(assuming!the!use!of!Manning’s!n):!!
!Eq. 8!
The! non_linear! hyperbolic! nature! of! the! shallow! water! wave! equations! makes! finding!
analytic! solutions! to! these! equations! difficult.! The! equations! admit! both! continuous! and!
discontinuous! solutions! even!when! initial! conditions! are! smooth.! Consequently! numerical!
schemes!are!needed!to!solve!most!practical!problems.!The!approaches!can!be!divided!into!





a!variable! (h,!u,! v!and! so!on)!at!a!given!point,! as!a! function!of! the!values!at!neighbouring!
points!and!of!local!derivatives!of!increasing!orders.!These!Taylor!series!are!then!combined!to!
yield!approximate!expressions! for! the!derivatives! involved! in! the!shallow!water!equations,!
as! a! function! of! a! finite! number! of! neighbouring! point! values.! The! accuracy! of! the!
approximations! can! be! controlled! by! the! order! to!which! the! Taylor! series! expansions! are!
developed! (the! order! of! the! so_called! truncation),! which! is! also! linked! to! the! number! of!
neighbouring!points!involved.!!
The! implementation!of! finite!difference!methods! is!significantly!more!straightforward!on!a!
structured! grid,! which! is! a! computational! grid! that! can! effectively! be! represented! on! a!
square! matrix! (in! 2D! applications).! This! explains! to! some! extent! why! their! popularity! is!
currently!in!decay!in!the!academic!community!(Alcrudo!2004240),!as!unstructured!grids!lend!
themselves!better!to!the!modelling!of!environmental!flows.!Software!packages!based!on!FD!
methods,! however,! are! popular! with! a! number! of! UK! consultants,! due! mainly! to! their!




each! element,! the! unknown! variables! are! approximated! by! a! linear! combination! of!
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More details on 1D/2D linkages are provided in Section 2.7. 
2.2.3 1D urban drainage modelling 
 
Flow in urban drainage networks is often modelled using the 1D St-Venant equations. 
However, specific approaches need to be applied when the flow is pressurised (the 
pressure at the surface is not equal to the atmospheric pressure). Such approaches 
include the use of the so-called Preissmann slot, a conceptual vertical and narrow slot 
in the pipe soffit, which provides a conceptual free surface condition for the flow when 
the water level is above the top of a closed conduit (a smooth transition between free 
surface and surcharged conditions is thus enabled).  
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where u and v are the depth-averaged velocities in the x and y directions, respectively. 
Sox and Soy are the b d slopes in the x and y directions. The friction slopes in the x and 
y directions can be expressed in a manner analogous to the 1D formulation, as follows 
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It can be shown that Equation (8) rev rt  the 1D St-Venant equations by ssuming v = 
0, ignoring any gradient in the y direction and multiplying by the depth-averaged 
channel width. Equation (7) is expressed in conservative form. Similarly with the 1D St-
Venant equations, a non-cons rvative formulation can also be derived. 
 
Equation (7) is in fact a simplified version of the full 2D shallow water equations, which 
also include the following: 
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piecewise! linear!functions!called!trial! functions.!There!are!as!many!such!functions!as!there!
are! vertices! defining! the! element,! and! each! takes! the! value!of! one! at! one! vertex! and! the!




do! this! exist,! including! the! Galerkin$ method! (see! for! example! Ottosen! and! Petersson!
1992242).!!
Finite!element!methods!benefit!from!a!rigorous!mathematical!foundation!(Alcrudo!2004243)!






In! the! finite!volume!method,!space! is!divided! into!so_called!finite!volume!which!are!2D!(in!
this!context)!regions!of!any!geometric!shapes.!The!shallow!water!equations!(in!conservative!
form)!are!integrated!over!each!control!volume!to!yield!equations!in!terms!of!fluxes!through!
the! control! volume! boundaries.! Flux! values! across! a! given! boundary! (calculated! using!
interpolated! variables)! are! used! for! both! control! volumes! separated! by! the! boundary,!
resulting!in!the!theoretically!perfect!mass!and!momentum!conservativeness!of!the!approach!
(a! flux! into! a! finite! volume! through! a! boundary! is! always! equal! to! a! flux! out! of! a!
neighbouring!one!through!the!same!boundary).!In!1D,!finite!volume!methods!are!equivalent!
















The! Computational! Fluid! Dynamics! (CFD)! software! suite,! TELEMAC253!254,! is! a! powerful!
integrated! modelling! tool! for! simulating! offshore,! coastal! and! river! systems,! and! shallow!
lagoons!and!estuaries.!The!software! is!able! to!model! free_surface! flows,! including! flooding!
and! drying! effects,! and! discharges! of! pollutants! or! fresh_! water.! The! suite! has! been!
continuously!developed!by!EDF!R&D!for!over!20!years.!The!main!codes!within!the!TELEMAC!






BreZo! (Begnudelli! and!Sanders,! 2008255),! is! a! two_dimensional!Godunov_type! finite! volume!
models!based!on!shallow_water!wave! theory.!This! type!of!numerical!approach! is! relatively!
new!to!flood!inundation!modeling!but!have!been!shown!to!support!an!accurate!and!stable!
prediction!of!inundation!dynamics!(flooding!and!drainage)!in!complex!urban!landscapes!(e.g.!
Gallegos! et! al.,! 2009 256 ).! These! models! have! overcome! long! standing! stability! and!
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Table 2.2: Summary of software considered in this report 
 




(5) Developer (6) Status (7) Linkages 
FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEMES 
TUFLOW SWE Alternating Direct. Implicit No BMT-WBM Commercial Own 1D river and pipes solver  
DIVAST SWE Alternating Direct. Implicit No Cardiff Univ. Research As part of ISIS 2D 
DIVAST-TVD SWE Explicit TVD- MacCormack Yes Cardiff Univ. Research  
ISIS 2D SWE Alternating Direct. Implicit No Halcrow Commercial Own 1D river solver  
MIKE 21 SWE Alternating Direct. Implicit No DHI  Commercial As part of MIKE FLOOD 
MIKE FLOOD SWE MIKE 21 No DHI Commercial Own 1D river (MIKE 11) and urban drainage 
(MIKE URBAN) solvers 
SIPSON/UIM SWE Alternating Direct. Implicit No U. of Exeter Research Own multiple linking element 
SOBEK SWE Implicit - Staggered grid Yes DELTARES Commercial Own 1D river solver, vertical link 
JFLOW Diffusive wave Explicit No JBA Internal  
FINITE  ELEMENT SCHEMES 
TELEMAC 2D SWE  No EDF Commercial  
FINITE VOLUME SCHEMES 
TELEMAC 2D SWE Tbc Yes EDF Commercial  
MIKE 21 FM SWE Godunov based Yes DHI Commercial As part of MIKE FLOOD 
MIKE FLOOD SWE MIKE 21 FM Yes DHI Commercial Own 1D river (MIKE 11) and urban drainage 
(MIKE URBAN) solvers + MOUSE (?) 
InfoWorks-RS SWE Roe’s Riemann solver Yes Wal’ford Softw Commercial Own 1D river solver 
InfoWorks-CS SWE Roe’s Riemann solver Yes Wal’ford Softw Commercial Own 1D urban drainage solver 
HEMAT SWE Roe’s Riemann solver Yes Iran Wat. Res. 
Cent. & Cardiff 
Research  
BreZo SWE Explicit- R Riemann solver Yes U. of California Research  
TRENT SWE Explicit- R Riemann solver Yes Nottingham U. Research  
OTHERS 
LISFLOOD-FP Norm. Flow in 
x and y dir. 
Explicit No U. of Bristol Research 1D kinematic wave treatm nt. Vertical link.
RFSM Gravity only Volume filling algorithm No HR-Wal’ford Internal Linked to other components of national FRA 
Flowroute Diffusive wave   Ambiental Internal No technical information published. 
Grid-2-Grid    CEH  No technical information published. 




of! flow! regimes! to! be! resolved! including! supercritical! breach! flows! without! case_specific!
parameter! tuning.! Godunov_type! shallow_water!models! therefore! constitute! an! attractive!
basis! for! integrated!embayment! flood!event!modeling!as!described!above,! i.e.,! seamlessly!
resolving! embayment! long! wave! dynamics,! overtopping,! breach! flows,! and! overland! flow!
into!low!lying!terrain.!!
MIKE21!_!http://www.mikepoweredbydhi.com!!
The! modelling! system! is! based! on! the! numerical! solution! of! the! two/three_dimensional!










The! Australian! Government! through! Geoscience! Australia! (GA)! has! collaborated! with! the!







Noelle! and! Petrova! (2001) 259.! One! advantage! of! this! approach! is! that! the! traditional!
characteristic!decompositions!and!Riemann!solvers!are!replaced!by!one!simple!scheme!that!
efficiently! addresses! super_! and! sub! critical! flows,! wetting! and! drying! as! well! as! faithful!
reproduction! of! planar! surfaces.! ANUGA! uses! a! second! order! spatial! reconstruction! to!
produce! a! piece_wise! linear! representation! of! the! conserved! quantities.! This! surface! is!
allowed!to!be!discontinuous!across!the!edges!of!the!cells,!but!the!slopes!are!limited!to!avoid!
artificially! introduced! oscillations.! As! a! consequence! wave! fronts! can! be! arbitrarily! steep!
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The! inundation! model! will! be! released! under! an! OSS! license! in! 2006.! This! strategy! will!








As! discussed! in! the! previous! paragraph!modeling! coastal! flooding! with! 2D! hydrodynamic!
numerical! codes! solving! the! SWE!may! be! impractical! in! case! the! user! needs! to! evaluate!
multiple!risk!assessment!scenario!evaluation!as!requested!in!the!development!of!DSS.!!
In! fact!numerical! fully!2D!SWE!models! requires!an!heavy! input!pre/post_processing!phase,!
excessive! computational! costs! and! finally! they! are! subjected! to! numerical! instabilities!
related!to!small!water!depths!and!the!wetting!and!drying!process!as!well!as.!!
The! use! of! raster_based!models! overcomes! these! difficulties! and! provides! a! way! to!work!
with! a! large! number! of! floodplain! grid! elements.! Additionally,! this! approach! has! the!
advantages!of!taking!into!account!the!spatial!variability!of!floodplain!physical!characteristics!
(elevation! and! roughness)! and! of! being! easily! integrated! into! a! geographic! information!
system!(GIS)!with!simplification!of!pre_processing!input!data.!
The! ability! to! combine! a! simplified! description! of! surface! flow! with! a! very! detailed!
descriptions!of!topography!to!produce!model!outputs!that!can!be!easily!calibrated/validated!
using! remotely_sensed! data! of! a! commensurate! resolution.! Changing! the! model!
discretization! from! user_defined! polygons! to! a! regular! grid! or! TIN_based! format! that! can!
interface! with! remotely_sensed! data! held! within! Geographical! Information! Systems! is! a!
relatively!simple!undertaking,!yet!one!that!facilitates!model!construction,!whilst!at!the!same!
time! improving! utility! and! ease! of! coding.! It! is! therefore! not! surprising! that! such! simple!
modifications! have! led! to! the! recent! widespread! proliferation! of! reduced! complexity!
modelling!studies!in!hydraulics.!
These!models!were! developed! simplifying! the! full! Saint_Venant! equations! and!meanwhile!
endeavor! to! maintain! a! reasonable! physical! representation! of! flood! waves.! One! of! the!
strategies! is! to! simplify! the! governing! equations! using! zero_inertia! approaches! whenever!
justified!by!the!physical!conditions!(Ponce!et!al.,!1978261;!Vieira,!1983262).!
The! Zero_Inertia! Models! (ZIMs)! or! Diffusion_Wave! Models! (DWMs)! fall! in! this! category.!
Based!on!the!assumption!of!slow_varying! flood!waves,! the!zero_inertia!governing!equation!
can! be! derived! from! the! fully! 2D! shallow! water! equations! by! neglecting! the! momentum!
dynamic!terms!where!the!three!shallow!water!equations!are!simplified!and!finally!combined!
into!a!single!zero_inertia!equation.!




where! (i)! represents! the! local! inertia! (or! acceleration)! term,! (ii)! represents! the! advective!
inertia! term,! (iii)! represents! the!pressure!differential! term!and! (iv)!and! (v)!account! for! the!
friction!and!bed!slope!respectively.!
A! simplified! version! of! flood! flow!model! can! be! generated,! depending! on!which! of! these!
terms!is!assumed!to!be!negligible!respect!the!others!terms!
From! many! floodplains! flow! advection! (ii)! is! relative! unimportant! as! demonstrated! by!
Hunter!et!al.!2007,!and! is!possible! to!neglect! this! term.! In!particular! is! intuitive! that! flows!
over! long! reaches! can! be! adequately! modeled! by! kinematic! or! diffusive! approximations,!
whereas!small!scale! features!require! full!dynamic!approach.!The! length!scale!defining! long!
and!short!reaches!in!this!case!is!give!by!setting!the!Froude!number!equal!to!1:!






to! represent! processes! at! a! length! scale! small! enough! to! generate! significant! advective!
processes,!and!there!is!therefore!little!point!in!including!advection!terms.!!
A! diffusion_wave! (DWM)! approach!was! first! proposed! by! Cunge! et! al.! (1976),! and! similar!
methods!have!been!used!by!Estrela!and!Quintas! (1994)264!and!Bechteler!et!al.! (1994)265.! It!
uses!an!explicit!2D!treatment!of!mass!conservation,!but!a!highly!simplified!representation!of!
momentum! conservation,! commonly! based! upon! determining! the! magnitude! of! flow!
between!any!two!adjacent!cells!according!to!the!water!surface!elevation!difference!and!the!
Manning!equation.!
More! recently,! raster_based! models! have! gained! credence! in! the! modelling! of! floodplain!
flow!inundation!extent!(Bates!and!De!Roo,!2000266;!Horritt!and!Bates!2001267,b268;!Bradbrook!
et!al.,!2004269).!!
Bates! and! De! Roo! (2000)! developed! a! raster_based! model! (LISFLOOD_FP)! based! on! this!
concept!and! compared! it!with!a! relatively! coarse! resolution! (50–250!m)!2D! finite_element!
scheme.! Unlike! other! models,! this! model! was! specifically! designed! to! predict! flood!
particularly for dynamic shallow flows with significant
changes in domain extent, is not (currently) a viable
option at the reach-scale (N1 km). Limiting factors
include computational feasibility and the problems of
accurately representing the water free surface, high-order
turbulence and transient flood shoreline (Lane et al.,
1999; Booker et al., 2001; Morvan et al., 2002;Wilson et
al., 2003; Nicholas and McLelland, 2004; Rameshwaran
and Naden, 2004; Ingham and Ma, 2005). Complex
three-dimensional approaches may also be unnecessary
as for many scales of compound channel flow a two-
dimensional shallow water approximation may be
adequate, especially given the type and quality of data
typically available for model construction and validation
(Bates and De Roo, 2000; Hunter et al., 2005a; Werner
et al., 2005). For all these reasons, dynamically varying
flows in compound channels have, to date, been treated
predominantly with 1D and 2D models.
Although 1D codes are computationally very efficient
they suffer from a number of drawbacks when applied to
floodplain flows. These include the inability to simulate
lateral diffusion of the flood wave, the disc e zation of
topography as cross sections rather than as a surface and
the subjectivity of cross-section location and orientation
(Samuels, 1990). All of these fundamental constraints can
be overcome with two-dimensional codes and numerous
classes of 2D schemes have been developed in r sponse.
These can be broadly distinguished as either full solutions
of the Saint-Venant shallow water equations (Chow and
Ben-Zvi, 1973; Katapodes and Strelkoff, 1979; Kawahara
and Yokoyama, 1980; Iwasa and Inoue, 1982; Zhang and
Cundy, 1989) or simplified approximations in which the
inertia terms or ‘acceleration slopes’ are omitted from the
controlling equations (Zanobetti et al., 1968, 1970;
Xanthopoulos and Koutitas, 1976; Cunge et al., 1980;
Hromadka andYen, 1986; Julien et al., 1995) to givewhat
is sometimes known as a “zero-inertia model”. However,
solving the full Saint-Venant equations over complex
topographies using finite difference (Smith, 1978), finite
element (Zienkiewicz andCheung, 1965) or finite volum
(Hirsch, 1988) algorithms can lead to problems of insta-
bility and convergence because of the highly nonlinear,
hyperbolic nature of the governing equations (Liggett and
Woolhiser, 1967). The hyperbolic nature of the equation
system arises from the presence of convective accelera-
tion and local acceleration terms. Practitioners have
therefore sought to simplify the full Saint-Venant equa-
tions and use zero-inertia approaches whenever justified
by the physical conditions (Ponce et al., 1978; Vieira,
1983) and for many natural flow conditions there is little
to distinguish between the various mathematical repre-
sentations (Woolhiser and Liggett, 1967; Morris and
Woolhiser, 1980; Akan and Yen, 1981; Hromadka and
Lai, 1985) given other uncertainties.
2.1. Validity of simplified approximations to the shallow
water equations
Often the full two-dimensional Saint-Venant descrip-
tion of shallow water flow is unnecessary and various
simplifications that neglect different terms of the
momentum equation have been proposed. For clarity,
we here consider the impact of these simplifications in
terms of a dimensional analysis of the one-dimensional















Þ ¼ 0: ð1Þ
The propagation of flood waves is controlled by the
balance of the various forces included in the equation of
motion. In Eq. (1), (i) represents the local inertia (or
acceleration) term, (ii) represents the advective inertia
term, (iii) represents the pressure differential term and (iv)
and (v) account for the friction and bed slope respectively.
Various flood flow models can then be constructed,
depending on which of these terms is assumed negligible
in comparisonwith the remaining terms.After dividing Eq.
(1) through by gravitational acceleration, g, the different
types of flood flow model and the terms used to describe
them can be written (after Ponce and Simons, 1977):















The kinematic, diffusive and dynamic wave equations
can thus be thought of as a progression in complexity for
modelling shallowwater flows. The choice of a kinematic
or diffu ive scheme is often made on pragmatic grounds
in that a full solution of the Saint-Venant equations would
be too computationally intensive or time consuming to
develop. The physical constraints on the validity of these
assumptions are derived in this section.
Validity criteria for the kinematic and diffusive wave
approximations are derived in Ponce et al. (1978) in
terms of the time development of solutions. Since
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simple spatially distributed models are intended t ake
use of modern topographic data sets, here we instead
concentrate on the interaction between model predic-
tions and bathymetry. The response of a simple,
linearised diffusive wave model of channel flow to
changes in topography is investigated in Horritt (2002a).
The model response to changes in bed elevation is




Where h is the flow depth, and S0 is the mean down
reach slope. Changes in bed elevation with correlation
lengths shorter than l produce little change in free surface
height, whereas those with correlation lengths much
greater than l produce changes in free surface elevation of
the same sense and approximate magnitude. In terms of
water depths, bed variations characterised by long corre-
lation lengths produce little change, and are therefore
adequately described by a kinematic wave approximation.
Variations with correlation lengths of the same order as l
will produce a complex response which will need to be
modelled with (at least) iffusi approach. Variations
with even shorter length scales will have little effect on
free surface elevations for this linearmodel, although non-
linear effects may be significant. The characteristic length
scale will also interact with mod l resolution. Flow be-
tween widely spaced cross sections (separated by a dis-
tance much greater than l) will be adequately represented
by the kinematic assumption, since the free surface gra-
dient will not be greatly affected by depths at neighbour-
ing cross sections, but chiefly influenced by the bed
elevations. There is thus little point in using he diffusive
wave approximation in very coarse resolution models.
A dimensionless form of the dynamic equation for
steady state flow in a wide shallow channel can be used
to derive similar criteria for inclusion of the advection
terms. Replacing depth-average velocity u with u′=u/




























Here, u′, h′ and x′ are dimensionless velocity, depth
and distance in the x direction; u0 and h0 describe the
mean flow conditions (beyond the perturbation of
interest), L is a typical length scale of the perturbation
(in bed elevation, for example); and S0 is the bed slope,
g is acceleration due to gravity, and n is Manning's
roughness coefficient. The relative magnitude of inertial
to gravity forces is therefore given by the Froude
number, and a second dimensionless number (a shallow





gives the ratio of bed shear to advection forces.
Advection forces will come to dominate for small length
scale features (which generate significant velocity
derivatives), but at larger length scales, bed friction
will dominate and the advection terms may be neglected.
Again, this fits with our intuitive understanding of
hydraulics at different length scales, where flows over
long reaches can be adequately modelled by kinematic or
diffusive approximations, whereas small scale features
require the full dynamic approach. The length scale
def ing long and short reaches in thi case is given by
setting R=1. For typical flow depths (∼1 m) and
Manning's n values (∼0.03 m−1/3 s), this gives a length
scale of the order of 100 m, and again this will have
implications for model selection at particular resolutions.
Models with grid cells bigger than this length scale will
not be ab e to represent processes at a length scale small
enough to generate significant advective processes, and
there is therefore little point in including advection
terms. Of course, this does not mean that the model will
p rform well if advection effects are important, but that
an apparent improvement in model process representa-
tion will lead to little change in the model results.
Returning now to the two-dimensional shallow water
equations to assess how these ideas developed in terms
of a one-dimensional representation apply to higher
order models, we can see that zero-inertia models
reduce the representation of floodplain hydraulics to the
minimum necessary to achieve acceptable predictions
when compared to typically available, non-error free
validation data (Section 4.2). This, of course, assumes
that two-dimensional flow over inundated plains is a
slow, shallow phenomenon; however this simplification
and implicit aggregation of complex hydraulic process-
es can be considered reasonable at the reach scale.
Whilst neglecting inertia terms may lead to local
inaccuracies, reduced complexity two-dimensional
schemes have been tested successfully against analytical
solutions (Di Giammarco et al., 1996; Lal, 1998;
Miyamoto et al., 2003; Hunter et al., 2005b), results
from physical (Xanthopoulos and Koutitas, 1976;
Tayfur et al., 1993; Feng and Molz, 1997; Strelkoff
et al., 2003) or alternative numerical (Hromadka and
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inundation! and! ignored! or! minimized! the! representation! of! processes! that! were! not!
considered! central! to! the! aim.! Tentatively,! these! results! indicated! that! topography! and! a!
basic!process!representation!were!more!important!than!a!complete!process!representation!
for!effective!prediction!of!inundation!extent.!
The! LISFLOOD! equation! development! will! be! described! here! briefly,! a! more! detailed!
derivation! is! provided!by!Bates! et! al.! (2010).! The! inertia!model! solves! the! continuity! ! and!
momentum! equations! of! the! Saint_Venant! equations! with! the! latter! one! neglecting! the!
advective!inertial!term!only:!!
Eq. 11 continuity 
Eq. 12 momentum 
where,!hi,j!is!the!water!free!surface!height,!qi,j!is!the!specific!flow!per!unit!width!at!the!node!
(i,! j),!∆x! is!the!cell!dimension,!v! is!velocity,!g! is!gravity,!Sf! is!the!friction!slope!and!S0! is!the!
bed!slope.!!
Expressing! the!momentum! in! terms!of! specific! flow!per!unit!width!and!approximating! the!
hydraulic! radius!with! the! flow! depth! between! cells! (hflow),! the! explicit! equation! for! q! at!
time!t+Δt!reads:!!




As! such,! explicit! solutions! are! often! favored! as! they! are! simple! to! program! and! allow!
straightforward! integration!of!models!within!a!dynamic!GIS!environment! (VanDeursen!and!
Wesseling,!1996270;!Burrough,!1998271)!
However,! the! numerical! scheme! is! not! unconditionally! stable.! The! time! step! for! a! stable!
numerical!solution!is!constrained!by!the!Courant_Friedrichs_Levy!criterion:!!
Eq. 14 
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where n is the Manning's roughness coefficient and ∆t is the time step. The fluxes across cell 
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The! inclusion!of! the! inertia! term! implies! that! the!water!mass!can!gradually!accelerate!and!
decelerate! that! precludes! the! flow! overshooting! and! resulting! instabilities! known! for! this!
type!of!codes! (Bates!et!al.,!2010272).!However,!previous!studies! (Bates!et.!al,!2010;!Dottori!
and!Todini,!2011273;!Neal!et!al.,!2011b274)!indicated!a!small!difference!between!the!diffusive!
storage! cell! code! and! the! inertia! formulation! regarding!model! accuracy.! Nevertheless! the!
inertia!model! requires! by! far! less! computational! time! because! of! the! stabilizing! effect! of!
inertia! on! the! numerical! solution! that! allows! using! larger! time! steps! compared! to! the!
diffusive!wave!approximation.!!
Reasonable!results!have!been!obtained!by!several!authors!with!this!modelling!approach! in!
terms! of! reproducing! floodplain! spatial! inundation! patterns! (Horritt! and! Bates,! 2001a275;!
Bates!et!al.,!2006;!Wilson!et!al.,!2007).!
Horritt! and! Bates! (2001b 276 )! compared! LISFLOOD_FP! with! a! 2D! finite_element! model!
(TELEMAC_2D).! Though! the! raster_based!and! the!2D! finite_element!models! showed! similar!
performance,!insufficiently!accurate!validation!data!and!the!lack!of!friction!parameterization!
data!made! it! difficult! to! distinguish! between! the! two! kinds! of!model! formulations.!More!
recently,! the!ability!of! the!LISFLOOD_FP!model! to!predict! flood!extent!has!been!compared!
with! a! 1D!model! (HEC_RAS)! and! a! 2D!model! (TELEMAC_2D)! using! independent! calibration!
data! from! hydrometric! and! satellite! sources! (Horritt! and! Bates,! 2002277).! Results! revealed!
that! the! LISFLOOD_FP!model! required! independent! inundation! area! data! for! calibration! in!
order!to!achieve!good!predictions!of!inundation!extent!
A!simplified!2D!numerical!modeling!of!coastal! flooding!was!developed! in!2005!by!Bates!et!
al278!,LISFLOOD_FP! is! a! physically_based! flood! inundation! model! that! uses! the! simplest!
possible!process! representation! capable!of! simulating! the!water!depth! in! each!grid! cell! at!
each!time!step.!The!model!consists!of!a!one_dimensional!kinematic!wave!approximation!for!
channel! flow! solved! using! an! explicit! finite_difference! scheme! and! a! two_dimensional!




Yu! and! Lane! in! 2005279!developed! a! 2D! raster_based! diffusion_wave! model! to! determine!
patterns! of! fluvial! flood! inundation! in! urban! areas! using! high! resolution! topographic! data!
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and! explores! the! effects! of! spatial! resolution! upon! estimated! inundation! extent! and! flow!
routing! process.! Model! response! shows! that! even! relatively! small! changes! in! model!






The! rule! based! model! are! defined! as! Cellular! Automata! (CA),! they! represents! a! simple,!
attractive!and!alternative!modelling!technique!respect!to!traditional!numerical!models!that!
solve! differential! equations! to! describe! complex! phenomena! (Toffoli,! 1984).! Cellular!




and! wide! areas! (see,! for! example,! Horritt! and! Bates,! 2002),! but! run! times! can! become!
prohibitive!as! the!computation!grid! is! refined,!due! to! time!step! restrictions! (Hunter!et!al.,!
2008).! Recently! Pender! and! Néelz! (2010)! have! compared! several! 2D! hydraulic! models! in!











flood! inundation! forecasting,! probabilistic! and! risk! analysis! and! national! scale! flood!
mapping.!
In!fact!despite!their!potential!accuracy,!such!models!are!complex!and!involve!issues!such!as!
definition! of! the! computational! mesh,! description! of! initial! boundary! conditions,! and! the!














The! approach! of! mapping! flood! extension! and! related! water! depth! trough! non!
hydrodynamic!models!but!adopting!simple!raster!DEM!based!on!spreading!models!is!widely!
described!in!literature!as!previously!reported.!
So!called! ‘rapid!flood!spreading!(or! inundation)!models’! ,!0D,!planar!or!equilibrium!models!






The! flat_water! model! assumes! that! water! level! is! a! horizontal! plane.! In! this! method,!!
flooding! of! cities! or! coastal! areas! due! to! storms! or! rise! of! water! level! can! be! modeled!
relatively!easily!(Demirkesen!et!al.,!2007283;!Wang!et!al.,!2002284).!!
As! reported! in! Poulter! et! al.! 2008285!and! Shen! et! al.! 2015!286,! two! different! GIS_based!
approach! can! be! used! in! order! to! map! the! flood! extension! using! raster! data! without!
implementing!hydrodynamic!equation!:!
!
Figure 19 0D Equilibrium model – bath-tube approach (A) and seeded region growing (B) 
!




is! the! approach!used! in! previous! studies! of! sea_level! rise! (Moorhead!and!Brinson!1995290,!
Titus!and!Richman!2001!291).!











areas!but! it! does!not! take! into! account! the!presence!of! intervening! topographic! ridges!or!
other!features!(e.g.!man_made!defences)!that!can!separate!a!lowlying!area!from!the!source!
of! flooding.! This! criticism! is! particularly! applicable! to! coastal! floodplains,! especially! on!
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barrier! coasts! such! as! in! the! case! study,! where! series! of! dune! ridges! and! embankments!
prevent!the!lower!hinterland!from!flooding!in!most!sea!conditions.!
The! second! approach,! referred! as! seeded! region! growing,! considers! DEM! grid! cell!
connectivity!specifying!that!the!grid!cell!was!flooded!only!if!its!elevation!was!below!sea!level!
and! if! it! was! connected! to! an! adjacent! grid! cell! that! was! flooded! or! open! water.! Two!
connectivity!definitions!were!used;! a! ‘four_side! rule’,!where! the!grid! cell!was! connected! if!
any!of!its!cardinal!directions!were!adjacent!to!a!flooded!cell,!and!an!‘eight_side!rule’,!where!












The! connectivity! rule! selected! and! spatial! resolution! of! the! DEM! cells! act! together! to!
influence! the! accuracy! of! our! depiction! of! connectivity! for! different! topographic! surface!





and! i! is! an! integer! specifying! the! ‘bathtub’,! cardinal,! or! cardinal! and!diagonal! connectivity!
rules!(‘zero_side!rule’,!‘four_side!rule’,!or!‘eight_side!rule’,!respectively).!







a!GIS!using! the!principles!of!map!algebra! (Tomlin,!1990293),! cellular!automata!or!using! the!
mathematical!morphology!operators!such!as!watershed!segmentation!algorithm!(Meyer!and!
Beucher!(1990)!and!in!Soille!and!Ansoult!(1990)).!
This! class! of! raster! model! are! defined! also! as! Priority_Flood! Algorithm! and! they! may! be!
applied! to! either! integer! or! floating_point! DEMs! and! is! optimal! for! both;! the! general!
algorithm! is! also! indifferent! as! to! the! underlying! connectedness! of! the! DEM! and! works!
equally!well!on!4_,!6_,!or!8_connected!grids,!as!well!as!meshes.!!
The! computational! engine! functions! are! based! on! a! set! of! rules! governing! the! transfer! of!
water! between! neighbouring! catchments! on! the! floodplain.! The! model! is! forced! by!
introducing! the! total! volume! of! water! associated! with! the! flood! at! a! single! point! on! the!
domain.!
As! reported! in! Poulter! et! al.! 2008294!horizontal! DEM! resolution! play! an! important! role! in!





connections! between! flooded! cells! and! decreased! the! area! of! the! landscape! that! was!
flooded.!The!eight_side!rule! increased!the!number!of!connections!(relative!to!the!four_side!
rule)! and! consequently,! and! the! area! that! was! flooded! increased! accordingly.! Enforcing!
hydrological!connectivity!increased!the!importance!of!fine_scale!landscape!features!such!as!
ditches!and!dikes.!In!the!presence!of!topographic!barriers,!connectivity!forced!water!to!pass!
around! rather! than! flood! low_elevation! cells! in! front! of! and! behind! the! obstructions.! For!
example,! in! one! location,! a! dike! associated!with! a! road! prevented! inland! inundation! only!











The! final! advantage! is! that! policy! makers! can! easily! understand! and! interpret! the!model!
results.!!
The!disadvantages!of!this!sort!of!model!are!also!clear.!There! is!a! lack!of! inclusion!of!urban!
infrastructures! (i.e.! dikes),! sediment! data,! storm! tide,! waves,! wind,! and! precipitation!
information!and!also,!feedback!systems!on!hydrological!and!ecological!issues.!All!this!makes!








rule may have the potential to underestimate surface flow connections because only
cell sides ar allowed to be con ected. Convers ly, th ‘eight-sided’ rule may have
the potential to overestimate connectivity by allowing flow to occur across cell
corners that may overestimate the existence of true surface flow connections. The
connectivity rule selected and spatial resolution of the DEM cells act together to
influence the accuracy of our depiction of connectivity for different topographic
rface features at different spatial scales. The following equation describes how the






where F is binomial, either flooded (1) or not flooded (0), E is lidar elevation at
location x, y, S is projected sea level, C represents connectivity (connected (1) or not
connected (0)), and i is an integer specifying the ‘bathtub’, cardinal, or cardinal and
diag al connect vity rules (‘zero-side rule’, ‘four-side rule’, or ‘eight-side rule’,
respectively).
Inland lakes and water bodies were excluded from our analysis due to a lack of
information on water surface elevations and potential interactions with sea-level
rise. All the land elevations around the main lake in our study (Lake Mattamuskeet)
were below 0.12m and flooded at this sea level. We assumed that below this
i ure 3. Modelled nundation for a 25 km2 subsection of northern Tyrrell Cou ty, NC
using a 0.10- and 0.125-m rise in sea level illustrating differences in area inundated as a
function of grid-cell horizontal resolution (grain size) and connectivity rule. The inset shows
the difference between 4-side and 8-side connectivity rules. Currently, a culvert allows water
to pass under the road (in the centre of each image).




































ISIS_FAST! is! a! flood! volume! spreading! algorithm! that! follows! a! set! of! rules! governing! the!
routing!of!water!through!a!series!of!depressions!or!‘catchments’!on!the!floodplain,!similar!in!
essence! to! the! rapid! flood! spreading!model! (RFSM)! described! in! Gouldby! et! al.! (2008)300,!!
Lhomme!et!al!(2008)301.!
The!basic!sequence!of!calculations!can!be!broken!down!to!the!following!steps:!!
• Pre_processing! of! the! input! raster! grid.! The! pre_processor! identifies! every! point! in!
the! DTM! that! has! all! its! neighbouring! points! at! a! higher! elevation! than! itself.!
Correspondingly,! it! also! finds! the! set! of! all! points! such! that!water! falling!on! these!
points! will! flow! towards! an! identified! low! point.! This! set! of! points! is! termed! a!
‘depression’.!Hence,!the!entire!DTM!can!be!broken!into!a!collection!of!depressions.!
Further,! the! pre_processor! sets! up! stage_area_volume! relationships! for! each!
depression,! defines! its! neighbours! and! finds! the! minimum! connection! level! with!
each!neighbour.!!!
• Main!computation!phase.!The!computational!engine!now!introduces!water!into!the!
depressions! linked! to! the! boundary! conditions! specified.! It! then! checks! the!water!
level! in! each! depression.! If! the! water! level! in! any! depression! is! higher! than! the!
connection! level! with! its! neighbouring! depression! (and! the! water! level! in! the!
neighbour!is!lower!then!the!water!level!in!depression!being!considered),!then!water!











RFSM! is! a! simplified! hydraulic! model! that! takes! as! input! flood! volumes! discharged! into!
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Figure 2 – ISIS-FAST Rapid Flood Inundation Model Example Calculation Process
It must be recognized that rapid flood inundation modeling tools should not be considered a substitute for fully
hydrodynamic models needed for high accuracy (or high risk) tasks such as required for detailed engineering design or
mapping products. However, because of the rapid setup time and fast simulation speed, these tools can leverage available
data to assist feasibility study work, provide strategic level mapping results to aid early decisions in projects or programs of
works, as well as for high level appraisal of alternative engineered solutions.
APPLICATIONS OF RAPID FLOOD INUNDATION MODELS
The rapid flood inundation model ISIS-FAST has now been applied in a number of countries at a range of scales,
from developing national scale mapping results to early project results to aid decision-making over more localized projects.
National Pluvial Flood Map For Scotland
In Scotland in 2009, the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act legislatively required fluvial, coastal and pluvial
analysis to inform a preliminary Flood Risk Assessment for the country. The focus in particular was to identify areas of
significant flood risk, requiring future detailed flood mapping and assessment. A 2009 scoping project for the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency defined pluvial flooding in this context as:
“Flooding as a result of rainfall when water ponds or flows over the ground before it enters a natural or man-made
drainage system or watercourse, or when it cannot enter because the system is already full to capacity” .
In September of 2010, Halcrow was appointed to provide national pluvial flood mapping for the whole of Scotland;
some 30,000 square miles. Phase 1 developed a methodology that could be deployed on a consistent national scale by first
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!
Figure 22 IMPACT ZONE - Gouldby et al. (2008)305 
!
HR!Wallingford,!2006!306,!
The! RFSM! spreads! the! flood! volumes! by! filling! the! IZs! adjacent! to! the! input! points! and!
spilling! the! excess! to! the! neighbour! IZs.! This! filling/spilling! process! is! repeated! as! long! as!












































Figure 1. View of the defence system with the Impact Zones and Impact Cells (based on (Gouldby et al. 2008)).
Figure 2. Principles and key features of the Impact Zones (based on (Gouldby et al. 2008)).
Chp_001.indd   16 9/6/2008   7:10:16 PM
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Sampson!et!al!2012307!benchmarked!LISFLOOD_FP!(Bates!2010308,!Bates!2000309,!Hunter!2005!
310!),! a! regular! grid! finite! difference!model! solving! a! simplified! form! of! the! 2D! St.! Venant!
Equation! (Zero! Inertial! approach)! and! the! ISIS_FAST! (Gouldby 311 !,! Shaad! 312 )a! volume!
spreading!method!whereby!the!inflow!water!volume!is!transferred!between!neigh_!bouring!
grid!cells!until!a!steady!state!water!depth!has!been!achieved.!The!first! is!an!hydrodynamic!
model! that! conserve! the!mass! and! solve! a! simplified! version!of!momentum!equation,! the!
second! is! not! an! hydrodynamic! model! and! conserve! only! the! mass! without! solving!
momentum!equation.!Model!have!been!used! to! simulate! flood!events!over!DEMs!derived!
from!terrestrial! laser!scanning!data!and!airborne!LIDAR!data!at!10!cm!and!1!m!scales.!The!
variation!due!to!a!change!from!terres_!trial!to!airborne!data!at!1!m!was!typically!greater!than!
that! seen! between! 10! cm! and! 1!m! simulations! run! on! the! terrestrial! data! alone,! and! the!
flood!spreading!algorithm!employed!by!ISIS_FAST!was!more!sensitive!to!changes!in!the!DEM!
than!the!reduced!com_!plexity!shallow!water!formulation!employed!by!LISFLOOD_FP.!




tube! approach)! inundation! model! to! estimate! the! coastal! storm_surge! risk! in! Cairns,!




model! (GUFIM)! in! two! urban! areas! in! the! USA.! GUFIM! is! GIS_based! non! hydraulic!model!
uitable! for! places! where! high_resolution! topographic! data! and/or! a! hydraulic! over_! land!
inundation!model!are!not!available.!!
The!flooding!model!is!based!in!a!routing!algorithm!that!iteratively!increases!water!depth!of!





(Wang,! Wan,! &! Palmer,! 2010) 316 !presented! a! water! level! calculation! process! for! the!
assessment! of! optimal! flood! protection! levels! in! urban! flood! risk!management.! The! flood!
spreading!model!process!is!treated!as!a!search!for!optimization!problem,!where!is!devised!to!
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move! the! flood! front!edges,! (initially! that!are! the! river!boundaries),!outwards!utilising! the!
standard!gradient!descent! (or!steepest!descent)!method! integrated!with!the!digital! terrain!
model! to! minimize! the! flood! contour! energy! function(Kass! et! al.! 1987317!)! on! the! digital!












for! the! construction!of! flood! risk!map! and! to! support! communities! that! are! vulnerable! to!
coastal! flooding! from! storm! surge!during! high! tide!which! results! in! flooding! and! coastline!
erosion.!The!accuracy!of!flood!extent!mapping!with!simple!raster!based!models!is!becoming!
appropriate!with! the! availability! of! high! resolution! topography! provided! by! Airbone! Lidar!





elevation! from!the!water! level! in! the!river!cross! section!and!computing!with!a!simple!cost!
distance!algorithm!(ESRI!1996)!the!accumulated!cost!to!travel!from!the!source!of!flooding,!in!
this! case! represented! by! the! river,! to! each! cell! of! the! study! area!where! cost! of! travelling!
through!each! individual!pixel!along! the!route! is!determined!by! the! friction!map!generated!
previously!by!the!subtraction.!!
!














an!aggregated! level! for!a!national!assessment!of! flood!risk!on!a!10_km!grid!within!England!
and!Wales!
At!a!more!regional!level,!Nicholls!and!Wilson!(2002)!used!a!GIS_based!analysis!on!a!5_km!grid!





their! ability! to! simulate! a! hypothetical! inundation! scenario,! in! comparison! to! the! fully!
dynamic! InfoWorks! model.! The! accomplished! tests! included! a! sensitivity! analysis! of! the!





deteriorates!with! increasing!grid! size,! as!one!would!have!expected,!when! the! topographic!
constraints! become! smoothed! by! interpolation.! Indeed,! the! inertia! model! tends! to!









zones! and! leads! to! a!marked! underestimation! of! inundation! extent! in! the! affected! areas.!
These!problems!are! likely! to!be! less!dominant! in! areas!with!a! complex! topography!where!
generally!smaller!inundation!zones!are!delineated!!
The)literature)review)reported)above)shows)that)in)order)to)easily)represent)and)map)the)
patterns) of) coastal) and) river) flooding) GIS) raster) based) models) are) widely) used) with)
particular)emphasis)in)risk)assessment)applications.))
!
The! equilibrium!models! can! be! used! to!map! the! flood! extension! related! to! finite! volume!
discharges! (eg.! overtopping!wave! on! dune! or! dikes)! through! a! simple! and! faster! iterative!
approach! that! identify! the! corresponding!water! level!map! characterized!with! a! volume!of!
water!closest!to!the!computed!volume!discharge.!
Since! the! raster! flooding! approach! does! not! require! the! resolution! of! PDE! equations! but!
rather! consists! in! a! simplified! method! that! actually! proceeds! in! the! classification! or!
segmentation!of! topography!where! the!pixels!are!divided! into! two!classes,! flooded!or!not!
flooded,!as!a!function!solely!of!the!terrain!height!and!the!topographic!connection!with!the!








5.6 New) GIS1raster1based) model) for) modeling) coastal) flooding)
characteristics)
!
This! chapter! describes! the! development! of! new! simplified! 0D! GIS! raster_based! non!
hydrodynamic!models!and!routines!able!to!quickly!mapping!costal!flooding!characteristics!in!







1. A!flat!water!0D!GIS_based!Storm!Surge!coastal! flooding!model!with! infinite!volume!
of!water!for!open!coast!–!FLOODSURGEMAP!
2. A!flat!water!0D!GIS_based!Storm!Surge!coastal! flooding!model!with! infinite!volume!
of!water!for!estuarine!–!FLOODESTSURGEMAP!





watershed! segmentation! algorithm! based! on! mathematical! morphology! operator! (Meyer!
and!Beucher,!1990325;!Soille!and!Ansoult,!1990326)!and!cost_distance!function!(ESRI!1996).!






The! GIS_based! models! were! implemented! in! the! DSS! in! order! to! produce! flood! maps!
characteristic’s! as! main! input! for! the! THESEUS! DSS! (Zanuttigh! et! al.! 2014)! (FP7! Research!
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An! important! pre_processing! phase! consists! in! acquiring! the! topography! and! check! its!
consistency! in! representation!of!main!hydraulic! structures! such!as! :! river!banks,! sea!walls,!
dunes,!roads,!etc.!
5.6.1.1 PreBProcessing(topography(:(DEM/Lidar(
Both! numerical! 2D/3D! hydrodynamic! and! 0D! flat_water! models! require! an! integrated!
continuous! surface! combining! elevation! from! the! sea/river! bed! (bathymetry)! with! the!
topography! from! adjacent! areas! covering! the! floodplain.! This! may! eventually! be!
complemented!by!the! inclusion!of!more!detailed!data!representing!features!that! influence!
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the! spread! of! flooding,! such! as! dykes,! dunes,! river! banks! or! roads! (Poulter! and! Halpin,!
2008327).!
Results!of!innundation!modelling!processes!are!known!to!be!dependent!on!the!properties!of!
the! elevation! model! (Ali! et! al.,! 2009328,!Weaver! and! Slinn,! 2010329!and!Cea! and! French,!
2012330).!The!channel!bathymetry,!namely!the!horizontal!resolution,! is!known!to!affect!the!
results!of!models,!such!as!the!rate,!extent!and!timing! in! inundation!mapping!(Hardy!et!al.,!
1999,!Omer!et! al.,! 2003,!Horritt! et! al.,! 2006,!Buttner,! 2007,!Raber!et! al.,! 2007,!Poulter! and!
Halpin,! 2008!and!Merwade! et! al.,! 2008b).! Despite! these! known! effects,! changes! of! scale,!
which!result!in!distinct!horizontal!resolutions!for!the!input!elevation!data,!may!be!necessary!
to!obtain!files!that!do!not!overload!the!hydrodynamic!model.!
To! create! the! digital! elevation!model! (DEM)! for! the! simulation! stages,! data! from! several!
sources,!formats!and!acquisition!and!processing!techniques,!have!to!be!combined:!discrete!
bathymetry! points,! surveyed! cross_sections,! satellite! and! aerial! elevation! models! and/or!
imagery,!DEMs!obtained! from!paper!or!digitalized! topographic!maps! (contours!and!height!
spots),! topographic! features! such! as! thalwegs! and! artificial! constructions! such! as! dykes,!
piers!or!culverts.!These!spatial!data!may!be!acquired!through!a!range!of!techniques,!such!as!
aerophotogrammetry! (Yamano,! 2007 331 !and!DiGruttolo! and! Mohamed,! 2011 332 ),! LiDAR!
(Coveney! and! Stewart! Fotheringham,! 2011 333 !and!Pe eri! and! Long,! 2011 334 )! or!




in! order! to! create! a! continuous! river! and! floodplain! elevation!model.! For! this,! a! series! of!
procedures! for! interpolating! and! merging! those! varied! datasets! is! described,! but! only!
focused!on!DEM!production!
!
The! first! step!of! the!methodology!consists! in!processing!and! integrating! the!LIDAR!data!of!











Delineation! of! river! boundary! is! one! of! the! key! inputs! in! hydraulic! modeling,! floodplain!
mapping,!channel!migration!studies,!habitat!classification,!hydraulic!geometry!relationships,!
etc.!In!most!cases,!the!river!banks!are!manually!delineated!using!aerial!photographs.!
As! reported! in!Merwade!et!al!2008337!multiple!approaches!are!used! to!create! river! terrain!
models! for! 2D/3D! hydrodynamic! modeling! and! flood! inundation! mapping.! These! include!
interpolation! of! surveyed! cross_sections,! interpolation! of! discrete! bathymetry! points!
collected!using! echosounding! techniques,! and! integration!of! surrounding! topography!with!
surveyed!cross_sections!and/or!bathymetry!points!including!breaklines!(e.g.,!thalweg).!
Because! geometric! descriptions! of! channel! bathymetry! and! its! surrounding! topography!
affect!hydrodynamic!modeling!of!river!channels! including!storm!surge! inundation!mapping!
(Hardy! et! al.,! 1999338;! Horritt! et! al.,! 2006339;! Buttner,! 2007340;! Raber! et! al.,! 2007341),! it! is!
important! to! understand! and! address! the! issues! associated! with! creating! river! terrain!
models!using!conventional!approaches.!









Figure 23 River Cross-section interpolation - Merwade et al 2008342 
!
Figure 24 River Cross-section interpolation – Case Study Cesenatico 
!
River)Banks)Delineation)
Automatic! GIS! and! image_processing! methodology! were! developed! (Venkatesh! Merwade!
and!David!Maidment)!for!delineating!river!bank!from!aerial!photographs!and!LIDAR!data.!
Due! to! high! accuracy! of! the! LIDAR! a! semi_automatic! procedure! was! applied! in! order! to!






















! LIDAR! data! for! floodplains! are! usually! processed! though! a! filtering! algorithm! to!
remove! vegetation! effects.! The! density! of! vegetation! and! assumptions! made! in!
applying! filtering! algorithms! may! affect! the! capability! of! LIDAR! to! accurately!
represent!channel!bank!elevations.!







Figure 25 Integration of the channel bathymetries with the surrounding datasets 
In! the! next! figure! is! reported! the! processed! topography! for! the! Cesenatico! study! site,!




Figure 26 Cesenatico topography/bathymetry  
!








In! grey! scale! mathematical! morphology! the! watershed! transform,! originally! proposed! by!
Digabel!and!Lantuejoul345!346!and!later!improved!by!Beucher!and!Lantuejoul347,!is!the!method!
of! choice! for! image! segmentation! (Beucher! 1990 348 ,! Vincent! and! Soille! 1991349 !Serra!
1982350).! Generally! spoken,! image! segmentation! is! the! process! of! isolating! objects! in! the!
image!from!the!background,!i.e.,!partitioning!the!image!into!disjoint!regions,!such!that!each!
region! is! homogeneous! with! respect! to! some! property,! such! as! grey! value! or! texture!
(Haralick!and!Shapiro!1985351).!!
The!concept!of!watersheds!comes!from!the!field!of!topography,!referring!to!the!division!of!a!





division! will! flow! into! the! other! ocean.! It! is! clear! that! the! water! will! reach! the! ocean!






The!watershed! transform! can!be! classified! as! a! region_based! segmentation! approach.! The!
intuitive! idea! underlying! this!method! comes! from! geography:! it! is! that! of! a! landscape! or!
topographic! relief! which! is! flooded! by! water,! watersheds! being! the! divide! lines! of! the!
domains!of!attraction!of!rain! falling!over!the!region.!An!alternative!approach! is! to! imagine!
the! landscape! being! immersed! in! a! lake,! with! holes! pierced! in! local! minima.! Basins! (also!
called!‘catchment!basins’)!will!fill!up!with!water!starting!at!these!local!minima,!and,!at!points!







Figure 28 Flooding  a DEM and dam building (a), catchment basins (b) Beucher and Meyer 
1993352 
The! traditional! implementation! of! the! watershed! segmentation! algorithm! simulates! the!
flooding!process!over! the! image! surface.! First,! regional!minima!are!detected!and!uniquely!




to! extract! all! the! pixel! flooded! by! a! specific! water! level! and! connected! to! the! source! of!
flooding.!In!particular!the!source!of!flooding!represented!by!a!single!pixel!located!in!the!sea!
or!where!overtopping!can!occur!is!considered!as!local!minima!or!the!source/hole!from!which!




Water_Level*Flood_Extent-DEM Eq. 16 
The! flooding! simulation! of! a! DEM! with! a! known! source! of! flooding,! in! case! of! coastal!












The! flooding! using! watershed! transform! is! controlled! simply! by! height! or! water! level!
imposed! at! the! source! of! flooding.! This! means! that,! when! the! flooding! has! reached! an!
altitude!where!it!can!flood!an!adjacent!catchment!basin,!this!catchment!basin!and!also!other!












tested! trough! a! benchmarking! with! results! obtained! with! hydrodynamic! 2D! numerical!
models!such!as!MIKE!21!and!Telemac.!!
Several! tests! were! conducted! simulating! coastal! floodplain! flooding! due! to! sea! level! rise!
induced!by! storm! surge! scenarios.! The! test!were! applied! in! 5! Theseus! study! sites! such! as!
Cesenatico!and!Bellochio!in!Italy,!Santander!in!Spain,!Plymouth!in!UK!and!Gironde!in!France.!















Figure 29 Comparison among flooded areas obtained with the simplified modeling tool (yellow 
areas) and the maximum flood extension derived from simulations with MIKE 21 (red contours).  
Two areas are show in the pictures above:  Lido degli Estensi and Lido di Spina (to the top) and 
the outlet of Foce Rento (to the bottom).   Scenario with Tr=50 years Scenario 2010 
!
The! FLOODSURGEMAP!output! in! terms!of! extent!of! flooding!and!water!depth! is!matching!
the!results!obtained!with!MIKE21!and!Telemac!as!reported!in!previous!maps.!
!
The! tests! conducted! comparing! the! results! obtained! with! hydrodynamic! 2D! numerical!
models!and!the!0D!DEM_based!equilibrium!models,!shows!how!mapping!costal!flood!extent!










The! two! sites! on! which! THESEUS! activities! are! specifically! focused! are:! Cesenatico,! an!
urbanised!area!with!high!touristic!value,!and!Bellocchio,!an!area!that!is!particularly!exposed!
to!flooding,!characterized!by!high!ecological!value!(natural!park,!protected!species,!Ramsar!
site),! urban! areas! and! fishing! activities.! Both! sites! suffer! from! the! interaction! of!
drainage/irrigation! systems!with! the! sea! during! storms.!Most! intense! storm! events! come!
from!Bora!(NE)!and!Scirocco!(SE)!with!similar! intensity;!waves!may!reach!3.5!m!every!year!
and! rise! to! 6!m! every! 100! years.!Wind! is! stronger! from! the! shorter! fetch! sector! of! Bora!





Figure 30 Cesenatico and Bellocchio case studies 
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Figure 77: Italian case study sites; Cesenatico and Bellocchio, Emilia Romagna coastline, Northern Adriatic Sea, to 
the South of the Po Delta. 
A 1.7.2 RISK PERCEPTION/EXISTING GOVERNANCE 
Relative weights attached by stakeholders to economic, environmental, social and health issues are 
estimated using the method suggested by Kodikara et al. (2010). In particular, stakeholders are asked to 
rank 4 cards. Each card is titled with the main issues (economic, environmental, social and health) and 
include some examples: the “economic” card shows “houses, tourism, fishery, …”; the environmental 
card presents “pine forest, biodiversity, animal species, habitats, …”; the social card shows “social 
cohesion, meeting centers, sports, …”; the health cards presents “psychological distress, fatalities, 
injuries, …”. Stakeholders are then asked to insert one or more blank cards between the ordered cards, 
in order to stress relative differences in importance attached to each issue or group of issues.  
Using the normalization procedure suggested by Kodikara et al. (2010), the relative weights for each 
stakeholder group are shown in Figure 78 (Cesenatico)  and Figure 79 (Comacchio). The average values 
are calculated (see Table 35(Cesenatico) and Table 36 (Comacchio)). 
Note that similar relative weighs are attached to health features (22.6 and 22.5 % in Cesenatico and 
Comacchio, respectively, due to the unexpected fatalities and injuries in both case studies), while the 
smaller social cohesion in Comacchio (-14%, due to a significant community pride of old local households 
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Table 8 Extreme strom surfe (Zm) and wave height (Hs) scenario  
)
Figure 31 Cesenatico storm surge flooding – TR=10 years Scenario 2010 
)
Scenario Zr,$m
2 5 10 20 25 30 50 100
2010 0 Sop,$% 1.305 1.977 2.329 2.619 2.703 2.770 2.946 3.163
Present Zm,$m 1.143 1.238 1.287 1.328 1.340 1.349 1.374 1.404
Hs,$m 2.204 3.072 3.537 3.923 4.036 4.124 4.358 4.647
2020 0.07 Sop,$% 1.208 1.713 1.976 2.194 2.258 2.308 2.439 2.603
Short8term Zm,$m 1.110 1.201 1.248 1.287 1.298 1.307 1.331 1.360
Hs,$m 2.132 2.754 3.070 3.326 3.399 3.457 3.607 3.790
2050 0.13 Sop,$% 1.596 2.746 3.348 3.845 3.989 4.103 4.404 4.776
Mid8term Zm,$m 1.150 1.261 1.319 1.367 1.381 1.392 1.421 1.457
Hs,$m 2.397 3.779 4.585 5.286 5.495 5.661 6.106 6.668
2080 0.22 Sop,$% 1.524 2.223 2.589 2.890 2.978 3.047 3.230 3.456
Long8term Zm,$m 1.175 1.305 1.372 1.428 1.444 1.457 1.491 1.533




Figure 32 Cesenatico storm surge flooding – TR=20 years Scenario 2010 
)
)




Figure 34 Cesenatico storm surge flooding – TR=10 years Scenario 2020 
)
)













































2010! 2025! 2055! 2085!
20) Scenario$P20$ Scenario$S20$ Scenario$M20$ Scenario$L20$
100) Scenario$P100$ Scenario$S100$ Scenario$M100$ Scenario$L100$
200) Scenario$P200$ Scenario$S200$ Scenario$M200$ Scenario$L200$
1000) Scenario$P1000$ Scenario$S1000$ Scenario$M1000$ Scenario$L1000$
Table 10  Sea-level rise scenarios for flood simulation 
!
The!projected!sea_level!rise!from!year!2010!to!2110!based!on!PPS25!is!plotted!in!Figure!38.!


























20) 2.955!+!0!=!2.955( 2.955!+!0.053!=!3.008( 2.955!+!0.2925!=!3.248( 2.955!+!0.6375!=!3.593(
100) 3.157!+!0!=!3.157( 3.157!+!0.053!=!3.210( 3.157!+!0.2925!=!3.450( 3.157!+!0.6375!=!3.795(
200) 3.244!+!0!=!3.244( 3.244!+!0.053!=!3.297( 3.244!+!0.2925!=!3.537( 3.244!+!0.6375!=!3.882(
1,000) 3.444!+!0!=!3.444( 3.444!+!0.053!=!3.497( 3.444!+!0.2925!=!3.737( 3.444!+!0.6375!=!4.082(





















20) P20(=(2.955( S20!=!3.008! M20!=!3.248! L20!=!3.593!
100) P100!=!3.157! S100(=(3.210( M100!=!3.450! L100!=!3.795!
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200) P200!=!3.244! S200!=!3.297! M200(=(3.537( L200!=!3.882!
1,000) P1000!=!3.444! S1000!=!3.497! M1000!=!3.737! L1000(=(4.082(
Table 12  Selected sea-level rise scenarios for display in time series 
!
In!the!next!figure!are!displayed!the!flooding!maps!obtained!using!the!storm!surge!levels!with!
return! time!100! years! and! generated!using! a!ARCGIS! procedure!developed!by! Kwan!2011!
and! combining! the! information! from! LiDAR! and! topographical! data! obtained! from! the!
Plymouth! Coastal! Observatory! (http://www.channelcoast.org)! and! from! the! DIGIMAP!
(EDINA,!2011357)!
!
Figure 39 Flood Hazard Maps (water depth) for present, short, mid and longterm scenario with 
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of the flooding scenarios, Teignmouth is found to be subject to a tidal flood risk for a r turn period as 
low as 1 in 20 year under the Present sea-level rise scenario. However, the flooding situation is relatively 
mild in comparison with Shaldon and Ringmore. Under 1 in 1000 year conditions Teignmouth will suffer 
an inu dation of approximately 0.5 m to 1 m in the lower areas. 
As men ion d before, Teignmouth is a small port but its importance lies in the fact that the main rail ay 
line runs through it. The simulation results identified that the railway line is subject to the risk of coastal 
flooding in the section running from the north of the Old Quay in Teignmouth to the west of Shaldon 
Bridge. Although the flood depth is only around 0.5 m – 1.0 m and would only happen in the long-term 
scenarios, the disruption of the rail services by the breach of the seawall will inevitably cause economic 
losses and inconvenience to the passengers. 
 
 
Figure 61: Flood hazard maps (pres nt, short-,mid- and long- erm) for return period 100 years.
Examining the future scenarios shows that flooding would not occur until a 1 in 1000 year return period 
high water in the mid-term scenario. Figure 61 shows clearly that flooding will first occur in Ringmore 
(bottom right panel). For the long-term scenarios, flooding at Shaldon and Ringmore occurs extreme 
events with return p riods over 200 years. Water levels in this area could be as high as 2 to 3 metres 
which will inevitably cause serious economic losses in the area. 
OVERTOPPING INSIDE THE ESTUARY 
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!
Figure 40 Flood Hazard Maps (water depth) FLOODSURGEMAP for longterm scenario with 
return period 20 years 
!
Figure 41 Flood Hazard Maps (water depth) FLOODSURGEMAP for longterm scenario with 
return period 100 years 
!
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5.6.1.5 FLOODSURGEMAP:( A( watershed( segmentation( algorithm( for( mapping( flood(
extent(and(water(depth(in(estuarine((
!
The!model! FLOODSURGEMAP! is! able! to!map! coastal! flooding! due! to! uniform! condition! in!
terms! of! sea!water! level! over! the! DEM! floodplain.! In! fact! this!model! is! suitable! for! open!
coastline!where!tide!or!storm!surge!water!levels!are!uniforms!along!the!entire!coastline.!
In! case! of! large! e! depth! estuarine! the! tide! or! storm! surge! level! can! be! different! zone! by!
zone,!usually!the!effect!of!sea!level!rise!decrease!towards!the!inner!part!of!the!estuarine.!







The! estuary! of! Gironde! is! the! largest! estuary! in! Europe,! with! a! surface! of! 635! km2.! It! is!










wave! is! strongly! dissymetric! upstream!where! the!water! rise! is! relatively! quick! (1/3! of! the!
period)!whereas!ebb!tide!lasts!for!2/3!of!the!period.! 
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Considering the Dordogne floodplain at the upstream of its confluence with the Garonne, it can be 
observed that if quantiles of water depths and the floodplain are quite the same for [1960 ; 1999] and 
[2010 ; 2039], they do change during [2040 ; 2069] and then do not evolve during the period [2070 ; 
2099]. Indeed, on the right bank of Dordogne river, from Saint André de Cubzac and Asques, quantiles 
increase by about 25 cm. 
Figure 41: Quantiles of water levels for 100 years return period in the area of Ambes (confluence between 
Dordogne and Garonne) for present conditions and mid and long terms periods 
 
Analysis of results near Bordeaux 
The last specific site is the neighbourhood of Bordeaux. Quantiles of water depths for a 100 years return 
period is represented on Erreur : source de la référence non trouvée just below. In this area, results are 
deeply impacted by the reduction of discharges coming from the upstream of the Garonne (at La Réole). 
Comparing results obtained by the statistical method and the floodplain resulting from the simulation of 
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In! order! to!map! flood!extent! and!water! depth!due! to! coastal! structure!wave!overtopping!




The!relative!maps!of! flood!extent!and!water!depth!corresponding!to!the! initial!water! level!
(L0)!were!processed!in!order!to!compute!the!associated!volume!of!water!V(L0).!In!case!the!
volume! of! water! is! less! than! the! overtopping! volume! (V0)! computed! with! overtopping!
formula!described!in!paragraph!4.7.1!the!iteration!continue!increasing!the!water!level.!The!





Figure 44 Iterative procedure for finite volume overtopping 
!
The! procedure! is! producing! good! results! if! the! floodplain! in! not! characterized! by! the!
presence!of!wide!flat!area.!In!fact!in!this!case!it!become!inaccurate!and!tends!to!over!predict!
the!flooded!area.!
This! aspect!become!a! strong! limits! for! accuracy! in!mapping! the! flood!extension!when! the!
volume! of! water! in! the! coastal! flooding! (storm! surge! and! wave! overtopping)! become!
comparable! with! the! total! flooded! volume! at! the! specific! water! level! imposed! with! the!
watershed!transform.!



















Figure 45 Finte Volume overtopping – 50000 m3 
!
!




Figure 47 Finte Volume overtopping – 200000 m3 
!
The!charts!displayed!in!the!Figure!48!reports!the!increasing!of!volume!(m3)!of!flooding!water!


























The! next! Figure! 49! displays! the! relative! increase! in! flooding! water! volume,! expressed! in!





Figure 49 Relative increase of LOG(volume) VS Water Level  
!
Analyzing! the! graphs! reported! above,! are! evident! the! limits! associated!with! the!model! in!




In! order! to! overcame! the!modeling! and! flood!mapping!of! a! finite! volume!with!watershed!





































7) Computing! the! weighted! cost_distance! map! (CDmask)! from! the! point! of! volume!
release!with!weight!the!inverse!map!of!Water!Depth!
8) Iteratively! Tresholding! CDmask! (TCDmask)! from!maximum! value! until! lower! level,!








































raster! assigns! a! cost! involved! in! moving! through! any! particular! cell,! which! depends! on!





























Figure 52 Cumulative cost distance is calculated for each cell by summing up the costs of moving 
from a cell centre to another via least-cost route. 
!
The! described! algorithm! is! a! raster_based! procedure! able! to! spread! a! finite! volume! in! a!




A! more! robust! approach! is! for! routing! a! finite! overtopping! volume! using! GIS! and!
mathematical! morphology! operators! is! proposed! by! Beucher! (November! 2011!
http://cmm.ensmp.fr/~beucher/publi/DEM_flooding.pdf! ).! The! proposed! algorithm! search!
the!FOZ!(First!Overflow!Zone)!using!geodesic!reconstruction!operators!and!provides!a!kind!
of! flooding! graph!which! simply! indicates!which! catchment!basins! (or! unions!of! catchment!
basins)! will! be! flooded! next! when! a! given! catchment! basin! has! been! flooded.! This!
corresponds!to!a!hierarchy!of!catchment!basins.!However,!the!flooding/overflow!procedure!





the!rate!of! flow!in!this!procedure.!This!rate!of! flow!will!surely!depend,! in!the!real! flooding!
process,!of!lots!of!factors:!size!of!FOZ,!dynamics!of!the!flow!(speed),!etc.!Moreover,!when!a!
small! catchment! basin! is! filled,! neighbouring! catchment! basins! will! be! flooded! without!
waiting! for! the! end! of! flooding! of! the! other! catchment! basins! belonging! to! the! same!
hierarchy.! Therefore,! the! calculation! of! the! volume! of!water! involved! at! each! step! of! the!
above! procedure! may! be! biased! and! may! not! correspond! to! the! real! situation.!
Secondly,!this!procedure!does!not!simulate!the!flooding!itself!but!it!simply!gives!an!idea!of!
the! result! of! this! flooding,! that! is,! the! regions! which! could! be! affected! by! this! flooding.!
Indeed,! this! information! can! be! useful! to! establish! risk! maps.!
Thirdly,! the! described! procedure! allows! to! know! if! the! general! flooding! process! is!mainly!
achieved! through! a! classical! “watershed_like”! flooding! or! through! an! overflow,! by! a! very!
simple! way! illustrated! at! Fig! 4_c! (step! 4):! when! at! least! two! previously! flooded! regions!
merge,!this!means!that!the!process! is!again!a!flooding!process!(a!minimal!catchment!basin!




It! could! be! possible,! then,! to! use! the! catchment! basins! hierarchy! graph! obtained! by! the!
above! procedure! to! design! another! more! realistic! flooding! schemes! based! on! graph!
valuation! and! propagation.! Although! there! exists!morphological! operators! able! to! handle!








Another! important! characteristic! of! coastal! flooding! in! order! to! assess! the! risk! posed! on!
economic,! environmental! and! social! aspect! is! the! magnitude! of! velocity.! Directive!
2007/60/EC! of! the! European! Parliament! and! of! the! Council! on! the! assessment! and!
management! of! flood! risks”! effective! from! 23! October! 2007!
(http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/l28174.htm!)!requires!EU!member!states!to!develop!
maps! identifying! all! areas! exposed! to! a! risk! of! flooding! and! indicating! the! probability! of!
flooding! for! each! of! these! areas! and! the! potential! damage! for! local! populations,! to!
structures!and!buildings!and!the!environment.!!
Flow!velocity! is!presumed!to!have!high! influence! in! flood!damage!assessment,!however!as!






Figure 54 Qualitative summary of the influence of impact parameters on flood damage Kreibich 
et al 2009360 
 
Numerical! hydrodynamic! model! solving! the! full! or! simplified! version! of! SWE! can! provide!
flow!velocity!simulation,!but!as!previously!discussed!they!are!not!suitable!for!a!Web_GIS!DSS!
integration!with!risk!assessment!purposes.!











expressed!by:! ! = ! ∗ (!"#$%_!"#$ℎ)!
Another!approach!proposed!in!TR55!valid!for!slope!less!than!or!equal!to!0.005!is:!
1690 H. Kreibich et al.: Is flow velocity a significant parameter in flood damage modelling?
Fig. 7. The influence of the mean impact parameters flow velocity, water depth, energy head, indicator for flow force and intensity on
business disruption duration (bars =means, points =medians and 25–75% percentiles, x = single values; significant differences are indicated
at the p<0.05 level).
and road infrastructure, as well as on business interrup-
tion/disruption duration was weak to non-existent (Fig. 8).
The water depth and the energy head, which are highly cor-
related, have a medium to strong influence on all investigated
damage types, except on monetary losses of companies and
road infrastructure. Thus, the energy head is suggested as
a suitable flood impact parameter for reliable forecasting of
structural damage to residential buildings above a critical im-
pact level of 2m of energy head or water depth. Forecasting
of structural damage to road infrastructure should be based
on the flow velocity alone. Water depth is an important pa-
rameter for monetary loss estimation as it is commonly used
in loss modelling. General consideration of flow velocity in
monetary loss modelling cannot be recommended on the ba-
sis of this study. Damage modelling for companies needs a
more detailed approach, at least differentiating them accord-
ing to economic sectors.
However, further research is necessary to verify these re-
sults. Further studies should either focus on single cases af-
fected by a high flow velocity or use a database with signif-
icantly more damage cases affected by high flow velocities.
Additionally, more homogenous and better hydraulic simu-























flow velocity NO STRONG WEAK NO NO
water depth STRONG* MEDIUM MEDIUM NO MEDIUM
energy head STRONG* MEDIUM MEDIUM NO WEAK
indicator for flow
force
WEAK* STRONG WEAK NO NO
intensity WEAK* STRONG WEAK NO WEAK
impact parameters
damage types
Fig. 8. Qualitative summary of the influence of impact parameters
on flood damage.
(2-D or physical models) with high spatial resolutions are
necessary to obtain the required information on the local flow
characteristics.
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 9, 1679–1692, 2009 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/9/1679/2009/
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! = 16.1345 (!"#$%)!–!unpaved!(n=0.05!Manning’s!coeff.!and!R=0.4!hydraulic!radius)!! = 20.3282 (!"#$%)!–!paved!(n=0.025!Manning’s!coeff.!and!R=0.2!hydraulic!radius)!
!
Manning’s!equation!is!a!common!and!simple!way!to!solve!for!the!average!velocity!or!shear!
across!an!open!channel!cross_section.!The!general!expression!of!Manning!equation!is!! = !!/!!!/!! !
R! is! the! hydraulic! radius! (m),! S! is! the! slope! (m! m_1)! and! n! is! the! Manning! roughness!
coefficient! (m_1/3! sec).! In! case! of! flooding! in! the! floodplain! the! hydraulic! radius! can! be!
assumed!equal!to!water!dept.!
The! Manning! equation! can! easily! implemented! in! a! raster! based! approach! in! order! to!
compute!cell_by_cell!velocity! (Mondloch!2014361),! in! fact!once!available!water!depth,!slope!
and!Manning!roughness!coefficient!maps!is!possible!with!a!simple!map!algebra!computation!
to!obtain!the!velocity!map.!
In! the! particular! case! of! storm! surge! flooding! with! water! spreading! from! the! coastline!
towards! the! inland!will!be!necessary! to! take! into!account! the!spatial!variation!of!Manning!
parameters.!The!spatial!distribution!of!average!value!of!Manning!parameters!moving! from!
the! source! of! coastal! flooding! (coastline)! can! be! easily! obtained! computing! the! cost!
accumulation!distance!weighted!over! the! selected!parameter! (n! or! R)! and!dividing!by! the!






























































Besides! the!water!depth!and! flow!velocity,! also!other! factors!determine! the! resulting!
flood!damages.!These!factors!are!often!not!taken!into!account!in!flood!damage!models.!
One!of!these!influences!is!the!flood!duration.!The!longer!a!flooding!lasts,!the!larger!the!
material! damage,! and! especially! damage! due! to! interruption! will! be.! Flood! duration!
causes! interruptions! and! extra!material! damages.! Taking! into! account! flood! duration!
can,! therefore,! theoretically!make! flood! damage!models!more! accurate.! In! particular!
for! damage! to! agricultural! crops! and! ecological! habitat! the! time! of! flooding! and! the!
duration!of!the!flood!are!decisive!(Forster!et!al.,!2008362).!
The!longer!the!duration!of!inundation,!the!greater!the!saturation!of!building!structure!
and! contents,! the! higher! the! effort! for! drying,! the!more! severe! the! anoxia! of! crops,!
increasing!the!probability!of!damage.!
!
Figure 59 Expected damages to grain crops (wheat, rye, barley, corn), oilseed plants 
(canola), root crops (potatoes and sugar beets) and grass based on flooding occurrence 
categorized on a monthly basis - Forster et al., 2008363.  
!
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Fig. 3. Expected damages to grain crops (wh at, rye, barley, orn), oilseed pl nts (canola), root crops (potatoes and sugar beets) and grass
based on flooding occurrence categorized on a monthly basis. Data are derived from LfUG (2005), KTBL (2006) and KTBL (2007). It is
assumed that the inundation duration of >11 days classification corresponds to the degree of damage expected to occur within the polders.
duration. Table 3 gives an example of damage impact per-
centages for wheat and grass for each month. The informa-
tion is based on empirical data from surveys in France and
Germany as referenced in LfUG (2005) and expert knowl-
edge. The damage impact factors can reach values of up to
100% indicating a total loss. The impact is particularly de-
pendent on the growth stage of each crop. Root crops and
grain crops are harvested once per year and their impact fac-
tors have patterns similar to the ones shown for wheat. Their
impact factors are differentiated into four classes of inunda-
tion duration. Grass is an exception to the other crops be-
cause it can usually be harvested three times per year (May,
July, and August). The total annual yield of grass is dis-
tributed throughout the year in three harvests in May, July,
and August with an annual average of 50%, 20% and 30%,
respectively. Hence, the impact factors are lower since only
a fraction of the total yearly harvest is damaged by a flood.
The impact factors are also independent of inundation dura-
tion because sediment deposition on grasslands occurs after
every flood, regardless how short the inundation period is,
making the grass unusable for high value fodder. For inun-
dation times longer than about 10 days, additional costs may
be incurred due to structural damage to the grass roots re-
quiring a repair seeding of the grasslands. The costs for the
repair seeding of grasslands, which includes seeds, labour
and machinery are approximately 45 C ha 1 (KTBL, 2006).
Figure 3 shows the expected damage for each crop dif-
ferentiated into classes of inundation duration. The max-
imum damage is expected to vary between 10 and 16 C
ha 1 a 1 for grain crops and between 32 and 36 C ha 1 a 1
for root crops based on an inundation duration of more than
11 days. Damages for grass are the lowest at approximately
1 C ha 1 a 1.
In addition to the monthly damage estimation model, an
annual approach was applied in which only two land-use
classes were distinguished and the time within the growing
season when the flooding occurs was not considered. Dam-
ages with the annual approach are calculated by:
ED = MV · RD · PA (2)
where ED=expected damages (monetary losses in
C ha 1 a 1), market value (that can be obtained from the
agricultural land without flooding in C ha 1), RD=relative
damage costs (%) and PA=probability of polder flooding
every 100 years (i.e. 0.01 a 1).
The agricultural land was differentiated in arable land and
grassland with market values of 4000 and 2000 C ha 1, re-
spectively. These figures are based on damage claims from
past extreme flood events in the state of Saxony in Ger-
many (LfUG, 2005).The relative damages to both, regardless
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/8/311/2008/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 8, 311–322, 2008
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The!amount!of!water!that!can!be!stored!in!the!soil!mantle!is!dependent!first!upon!the!
total! pore! space! available! in! the! soil! between! the! soil! particles.! This! is! commonly!






constant! rate! of! entry.! This! constant! rate! of! infiltration! is! also! referred! to! as! the!
saturated!hydraulic! conductivity,! Ksat,! and! sometimes! called! the! soil’s!permeability.! In!
almost!all!cases,!when! laypeople!refer!to!an! infiltration!rate!they!mean!the! long_term!
constant!rate,!permeability,!or!Ksat!
!
Figure 60 Diagaram of infiltration curve and infiltratio rate as related to storage in soil.  
!







Figure 3. Water storages available within Alexis silt loam 
Computed Infiltration 
Knowledge of the water storage available to infiltration 
within a soil mantle makes it possible to compute the infil-
tration rate at any time t by methodology described by Holtan 
(1961): 
f = a(S - F)n + fc (4) 
where 
f = infiltration rate at time t, in inches per hour 
a = a vegetative basal factor reflecting the 
efficiency a crop root system makes of soil 
porosity for storing water; a = 1.0 for 
bluegrass turf 
n = a constant = 1.4 
S = storage available in the soil mantle in inches 
(storage at the total soil porosity minus 
storage at the wilting point) 
F = water already stored in the soil at time t, 
in excess of the wilting point, in inches 
(amount accumulated from infiltration 
prior to time r) 
(S — F) = storage space remaining in the soil mantle at 
the time t, in inches 
fc = final constant infiltration rate, in inches per 
hour (generally equivalent to the saturated 
conductivity, in inches per hour, of the 
tightest horizon present in the soil profile) 
With equation 4 it is possible to compute an infiltration 
curve based on the physical properties of the soil. Figure 4 
shows the general interrelationship between the various infil-
tration rates and storage factors involved in equation 4. 
8 
Figure 4. Diagra  of infiltration curve and infiltration 
rates as related to storage in soil 
Table 2 shows a computation of an infiltration curve with 
equation 4 for Alexis silt loam in which a water storage 5 of 
6.95 inches is available as calculated in table 1. The computa-
tions in table 2 provide a series of infiltration rates in inches 
per hour at various times  hou s. T is computed infiltration 
curve for Alexis silt loam is the uppermost dashed line in figure 
5. 
Also shown in figure 5 are various other observed and 
computed infiltration curves including a computed infil-
tration curve for Ipava silt loam. In the lower part of 
figure 5 are results of actual infiltration rates observed on 
bluegrass turf at Elmwood, Illinois, described by Holtan and 
Musgrave (1947). Additional curves are shown for Tama silt 
Table 2. Computation of Infiltration Curve for 
Alexis Silt Loam 
f = 1 ( 6 . 9 5 - F ) 1 . 4 +0.50 
Infiltration rate Time 
Available Water f favg 
storage, stored, (inches (inches 
S - F  F F per per  t* t 
(inches) (inches) (inches) (S - F)1.4 hour) hour) (hours) (hours) 
6.95 0 15.0 15.5 0 
6.00 0.95 0.95 12.3 12.8 14.1 0.07 0.07 
5.0 1.0 1.95 9.5 10.0 11.4 0.09 0.16 
4.0 1.0 2.95 7.0 7.5 8.7 0.11 0.27 
3.0 1.0 3.95 4.65 5.15 6.3 0.16 0.43 
2.0 1.0 4.95 2.64 3.14 4.2 0.24 0.67 
1.0 1.0 5.95 1.0 1.50 2.3 0.43 1.10 
0 1.0 6.95 0 0.50 0.7 1.43 2.53 
*Incremental time,  t =  F ÷ favg 
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Infiltration!rate!at!any!time!t!by!methodology!described!by!Holtan!(1950364):!
fc! =! final! constant! infiltration! rate,! in! inches! per! hour! (generally! equivalent! to! the!

























































As! reported! in! the! literature,! flood! damages! can! be! classified! into! direct! and! indirect!
damages.!Direct!damages!are!those!which!occur!due!to!the!physical!contact!of!flood!water!
with! humans,! property! or! any! other! objects.! Indirect! damages! are! induced! by! the! direct!
impacts!and!occur!–!in!space!or!time!–!outside!the!flood!event.!Both!types!of!damages!are!
further!classified!into!tangible!and!in_!tangible!damages,!depending!on!whether!or!not!they!
can!be!assessed! in!monetary! values! (e.g.! Parker!et! al.,! 1987365;! Smith!and!Ward,! 1998366).!
Tangible!damages!are!damage!to!man_!made!capital!or!resource!flows!which!can!be!easily!
specified!in!monetary!terms,!whereas!intangible!damage!is!dam_!age!to!assets!which!are!not!
traded! in! a! market! and! are! difficult! to! transfer! to! monetary! values.! Although! the!
differentiation!in!direct!and!indirect,!and!tangible!and!intangible!dam_!age!is!commonplace,!
interpretations! and! delineations! differ! (Jonkman! et! al.,! 2007367).! Some! examples! for! the!
different!types!of!damage!are:!!
–))Direct,!tangible:!damage!to!private!buildings!and!con_!tents;!destruction!of!infrastructure!
such! as! roads,! rail_! roads;! erosion! of! agricultural! soil;! destruction! of! harvest;! damage! to!




–) )Indirect,! tangible:! disruption! of! public! services! outside! the! flooded! area;! induced!






Table 13 Different Dimensions of flood damges (Jonkman  et al. 2008)368 
The! methodology! implemented! in! the! Web_GIS! DSS! developed! in! this! thesis! is! mainly!
focused!in!the!estimation!of!direct!tangible!and!intangible!damages.!The!estimation!of!direct!
flood! damage! is! a! complex! process! involving! a! large! number! of! hydrologic! and!
socioeconomic! factors.! The! structure,! inputs! and! outputs! of! a! specific! damage!model! are!
defined!not!only!by!the!available!data,!but!also!by!the!purpose!of!the!model.!For!example,!
while! insurance! companies! model! the! estimated! insured! damages,! government! agencies!
and!academics!are!generally!interested!in!the!accurate!assessment!of!total!economic!losses!
(Jongman!et!al.!2012369).!!
In! developing! flood!damage!models! two!main! approaches! can!be!distinguished:!empirical!
approaches!which!use!damage!data!collected!after! flood!events!and!synthetic!approaches!
which! use! damage! data! collected! via! what_if_questions! also! known! as! damage! function!
approach.!!
An!example!for!the!first!approach!is!the!German!flood!damage!data!base!HOWAS!(Merz!et!
al.,! 2004370),! from! which! the! damage! functions! of! MURL! (MURL,! 2000371)! and! Hydrotec!
(Emschergenossenschaft! and! Hydrotec,! 2004372)! were! derived.! What_if! analyses! estimate!
the! damage! which! is! expected! in! case! of! a! certain! flood! situation,! e.g.:! “Which! damage!
would!you!expect! if! the!water!depth!was!2!m!above!the!building!floor?”!Examples!for!this!
approach!are!the!damage!func_!tions!for!United!Kingdom!(Penning_Rowsell!et!al.,!2005373).!!
that, also the concept of risk has received renewed attention in
the Netherlands (Brouwer and Kind, 2005).
The concept of risk is a product of probability and impact,
consequence, or damage and requires that attention is paid to
both its components, i.e. the probability of flooding and the
consequences of flooding. These developments imply that
more attention is also given to the analysis of flood damage. In
this context, the current paper focuses on some of the basic
building blocks for what can be seen as an integrative
(modular) approach to flood damage modelling in the direc-
tion of flood risk management.
3. Classification and modelling of damage
Discussing catastrophic flooding on a large scale, it is
important to keep in mind that a major flood in a modern
economy like the Netherlands is expected to bring about a
whole gamut of consequences. In Table 1 we provide a
classification of various types of damages characterising
flood events. We make a distinction between direct damages
inside the flooded area and indirect damages that occur
outside the flooded area. Another distinction is made between
tangible damages that can be priced, and intangible damages
for which no market prices exist.
The spectrum of consequences or rather damages that a
flood brings about includes economic, political, social, psy-
chological, ecological and environmental damages, all of
which are often intertangled in a complex network of modern
societies. Each of them alone cannot represent an intricate
disaster phenomenon, rather all of themtogether contribute to
the compound picture of disaster consequences. In fact, each
of the mentioned damage dimensions needs a model of its
own. To get a good overview of the variety of disaster effects
due to catastrophic flooding in a country like the Netherlands,
where a substantial part of the highly industrialised economy
becomes dysfunctional, an integrated framework is required
that enables the inclusion of various types of complementary
models and the interpretation of model results in a consistent
manner (Brouwer and van Ek, 2004). In the Netherlands
separate approaches exist focusing on the estimation of
physical damage (Kok et al., 2005), environmental damage
(Stuyt et al., 2003), loss of life (Jonkman and Kelman, 2005;
Jonkman, 2007), public health impacts (Ahern et al., 2005),
and economic damage (van der Veen et al., 2003; Steenge and
Bočkarjova, 2007). An integrated, unifying approach ismissing.
One of the aspects that we shall concentrate on in this
paper is economic damage modelling and assessment. Here, a
number of issues surface. There is a substantial body of
international literature that provides evidence of extensive
expertise in the field of damage estimation. However, experts
and academics disagree about the methods and models to be
applied. First of all, numerous definitions of damage exist (see
for example Cochrane, 2004 or Rose, 2004). The division of
damage into direct and indirect, and tangible and intangible in
Table 1 is commonplace, but interpretations and delineations
of what is considered a direct and indirect impact differ.
Second, various perspectives exist regarding damage apprai-
sal, such as financial and economic valuation based onmarket
values or imputed values accounting for the depreciation of
assets (based on historical values or replacement values),1
while variation is also found regarding the scale f analysis, be
it micro-, meso-or macro-level (see also Messner et al., 2006).
Moreover, varying temporal and spatial scales may be applied
in practice when modelling flood damage and damage
estimates may be associated with considerable uncertainty
(Merz et l., 2004).
Direct damages associated with the physical impacts of a
hazard are generally estimated by what is referred to as unit
damage functions or stage-damage functions, which are
conceptually similar to dose–response functions or fragility
curves used in other disciplines. In the case of flooding,
damage functions are determined using a specified relation-
ship between flood characterist cs (usually depth) nd the
extent of economic damage. The estimation of direct physical
damages involves two related steps. The first is the estimation
of structural damages to objects, such as buildings (e.g.
Kelman and Spence, 2004), while the second step is the
monetisation or ‘pricing’ of these physical damages. Stage-
damage curves were first proposed in the USA in the 1960s
(White, 1964; Kates, 1965). Since then methods for flood
damage estimation have been developed in several other
countries, see for example Penning-Rowsell and Chatterton
(1977), Parker et al. (1987), Dutta et al. (2003). Most stage-
damage functions include water depth as the main determi-
nant of direct damage. Kreibich et al. (2005) and Thieken et al.
(2005) also investigate the influence of other factors, such as
flood duration, contamination and preparedness for flood
damage based on data for the 2002 floods in Germany.
Economic damages connected to business interruption,
usually attributed to the affected area and thus by some
authors defined as part of the direct damages, and loss of
1 See for example van Ast et al. (2003) for a discussion of various
valuation methods.
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adjusters! or! quantity! surveyors,! enabling! extrapolation! to! other! areas! (Greenaway! and!
Smith,!1983375)!!
Examples!of! synthetic! functions! for! residential!buildings! include!ANU_!FLOOD! for!Australia!
(Greenaway!and!Smith,!1993376),!the!Blue!Manual!for!the!United!Kingdom!(Penning_Rowsell!
and! Chatterton,! 1977;! Penning_! Rowsell! et! al.,! 2003377 )! and! HOWAD! (Flood! Damage!
Simulation! Model,! German:! Hochwasser_Schadens_Simulations_Model)! for! Germany!
(Neubert!et!al.,!2009378).!!
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Table 3. Examples of damage influencing factors considered in different flood damage assessments (adapted/extended from Gissing and
Blong, 2004; Kelman and Spence, 2004; Merz, 2006; Fo¨rster et al., 2008).
Impact parameter
Parameter Description Selected references
Inundation The higher the inundation depth, the greater CH2M Hill (1974); Black (1975),
depth the building and contents parts which are Sangrey et al. (1975), Smith and Tobin (1979),
damaged and the stronger the buoyancy force. Handmer (1986), Smith (1991), Torterotot et al. (1992),
Smith and Greenaway (1994), Hubert et al. (1996),
USACE (1996), Islam (1997), Blong (1998),
Zerger (2000), Nicholas et al. (2001), Beck et al. (2002),
Kato and Torii (2002), Citeau (2003), Dutta et al. (2003),
Hoes and Schuurmans (2005), Penning-Rowsell et al. (2005),
Bu¨chele et al. (2006), Kreibich and Thieken (2008),
Thieken et al. (2008a)
Flow velocity The greater the velocity of floodwaters, CH2M Hill (1974), Black (1975), Sangrey et al. (1975),
the greater the probability of structural building Smith and Tobin (1979), Handmer (1986), McBean et al. (1988),
damage due to lateral pressure, scouring, etc. Smith (1991), Smith and Greenaway (1994), USACE (1996),
High flow velocities can cause direct damage to crops Islam (1997), Blong (1998), Zerger (2000),
and may lead to soil degradation from erosion. Nicholas et al. (2001), Beck et al. (2002), Kato and Torii (2002),
Citeau (2003), Schwarz and Maiwald (2007, 2008),
Kreibich et al. (2009), Pistrika and Jonkman (2009)
Duration of The longer the duration of inundation, Smith and Tobin (1979), Handmer (1986), McBean et al. (1988),
inundation the greater the saturation of building structure Torterotot et al. (1992), Consuegra et al. (1995),
and contents, the higher the effort for drying, Hubert et al. (1996), USACE (1996), Islam (1997),
the more severe the anoxia of crops, Nicholas et al. (2001), Kato and Torii (2002), Citeau (2003),
increasing the probability of damage. Dutta et al. (2003), Penning-Rowsell et al. (2005),
Fo¨rster et al. (2008)
Contamination The greater the amount of contaminants, Smith and Tobin (1979), Handmer (1986), USACE (1996),
the greater the damage and the cleanup costs. Nicholas et al. (2001), Kreibich and Thieken (2008),
Inclusion or adsorption of contaminants may Thieken et al. (2008a)
even lead to total damage. Examples are
the inclusion of small particles in porous material
impossible to remove, or the dispersal of
microorganisms in moist building material requiring
extensive clean up and disinfection.
Debris/ The presence of debris in floodwater, Handmer (1986),
sediments depending on its amount, size and weight, increases Penning-Rowsell et al. (1994),
the dynamical forces which affect buildings and thus Kato and Torii (2002)
the potential for structural damage. Sediment can
damage flooring and mechanical equipment and
it may lead to an increased effort for clean up.
Rate of rise As the rate of rise increases, it becomes Smith and Tobin (1979), Handmer (1986),
increasingly difficult to reduce flood damage. Penning-Rowsell et al. (1994)
Frequency of Repeated flooding may have cumulative effects, USACE (1996),
inundation increasing the probability of damage. On the other Elmer et al. (2010)
hand, preparedness significantly increases,
leading to reduced damage.
Timing Floods occurring at night may be associated with Smith and Tobin (1979),
greater damage owing to ineffective warning Smith and Greenaway (1984), Smith (1992),
dissemination. Floods occurring during holidays Smith (1992), Consuegra et al. (1995),
may see property owners absent and unable to take Yeo (1998), Citeau (2003), Dutta et al. (2003),
damage-reduction measures. The time of year
(season) of flood occurrence with respect to crop
growth stages and critical field operations plays
a crucial role for the magnitude of agricultural damage.
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/1697/2010/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 1697–1724, 2010
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Table 14 Damage influencing factor (Merz  et al. 2010)379 
!
In! almost! all! models! in! use! today,! flood! depth! is! treated! as! the! determining! factor! for!
expected! damage,! sometimes! complemented! by! other! parameters! like! velocity,! duration,!
water! contamination,! precaution! and! warning! time! (Messner! et! al.,! 2007380;! Merz! et! al.,!
2010381;! Green! et! al.,! 2011382).! Some! recently! developed! multi_parameter! models! are!
conceptual!(Nicholas!et!al.,!2001383)!or!developed!(and!validated)!for!specific!areas,!e.g.!for!
Japan!(Zhai!et!al.,!2005384)!or!FLEMO!for!Germany!(Kreibich!et!al.,!2010385)..!!
However,! the! internationally! accepted! and! most! common! method! for! the! estimation! of!
direct! flood! damage! is! still! the! application! of! depth–damage! functions! (Smith,! 1994386;!
Kelman!and!Spence,!2004387;!Meyer!and!Messner,!2005388;!Merz!et!al.,!2010;!Green!et!al.,!
2011389).!!
Depth–damage! functions! represent! relationships! between! flood! depth! and! the! resulting!
damage!indicator!such!as!economic!value,!loss!of!people,!loss!of!habitats,!etc.!!
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Table 3. Continued.
Resistance parameter
Parameter Description Selected references
Business Sectors differ significantly in respect to exposed MURL (2000), ICPR (2001a), FEMA (2003),
sector/ assets as well as susceptibility. For instance, Emschergenossenschaft and Hydrotec (2004),
use of the manufacturing sector has a relatively high damage Penning-Rowsell et al. (2005),
building potential (high assets and business volumes) but a relatively Scawthorn et al. (2006)
good preparedness status. In contrast, preparedness is
comparatively weak in the financial and service sectors.
Building Building type may significantly influence Penning-Rowsell et al. (2005),
type the degree of damage. For instance, multistory Bu¨chele et al. (2006),
buildings are affected by a lower fraction in Kreibich and Thieken (2008),
contrast to single-storey buildings. Thieken et al. (2008a)
Additionally, their relation of weight to
buoyancy force is advantageous.
Building Building material reacts differently Nicholas et al. (2001),
material to exposure to (contaminated) water, Schwarz and Maiwald (2007, 2008)
e.g. absorbents rates are different.
Additionally, drying of material as well as
decontamination is more or less difficult.
Building material affects also the weight of
the building and thus the danger of buoyancy.
Precaution There are various precautionary measures, Kreibich et al. (2005), Bu¨chele et al. (2006),
which are able to reduce flood damage significantly. Kreibich and Thieken (2008),
Examples are constructural measures such as elevated Thieken et al. (2008a)
building configuration, use of suitable building material
or flood adapted interior fitting. Measures like
flood secure configuration of oil tanks or secure
storage of chemical can prevent contamination.
External Emergency measures can be undertaken
response/ particularly effective with sufficient
emergency warning time and low water levels.
measures Such measures are for instance the dismounting of
fixed equipment/machinery, the relocation of inventory,
the sealing of openings to prevent water from entering
the building. Or quick drying or disinfection which
reduce mold building on walls.
Early Only if the warning time is sufficiently McBean et al. (1988), NRE (2000),
warning long and if the content is comprehensible, Penning-Rowsell et al. (2005)
emergency measures can be undertaken efficiently.
3.5 Examples for different economic sectors
In the following, a few economic sectors are described exem-
plarily. This compilation shows that a wide spectrum of ap-
proaches is found among damage models. Given this model
heterogeneity, aspects of model reliability, calibration and
validation are very important.
3.5.1 Residential sector
Most flood damage data, analyses as well as damage mod-
els refer to the residential sector. Here, only three models
are presented exemplarily to illustrate different development
strategies, function types and number of parameters (Ta-
ble 6). The model of the Multicoloured Manual for UK
is based on synthetic damage data and uses absolute dam-
age functions (Penning-Rowsell et al., 2005). In contrast,
FLEMOps is based on empirical damage data and uses rela-
tive damage functions (Bu¨chele et al., 2006; Thieken et al.,
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 1697–1724, 2010 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/1697/2010/
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Figure 63 Depth–damage functions and corresponding maximum dam- age figures for the 
CORINE land use class “continuous urban fabric” (Jongman et al. 2012390). 
 
There! is!a! large!degree!of!uncertainty! in! the!construction!of! the!damage!curves,! the!asset!
values! connected! to! these! curves! and! the! larger!methodological! framework! (Merz! et! al.,!
2004391;! Hall! et! al.,! 2005392;!Meyer! and!Messner,! 2005;!Messner! et! al.,! 2007;! Apel! et! al.,!
2008;!Freni!et!al.,!2010;!Merz!et!al.,!2010;!De!Moel!and!Aerts,!2011;!Green!et!al.,!2011;!Ward!
et!al.,!2011)!!




Jongman! et! al.! 2012! present! a! qualitative! and! quantitative! assessment! of! seven! flood!
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Table 1. Reclassification of the original categories of the damage models to the four CORINE land use classes applied in this study. Selection
of a specific damage category is done manually, whereby the median category is chosen in case of multiple possibilities.
CORINE classification Original classification
CLC
Code
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information on the total count of buildings. The new maxi-
mum damage values represent the expected damage to build-
ings within the respective CORINE land use classes.
The depth–damage functions (Fig. 6) give the percentage
loss (y-axis) to the maximum damage values as a function of
water depth (x-axis). As has been shown in previous studies
(e.g. Barredo and De Roo, 2010), the models vary strongly
in terms of the shape of the applied functions and maximum
damage values.
3.2.2 Empirical comparison
In this study we aim at comparing the damage models mu-
tually as well as with reported damage figures provided by
financial institutions. To facilitate this comparison, we anal-
ysed the empirical damage data available, and as far as possi-
ble linked the data to the four CORINE land use classes used
to run the damage models.
Eilenburg
The direct economic damage of the 2002 flood in Eilenburg
was documented by Saxonian Relief Bank (SAB). According
to SAB data, an estimated 765 residential properties were af-
fected with a total damage of C77.1 million. Damage to com-
mercial buildings totalled an estimated C33.9 million (Apel
et al., 2009; Seifert et al., 2010a; SAB, personal commu-
nication, 2004). Infrastructure losses were not reported by
SAB. However, the federal state of Saxony has published a
report for the whole of Saxony, reporting damage to infras-
tructure of 1.4 times residential losses (Leitstelle Wiederauf-
bau, 2003). Infrastructure losses in Eilenburg resulted from
a collapse of a railway bridge and severe damage to roads,
amongst other things. Thus, assuming the Saxony-wide 1.4








































FLEMO DSM Flemish HAZUS MCM RA JRC DE JRC UK
268 852 718 329 286 256 277 348
Maximum damage per square metre of continuous urban fabric (€)
Fig. 6.Depth–damage functions and corresponding maximum dam-
age figures for the CORINE land use class “continuous urban fab-
ric”. The functions of each damage model are based on a manual
selection of available damage classes, except for the JRC Model
which is designed to match CORINE land use data (Table 1;
Sect. 3).
the same in Eilenburg, we estimated infrastructure losses for
the case study area at C109 million. Hence, total da e is
estimated at C218 million.
Carlisle
The Association of British Insurers estimated the total in-
sured damage in Carlisle at £272 million (C382 million2).
Although more detailed bre kd wn of damage from this
event is n t available, we have made n estim t on the basis
2At exchange rate of January 2005.
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 12, 3733–3752, 2012 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/3733/2012/
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The! purpose! of! the!Web_GIS! DSS! developed! in! this! thesis! is! focused! on!multicriteria! risk!








The! basic! model! implemented! in! the! DSS! to! calculate! flood! damages! is! based! on!
depth/velocity/duration–damage! functions! which! relates! the! inundation!
depth/velocity/duration! in! a! grid! cell! to! a! fraction! of! the! total! value! at! risk! of! the!
corresponding! land! use.! This! fraction! (usually! named! ‘α’! or! ‘damage! factor’)! is! then!
multiplied!with!the!total!value!that!can!get!damaged!(also!based!on!the!land!use)!to!derive!a!
flood!damage!estimate!!
The!Damage!module!of! the!DSS!consists! in!a! raster_based!algorithm!developed!using!map!
algebra!routines!crossing!the!following!elements:!







In! a! flood! zone! the! real! damage! caused! by! inundation! at! a! certain! water! height! can! be!
calculated! by! summing! all! unique! surface! entities! (i.e.,! discrete! land! use! categories)! and!
combining! the!water! depth! (translated! to! the! corresponding! damage! function!!"! !factor)!
with!the!maximum!damage!of!that!land!use!category.!!
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For! a! generic! pixel! (i,j)! the! Damage! is! evaluate! with! the! following! general! map! algebra!
equation:! !"#"$% !, ! = !"! ∗ !! !, ! ∗ !"! !" !, ! ,! !, ! ,!(!, ! ) Eq. 17 
Where!i!and!j!describe!the!row!and!column!of!generic!pixel!i,j,! "! !is!the!unit!value!of!asset!
type! l! (maximal! damage)! expressed! in! land! value! per! square! meter,!!! !is! the! unita! area!
defined!by!pixel!size,! "!is!the! !" !, ! ,! !, ! ,!(!, ! _damage!function.!
!
!







are!estimated!by!applying!the!following!formula!(Zanuttigh!et!al.!2014394):!!!"#$#%&"_!"#"$% !, ! = !"! ∗ !! !, ! ∗ !!" ∗ ! !, ! + !"! ∗ !! !, ! ∗ !!" ∗ !"(!, !)  Eq. 
18 
where! "!are! the! values!of! land!uses! in!euro/m2/year! from!census! statistic!data;!! !, ! is!
flood!duration!and! "(!, !)is! flood!depth;!!!"are!proportionality! constants!as! functions!of!!"(!, !)!that!are!normalised!for!each! land!use! j!at!the!maximum!value!of!Fy! in!2050!for!a!
storm! return! period! Tr! =! 100! years,! assuming! different! reference! percentage! of! damage!
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depending!on!the!use!(for! instance,!50%!damage!for!buildings/homes/hotels,!25%!damage!
for! harbours);!!!" !are! proportionality! constants! as! functions! of!! !, ! that! express! the!
expected!period!to!restore!economic!activities!as!a!factor!of!duration,!depend!on!the! land!





ECONOMIC VALUES Northern West Southern West East 
Residential homes 130 165 140 
Holiday homes 191 217 199 
Historical buildings 180 180 180 
Hotels 152 152 152 
Camp sites 61 0 0 
Tourism harbour and infrastructures 97 97 97 
Fishing harbour and infrastructures 179 179 179 
Private services 3554 3554 3554 
Table 15 Land use values !"! (annual € per m2) in Cesenatico 
 
!
ECONOMIC VALUES % damage at max flood depth 0.787 m aj bj 
Residential homes 50 0.564 0 
Holiday homes 50 0.564 0 
Historical buildings 50 0.564 0 
Hotels 50 0.564 30/365 
Camp sites 100 1.127 40/365 
Tourism harbour and infrastructures 25 0.282 20/365 
Fishing harbour and infrastructures 25 0.282 20/365 
Private services 75 0.845 20/365 







Figure 65 Land Use Map – CORINE LAND COVER 
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Figure 67 Cesenatico aij proportianal constant 
!








Social! vulnerability! is! a! complex! phenomenon! and! no! single! measure! comprehensively!
covers!the!whole!spectrum!of!such!vulnerability!(Adger!et!al.,!2005395).!Recently,!the!Social!





consider! identifying! critical! facilities! or! resources! to! help! prioritize! potential! hazard!
mitigation.!!










and! the! flow! velocity.! The! exposed! population! equals! the! number! of! inhabitants! of! the!
flooded! area! minus! the! part! of! the! population! that! is! able! to! evacuate! the! area! or! find!
shelter!elsewhere!in!the!area.!An!example!of!a!mortality!function!for!the!rapidly!rising!zone!
is! shown! in! Figure! 70.! Based!on! this!method! the! loss! of! life! can! be! estimated! for! a! given!
flood!scenario.!The! loss!of! life!estimates!are!presented!as!a! separate!output!of! the!model!
and!are!not!monetised.!!
 
Figure 70 Observed and fiyyed mortality function for zone with rapidly rising flood water 
(Jonkman, 2007398) 
The!(flood)!hazard!rate!to!people!implemented!in!the!Web_GIS!MARASMA!DSS!is!calculated!
using!the!following!equation!(DEFRA,!2006):!!!"#"$%_!"#$%" !, ! = !" !, ! ∗ ! !, ! + !,! Eq. 19 
!
where! "#"$%_!"#$%" !, ! !=!hazard!score!for!people,!WD!=!water!depth!(m),!V!=!velocity!
(m!s−1!).!!
Above!equation!allows!one!to!produce!an!hazard!map,!where!the!resolution!depends!on!the!
outcomes!and! resolution!of! the!hydraulic!modelling!and/or! the!historical!data! set!used! to!
calculate!and/or!retrieve!the!physical!metrics.!!
Number)of)People)Exposed)
The! following! criteria! were! considered! as! tremendously! important! for! being! part! of! our!
integrated! urban! criteria! set:! the! affected! (total)! population! (excluding! children! and! the!
elderly),!the!number!of!children,!the!number!of!elderly!people,!and!the!number!of!social!hot!
spots!(cf.!also!King!and!MacGregor,!2000399).!!
Humans! are! the! most! important! value! in! flood! protection.! Next! to! direct! physical! harm,!
humans!may! suffer! damage! from! extreme! floods! due! to! psychic! trauma,! stress! and! con_!
economy-wide impacts in terms of decreased transactions
translated in a decrease of value added, production or
consumption values of directly and indirectly affected activ-
ities, but possibly also an increase of value added in the
sectors with high post-disaster (reconstruction) demand and
spare production capacities. The results of such an analysis
depend largely on the simulated conditions, as well as the
adapting abilities of the economy.
During the third stage, CBA can be carried out using
multiple pre-disaster conditions to investigate the effect of
pre-disaster adaptation and mitigation, post-disaster policy
measures and recovery paths on the total expected costs of a
catastrophe. This type of analysis hence enables us to assess
the feasibility of particular ex-ante preventive measures
comparing their benefits (i.e., avoided losses) to the additional
costs, as production facilities and residential areas become
damaged or protected depending on the flood scenario
investigated.
4.3. Modelling of loss of life
Alongside economic damage expectations, policy and deci-
sion-makers are also interested in the potential number of
fatalities associated with a hazard. Some authors like Smith
(1996) even define a disaster in terms of the number of victims,
thus stressing the importance of the human factor in hazard
analysis. At the moment, the model also includes a module to
estimate the loss of life caused by a flood (Jonkman and
Cappendijk, 2006; Jonkman, 2007). An estimate of the number
of fatalities due to a flood event is based on: 1) information
regarding the flood characteristics; 2) an analysis of the
exposed population and evacuation possibilities; and 3) an
estimate of mortality among the exposed population.
Information regarding the flood characteristics is obtained
from flood simulations using the hydrodynamicmodel described
before. Relevant flood characteristics include water depth, the
rate at which the flood water rises, and the flow velocity. The
exposed population equals the number of inhabitants of the
flooded area minus the part of the population that is able to
evacuate theareaor findshelter elsewhere in thearea.Toanalyse
evacuation, we use the model developed by van Zuilekom et al.
(2005). The mortality rate equals the number of people killed
divided by the number of people exposed and is determined by
so-called mortality functions which relate observed mortality
from real floods to specified flood characteristics, such as water
depth, flood water rise rate and flow velocity. Three zones are
distinguished to account for different flood characteristics and
mortality patterns (Fig. 4): a breach zonewhere the flood defence
breaks, a zonewith rapidly rising floodwater and a rest zone. The
breach zone is usually characterised by collapsed buildings and a
high mortality rate due to high flow velocities just behind the
breach. The zone with rapidly rising waters is also characterised
bya relativelyhighmortality rate, becausepeopleare less likely to
reach a shelter at higher grounds or higher floors of buildings. For
each zone a mortality function has been derived based on
bservations from historical disasters, including the disast r
flood in 1953 in the Netherlands.
An example of a mortality function for the rapidly rising
zone is shown in Fig. 5. Based on this method the loss of life
can be estimated for a given flood scenario. The loss of life
estimates are presented as a separate output of themodel and
are not monetised.
5. Example: assessment of flood damage in
South Holland
In this section an example is presented to demonstrate the
usefulness of the flood damage model. It shows how
information from different disciplines (hydraulic engineering
and economics) is combined in a single case study. We
demonstrate the model's ability to present information with
the help of maps, including the spatial distribution of the
direct and indirect damages and the number of victims as a
result of a specified flood scenario simulation in a specific
flood-prone area.
We present the results of the estimated direct damage costs
due to catastrophic flooding in South Holland (dike ring 14 in
Fig. 4 –Hazard zones for loss of life estimation (Jonkman, 2007).
Fig. 5 –Observed and fitted mortality functions for the zone
with rapidly rising flood waters (Jonkman, 2007).
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taminated! drinking!water! (Gruenwald,! 2001400;! Tapsell! et! al.,! 2002401).! Elderly! people! and!
children! represent! age! classes! which! are! particularly! vulnerable! to! floods! (Meyer! et! al.,!
2009402)! as! they! depend! on! support! in! case! of! a! flood! event.!Moreover,! flood! damage! to!
nursing! homes,! kindergartens! and! schools! poses! unexpected! financial! discomforts! for!
parents,! relatives! and! the! staff.! Furthermore,! elderly! people! are! at! risk! again!due! to! their!
lower!constitutional!mobility!(Cutter!et!al.,!2003403).!!
The!criteria!of!the!affected!population,!children,!and!elderly!people!are!quantified!by!means!






could! lead! to! substantial! losses! of! such! infrastructure.! In! order! to! capture! such! damage!
potential! the! following! infrastructure! facilities! were! considered:! schools,! kindergartens,!
pensioners’!homes,!fire!stations,!and!hospitals.!!
 
In! the! next! figures! are! reported! the! damage! assessment! for! population! in! Cesentaico.! In!
particular! the!Damage! function! for!people!exposure! is!evaluated!crossing! the!water!depth!
(Scenario!2020!with!TR50!years)!due!to!flooding!and!the!density!of!population!downscaled!
to!residential!building.!
In!Figure!71!and!Figure!72!are!displayed! respectively! the!population! in!census!area! (ISTAT!
2001)! and! the! relative! density! of! population.! In! Figure! 73! is! reported! the! presence! of!






Figure 71 Population in Cesenatico 
 
Figure 72 Population density in Cesenatico 
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!
Figure 73 Cesenatico Residential Building 
!
!

















al.! 2009405!see! also! Rietkerk! et! al.! 2004406)! in! a! habitats! properties! to! be! captured! as! it! is!
these!dynamic!changes!of!an!ecosystem!that! is!of! interest! rather! than! the! transition! from!
one!ecosystem!to!another.!A!second!advantage!is!that!it!provides!a!standardised!method!for!
characterising!vulnerability!across!different!coastal!habitats!and!one!that!can!be!applied!to!
all!study!sites.!The!EVI!allows!the!user!to! identify! issues!that!may!need!to!be!addressed! in!
order!to!reduce!vulnerability!of!a!given!habitat!(EVI!SOPAC!UNEP!2011).!!
!
Table 17 Step change  categories for EVI 
The!Ecological!Damage!function!implemented!in!the!Web_GIS!MARASMA!DSS!are!based!on!
Environmental!Vulnerability!index!(EVI).!
THESEUS Deliverable OD3.10  
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ecosystems, or parts of the system with EVI. Due to the fact that different parts of an ecosystem can 
























the range of 
Receptor’s 
natural seasonal 
variation and full 
recovery is likely 
within a season 
Changes are beyond 
Receptor’s natural seasonal 
variation. Partial recovery is 
possible within several 
seasons, but full recovery is 
likely to require human 
intervention, or greater than 
20 years for natural 
recovery 
Changes are so drastic 
that natural recovery 
of receptor is very 
unlikely without 
human intervention. 
Or natural recovery 
will take longer than 
20 years 
Table 2.1. Step change categories as to determine the Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI).  
 




Freshwater estuarine transition zones are vulnerable to saline intrusion caused by flood events, these 
events have significant impacts on the biota found in estuarine transition zones and impacts on 
associated ecosystem processes. There are distinct assemblages of invertebrates associated with the 
transition zone environment with a rapid change from freshwater to estuarine fauna often over a few 
tens to a few hundred metres of river. These distinct assemblages respond to the salinity gradient and 
other factors such as flow and substratum type. Under normal conditions estuarine and transition zone 
fauna experience short term (tidal) salinity fluctuations and so may have some resilience to flooding and 
saline intrusion. Over longer (e.g. seasonal) time scales, some, more mobile species such as amphipod 
crustaceans are  able to shift their location by moving up or down the estuary Attrill and Rundle (2002). 
Sessile organisms on the other hand will be under greater threat from longer term changes in salinity 
profiles. An organism’s ability to shift its location will also be dependent on the size (i.e. length) of the 
‘salinity zone’ that will be available to the organism to move to. The size of the zone available may be 
altered by a number of factors such as the slope of the river channel, the amount of freshwater flow or 
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The! term! risk! is! hereby! understood! as! the! probability! of! negative! consequences! and! is!
measured!by!the!formula!
risk!=!probability!*!negative!consequence!(see!e.g.!Gouldby!&!Samuels!2005407)!
In! other! words! this! is! the! expected! annual! average! negative! consequence! of! flooding,!




For! the! practical! application! of! flood! risk! assessment! this! means! that! the! negative!



















risk = probability * damage
⇒ Annual Average Damage
“Damage”: 












Two! different!methods! for! combining!multiple! damage!maps!with! different! return! period!
were!evaluated!in!this!thesis.!
The!first! is!proposed!in!the!FLOODSITE!project!by!Meyer!et!al.!2007413!and!assume!a!linear!




Figure 77 Risk – Trapeziodal Rule Meyer et al. 2007415 
The! second! formulation! proposed! by! Vanneuville! et! al.! 2003416!in! LATIS! evaluate! the! risk!














= annual average damage
with
= mean damage of two 
known points of the curve
= probability of the interval between those 
points
Risk20-100=
Mean damage (D3, D4)
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Concerning! the! implementation!of! risk!calculation! in!a!GIS_based! framework,! for!each!grid!
cell! the! risk! needs! to! be! evaluated.! ! The!GIS!method! developed! and! implemented! in! this!
thesis!is!a!raster_based!type!and!consists!in!a!set!of!simple!map!algebra!calculations.!
The! calculation! of! damage! and! risk! consists! of! three! steps,! namely! (i)! defining! probability!
and!extent!of!flooding,!(ii)!determining!expected!damage,!and!(iii)!defining!risk.!The!different!
steps!are!schematically!presented!in!Figure!78.!!
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an event with a 1-year return period, plus half of the damage difference between a
2-year flood and a 1-year flood, plus one-third of the damage difference between a
3-year flood and a 2-year flood, and so forth. The mathematical explanation of this










S1 + 12(S2 − S1)+
1
3
(S3 − S2)+ ...+ 1
n
(Sn − Sn−1) (4.3)
Where
R risk
Si the damages related to a flood with a return period of i years
n the highest re ur period
As explained above, the creation and validation of flood maps is time-consuming,
so only a few have been created. To calculate risk in practice, it is assumed that linear
interpolation of the flood damage between two return periods is valid, so the formula
(in the case of return periods of 1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 years) can be simplified





3 + 14 + 15
5− 2 (S5−S2)+
1
6 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 110
10− 5 (S10−S5)+ ...
(4.4)
Equation 4.4 can be further simplified to:
R = 0.5× S1 + 0.2389× S2 + 0.132× S5 + 0.07× S10 + 0.0318
× S25 + 0.0135× S50 + 0.0138× S 100 (4.5)
4.3 Flow Velocity
Until recently, damage and risk calculations were performed only for flood events
caused by the overflow of dikes, restricting the main cause of damage to water depth.
However, overflow is not the only failure mechanism. Technical failures caused
by dike/dune breaching may inflict damage to built-up areas that is much greater
than that c used by overflow. In the vicinity of a breach, high flow velocities can
even cause total collapse of buildings (Jonkman et al. 2008). Therefore, the poten-
tial for flow velocity damage needs to be incorporated into damage calculations
based purely on depth. This additional damage cannot be greater than the difference
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Until recently, damage and risk calculations were performed only for flood events
caused by the overflow of dikes, restricting the main cause of damage to water depth.
However, overflow is not the only failure mechanism. Technical failures caused
by dike/dune breaching may inflict damage to built-up areas that is much greater
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even cause total collapse of buildings (Jonkman et al. 2008). Therefore, the poten-
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based purely on depth. This additional damage cannot be greater than the difference
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!
Figure 78 Raster Based Risk Framework - Vanneuville et al. 2003 
The!basis!for!all!damage!evaluations!are!the!map!of!flooding!characteristics,!such!as!water!






Secondly,! land! use! information! and! socio_economic! data! is! used! to! produce! maximum!
damage!maps.!When!combining!the!latter!with!the!flood!maps,!expected!damage!for!a!given!
inundation! can! be! calculated.! Besides! this,! land! use! information! can! be! derived! out! of! a!
variety!of!land!use!maps,!based!on!topographic!maps,!satellite!imagery,!orthophotographs,!
CORINE! Land!Cover,! etc.! In! addition,! socio_economic! data! is! gathered.! E.g.! the!number!of!
persons! and! vehicles! per! surface! area,! values! for! a! great! number! of! goods,! land! use!
categories,! buildings,! etc.! Thus,! to! determine! the! expected! damage! for! a! given! flood,! the!










used! to!express! the! risk! in! terms!of! exceedance!probabilities! (Beard,! 1997418;! CIEWR_HEC,!
1989419;! Messner! et! al.,! 2007420).! Its! calculation! enables! to! define! the! average! annual!
damage!for!the!elements!at!risk!based!on!the!probability!of!damage!caused!by!floods.!!











activity! embracing! environmental,! socio_economic! and! management_related! factors! at!
different!spatial!and!temporal!scales.!!
!The! comprehensive! analysis! and! assessment! of! flood! risk! is! an! essential! part! of! the! risk!
management! approach,! which! is! the! conceptual! basis! for! the! new! EU! “directive! on! the!
assessment!and!management!of!flood!risk”!(EU!2006/C!311!E/02).!!





scale.! It! provides! an! alternative! to! the! complex! monetary! evaluation! (CBA)! and!
internalisation! of! intangible! consequences.! Cost_benefit! analysis! (CBA)! for! flood!
management! and! coastal! defence! is!well! established! but! there! is! growing! concern! that! it!
fails!to!take!full!account!of!social!and!environmental!factors.!Multi_criteria!Analysis!(MCA),!in!
contrast,! allows! a! comparison! between! different! alternatives! by! a! broader! set! of! criteria!
which! can! all! be! expressed! in! their! own! different! dimensions,! be! it! qualitative! or!merely!
ranked!(__!to!+!+).!!
In! this! thesis! MCA! is! combined! with! Geographical! Information! Systems! (GIS)! (Geneletti,!
2005421,! 2004422;!Malczewski,! 1999423)! in! order! to! display! the! spatial! distribution! of! flood!
risks! and! risk! reducing! effects,! respectively.! ! Different!areas$ are! compared! and! evaluated!
with! regard! to!different! risk! criteria.! The! result! of!GIS_based!multicriteria! risk! analysis! is! a!
map!which!allows!a!ranking!of!risk!areas!under!multiple!mitigations!option!scenario.!!!
Multicriteria!Analysis!can!be!used! in! the!two!stages!of! the! flood!risk!management!process!
mentioned!above:!
• Multicriteria$ risk$ assessment$ !First! of! all,! the! problem! is! to! identify,! where$ the!
coastal!flood!risk!is!too!high.!Often!there!is!in!the!beginning!only!a!vague!awareness!
that! flood!risk!might!be!high.! I.e.! the!current!magnitude!and!spatial!distribution!of!
flood! risk! needs! to! be! identified! in! order! to! find! out! where! further! mitigation!
measures!are!necessary.!The!objective!is!to!identify!areas!where!flood!risk!needs!to!
be! reduced! and! where! not.! This! multicriteria! assessment! of! different! areas! is!
therefore! an! important! prerequisite! of! step! 2! as! it! is! an! important! part! of! the!
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problem! definition! of! step! 2.! The! alternatives! considered! here! are! the! different!
areas! (Where! is! risk! highest?).! The! evaluation! criteria! are! the! different! risk!
categories! (social,! economic! and! environmental! risk! criteria,!which! can! be! further!
differentiated!into!sub_criteria).!!!
• Multicriteria$ project$ appraisal$$After! identifying!high! risk! areas,! the! second!part! of!
the!decision!problem!is!to!find!the!best!strategies!or!measures!to!reduce!flood!risk!
to!an!appropriate!level.!These!mitigation!measures!need!to!be!evaluated!in!order!to!
find! the! best! alternative! or! combination! of! alternatives.! In! this! step! the! decision!
alternatives! are! measures! which! have! a! certain! effect! on! the! risk! criteria.! The!
evaluation! criteria! are! therefore! the! expected! reduction! of! social,! economic! and!
environmental!risks!caused!by!the!measure.!Additionally,! the!costs!of!the!measure!
are! an! important! criterion.!Hereby,! the! spatial! distribution! of! these! risk! reducing!
effects! is!rarely!considered!at!present.! I.e.! in!most!cases!only!the!overall!effects!of!
alternative! measures! are! evaluated.! A! GIS_based! mapping! of! the! effects! of! each!
measure!may!also!help!to!highlight!who!and!where!the!winners!(and!perhaps!losers)!
are.!!!

















Figure 79 MCA Steps wise procedure 
)
Problem)and)Scenario)Definition)








• Climate!and!environmental! scenarios,!which!can!be!a!predefined! set!of! conditions!
derived! by! scientists! (wave! height,! storm! surge,! sea_! level! rise,! etc.)! for! short,!
medium!and!long!term!or!intervals!of!these!parameters!the!user!can!combine!based!
on!the!kind!of!scenario!he/she!wishes!to!try,!ordinary!or!extreme;!!!
• Economic!and!social! scenarios,!essentially!based!on!expected!changes!or! trends!of!
the! population! and! on! the! gross! domestic! product;! also! in! this! case! the! user! can!
select!the!trend!value!within!the!range!of!values!suggested!by!the!scientists;!!!
• Environmental! scenarios,! limitedly! for! now! to! subsidence;! in! future! versions!
scenarios!of!habitat!change!based!on!changes!of!temperature,!social!and!economic!
development,!etc.!may!be!included.!




PROBLEM DEFINITION CRITERIA 
CRITERIA RISK MAPS 
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Figure 80 Risk Reduction Example Meyer et al. 2007430 
Selecting)the)Evaluation)Criteria)
In! the! second! step! of! MCA! the! evaluation! criteria! have! to! be! selected.! The! inclusion! or!
exclusion! of! criteria! can! greatly! influence! the! results! of! the! evaluation! process,! so! it! is!
important! that! stakeholders! and!decision!makers!participate! in! this! selection!process.! The!
evaluation! criteria! should! be! complete! on! the! one! hand! to! make! sure! that! the! whole!
problem! is! encompassed,!on! the!other!hand! the! set!of! criteria! should!be! kept!minimal! to!
reduce! the! complexity! of! the! evaluation! process.! Regarding! flood! risk! analysis! the! criteria!
should!cover!the!whole!range!of!economic,!social!and!environmental!risks.!
!The!most! common! economic! criterion! is! the! expected! annual! flood! damage.! Sometimes!
also!indirect!losses,!e.g.!due!to!business!or!transport!interruption!are!considered.!Regarding!
social!risk!criteria,!often!simply!the!number!of!affected!persons!is!used!as!a!simple!indicator!
for! the! harmful! effects! flooding!may! cause! to! people.! But! of! course! these! effects! can! be!
Volker Meyer UFZ
Evaluation of measures by Cost-benefit analysis: 






Dike with protection level 1/100
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differentiated! in!e.g.! loss!of! life,!health!effects,! stress,! safety,! equity!and!community.!Also!
the!damage!to!cultural!goods!such!as!cultural!heritage!can!be!considered!here.!!
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Table 3.1: Examples for different criteria sets used in flood risk MCA 
Publication Criteria used 














Health and safety 
Availability of services 
Equity 
Sense of community 
Costs criteria 
(Penning-Rowsell et al. 2003) Risk to life 
Failure mode 
Reliability 
Local socio-economic impact 
Positive environmental 




Maintenance costs  
Benefit-cost-ratio 
(Brouwer & van Ek 2004) Environmental 
Nature conservation 
Economic 
Costs (land use change, agricultural compensation 
payments, infrastructure protection, operation and 
maintenance) 
Benefits (damages avoided, recreational benefits) 
Social (qualitative score card) 
Impact on functions 




(Bana E Costa et al. 2004) Environmental: 
Water (5) 
Soil (2) 




Effects on social fabric 
Public health 
Technical 
Complexity of intervention 
Complexity of maintenance 
Level of protection 
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Figure 81 Example of criteria used in flood risk MCA Meyer et al. 2007431 
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Publication Criteria used 
(Olfert 2006) Hydrological & hydraulic effects 
Ecological criteria 
Water  




Cultural & natural heritage 
Economic 
















(Simonovic & Nirupama 2005) Water depth 
Flood damage 
(Akter & Simonovic 2005) 
Social: 
1. Community involvement (participation, involvement, local 
leadership etc.) 
2. amount of personal loss (economic, health, stress, safety, 
control) 
(Tkach & Simonovic 1997) Flood Depth 
Building damage 




According to Vincke (1992) the definition of actions or alternatives is sometimes one of the most 
difficult steps and little research has been devoted to it. There are two basic types of MCA, which 
follow, especially regarding the choice and selection of alternatives, a completely different approach: 
Multiattribute decision making (MADM) and multiobjective decision making (MODM) 
(Zimmermann & Gutsche 1991; Drechsler 1999; Malczewski 1999). 
 
A MADM approach solves a problem by choosing the best alternative among a set of given 
alternatives. This is usually only a relatively small number of pre-selected alternatives, i.e. a so called 
discrete decision space (Zimmermann & Gutsche 1991). These given alternatives are compared 
regarding their attributes. Each attribute is used to measure performance in relation to an objective.  
In MODM approaches the number of alternatives is not explicitly defined, i.e. it is indefinite. MODM 
deals with a continuous decision space, only limited by certain constraints defined by the d cision 
maker. Within the decision space MODM searches for optimal alternatives regarding the objective 
function. 
 
If for example our overall goal is to reduce flood risk in a certain area, the overall goal could be 
subdivided into the three objectives, the reduction of social, economic and environmental flood risk, 
which are all three measured by one or more attributes each. 
A MADM approach would be to predefine different alternatives, e.g. different dikes at different 
lo ations wit  different heights, warning systems, a total and a partial relocation of settlements or a 
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Each! criteria,! economic,! social! and! environmental! is! evaluated! in! term! of! risk! maps! as!
described!in!the!section!7.!
Standardization/Normalization) is!the!procedure!of!transforming!criteria!values!of!different!

















can!be!converted! into!a! common!scale!with!an!average!of! zero!and! standard!deviation!of!
one.! The! minKmax$ normalization! is! achieved! through! determine! desirable! and! least!
acceptable!(best!and!worst)!values!and!to!normalize!the!measured!value!between!the!two!
threshold!values.!Value$ function$ is!one!of! the!widely!used!normalization!procedure.!Value$
functions$are!mathematical!representations!of!human!judgments,!which!offer!the!possibility!





numerical,! such! as! one,! two,! or! three! stars,! or! qualitative,! such! as! ‘fully! achieved’,! ‘partly!






Weighting) is! the! procedure! to! express! the! relative! relevance! of! individual! indicators! in!
composite! indicators/indexes.! Weights! are! essentially! value! judgments,! thus! essentially!
subjective,!and!have! the!property! to!make! the!objectives!underlying! the!construction!of!a!
composite! explicit.! Depending! on! the! subjective! judgment,! different! weights! may! be!
assigned! to! different! indicators! and! there! is! no! uniformly! agreed!methodology! to! weight!
individual!indicators!before!aggregating!them!into!a!composite!indicator!or!index.!Therefore,!
weights!usually!have!an!important!impact!on!the!composite!indicator!value!and!this!is!why!
weighting! models! need! to! be! made! explicit! and! transparent! through! involving! the!














Decision Rules - Aggregation:  
In!the!indicator_based!assessment,!the!outcome!(i.e.!the!index)!is!the!result!of!a!hierarchical!
combination! of! several! indicators! that! need! to! be! aggregated! in! each! node! in!which! they!
converge.!Aggregation!of! indicators! is!obviously!not!a! trivial! task!since! the!chosen! (among!
many)! methodology! has! meaningful! impacts! on! the! computation! of! the! final! index;!
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furthermore,! the! choice! of! the! aggregation! method! typically! involves! trade_offs! between!
loss! of! information,! computational! complexity,! adherence! to! decision!makers’! preference!
structure,!transparency!of!procedure,!etc.!!
The! user! of! Web_GIS! DSS! software! tool! can! choose! between! two! different! multicriteria!
decision!rules,!a!disjunctive!approach!(see!e.g.!Zimmermann!&!Gutsche!1991)!and!a!simple!
additive!weighting!approach!(see!e.g.!Malczewski!1999)! 
The general idea of the disjunctive approach is that the decision maker has to define a 
threshold level for each criterion. E.g. in order to select areas which have a high risk of 
flooding, the decision maker has to determine for each risk criterion a critical value which 
defines the border between low/acceptable risk and high/unacceptable risk. If this threshold 
value is exceeded in only one of the criteria, the area is selected as a high risk area. Such a 
















The!multicriteria!analysis!ends!with!a!more!or! less! stable! ranking!of! the!given!alternatives!
and!hence!a!recommendation!as!to!which!alternative(s)!should!be!preferred.!Regarding!our!
problem! 1! (risk! assessment),! the! result! will! be! a! ranking! or! categorisation! of! areas! with!
regard! to! their! risk! level! and! hence! a! recommendation! where! mitigation! action! is! most!
required.!For!problem!2,!the!selection!of!mitigation!measures,!the!result!of!this!step!will!be!
a!ranking!of!measures.!!
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The general model for this would be 
 
 ijj ji uwU ∑=  
 
where Ui is the overall value or utility of the alternative I, uij is the value or utility of the alternative i 
regarding criterion j and wj is the standardised weight for criterion j. 
 
Apart from this general procedure there are different approaches, especially concerning the method of 
standardising the criteria scores (which leads to clear differentiation between the terms “score”, 
“value” and “utility”). 
In the simple additive weighting approach the criteria scores are standardised by a linear scal  
transformation. This can be achieved for example by either dividing each score by the maximum score 
(maximum score approach) or, alternatively, by dividing the difference of each score to the minimum 
score by the score range for that criterion (score range approach). The formula for the maximum 






x =  













x´íj : standardised score 
xíj : criterion score 
xmax : maximum criterion score 
xmin : minimum criterion score 
 
The difference between both approaches is that the first one uses the original zero-point as the 
standardised 0, while the second uses the minimum score as the standardised zero.By this 
standardisation method it is implicitly assumed that there is a linear relationship between the score and 
its utility for the decision maker. E.g. no matter if a person’s income increases from 1000 to 1100 
EUR or from 9900 to 10000 EUR – both would result in the same gain of utility.  
 
Standardisation by the value function approach considers that there could be other functional 
relationships between criterion score and its utility for the decision maker. In our example it could be 
assumed that our person would be very happy about an increase of income from 1000 to 1100 while 
he/she would consider the change from 9900 to 10000 EUR only as a marginal improvement. To 
estimate the decision maker’s value function for a certain criterion the midvalue approach can be used 
(Malczewski 1999) which involves the following steps: 
 
1. Determine the range over which the value function is to be assessed and assign a value of 0 to its 
lower endpoint and 1 to its highest point. (For our example we assume that 1000 EUR is the 
lowest score and 10000 EUR is the highest). 
2. The decision maker now has to determine the midvalue point of 0.5. I.e. the person is asked if 
he/she would prefer a change in income between 1000 and 5500 EUR or a change between 5500 
and 10000 EUR. If the person prefers the first change, he/she is asked e.g. for his/her preference 
of a change from 1000 to 3000 compared to a change from 3000 to 10000. This is repeated until 
the person assesses both changes as indifferent. The separating score (e.g. 4000 EUR) is the 
midvalue which is assigned with a value of 0.5. 
3. Repeat this procedure of step 2 to find the midvalue points of 0.25 and 0.75 (e.g  2400 and 6100 
EUR). This could be repeated until enough points exist to draw a meaningful curve. 
4. Draw the value curve and/or find an analytical expression for it (for our example in figure 3.4 the 









Figure 82 MCA approach fro flood risk maps - Malczewski, 1999432 
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1. STANDARDISING 2. WEIGHTING 3. AGGREGATING
4. RANKING
 
Based on Malczewski (1999), own example 
 
The MAUT approaches are also appropriate for group decisions. In this case the final aggregated 
values or value maps of each member or interest group can be aggregated by weighting them and 
summing them. The critical question here is which weight is given to each participant or interest 
group. The simplest approach would be to give equal weight to all participants but then the selection 
of participants must be carried out with great care. Another approach would be to ask all participants 
or interest groups to define weights for all other participants except themselves. From all votes it is 
possible to calculate a set of mutually satisfactory weights (Malczewski 1999). 
 
Note that an assumption of these additive MAUT approaches is the preferential independence of 
criteria, i.e. that the decision maker’s preference for criteria is not dependent on changes in other 
criteria. In such cases other functional forms like multiplicative value functions have to be used. 
 
Furthermore the MAUT approaches assume that the decision makers are completely aware of their 
preference structure, which is consistent and allows a complete (all alternatives are comparable to each 
other) and transitive ranking of alternatives (i.e. if A is better than B and B is better than C, A must 
also be better than C). 
 
3.6.4 Outranking/PROMETHEE 
The outranking approaches such as ELECTRE (Bana E Costa 1990; Zimmermann & Gutsche 1991; 
Vincke 1992) or PROMETHEE (Zimmermann & Gutsche 1991; Vincke 1992; Drechsler 1999) do not 
have the strict assumptions like the MAUT approaches. In contrast to MAUT, outranking enables 
dealing more easily with uncertain, incomplete and even inconsistent information. Another difference 
is that outranking approaches do not allow for complete compensation. I.e. while within additive 
MAUT approaches a bad score in one criterion can be compensated by good results in other criteria, 
this is not so easily possible in outranking approaches. 
 
In the following we will briefly explain the PROMETHEE-approach. The basic idea of PROMETHEE 
is to count arguments (or criteria) which militate in favour of each alternative and compare this with 


















or$ subsystem$ intended$ to$ help$ decision$ makers$ use$ communications$ technologies,$ data,$
documents,$ knowledge$ and/or$ models$ to$ identify$ and$ solve$ problems,$ complete$ decision$
process$ tasks,$and$make$decisions...$ five$more$ specific$DSS$ types$ include:$CommunicationsK
driven$DSS,$DataKdriven$DSS,$DocumentKdriven$DSS,$KnowledgeKdriven$DSS$and$ModelKdriven$
DSS.”$(http://dssresources.com/).!!
DSS! are! not! a! unique! distinct! set! of! tools,! but! a! fuzzy! set! of! frameworks,! models! and!
representation!environments!that!help!people!(from!high!street!to!wall!street)!cope!with!a!
wide!range!of!problems.!In!essence,!every!quantitative!model!that!is!able!to!make!some!kind!
of! prediction,! departing! from! a! set! of! data! and! hypothesis,! can! be! considered! a! DSS,!
although! in! practice! this! denomination! is! usually! reserved! to! models! with! some! special!
features:!scenario!analysis,!cooperative!model!construction,!combination!of!hard!(physical)!
and!soft!(socioeconomic)!variables,!etc.!
The! increasing! popularity! of! DSS! has! also! profound! sociological! roots,! and! some! social!
scientist!would!argue!that!the!deterministic!and!mechanicistic!spreethat!present!advanced!
societies! show! is! linked! to! a! parallel! destruction! of! many! old! structures! and! new!
individuation! processes! and! relation! patterns.! In! this! project! a! positive! approach! will! be!
mainly!adopted,!although!with!some!restrictions!and!caveats.!
!
In! the! context! of! natural! hazards! and! climate! change,!DSSs! are! considered!useful! tools! to!
cope! with! climate! change! related! issues! and! support! decision! makers! in! a! sustainable!
management! of! natural! resources! and! in! the! definition! of! mitigation! and! adaptation!
measures.!These! tools!can!be!characterized!by!a! framework!and!a! structure.!The! first!one!
refers!to!the!assessment!and!management!issues!to!which!the!DSS!responds!and!for!which!it!
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There!are!different! types!of!DSS,! such!as! spatial!DSS!and!environmental!DSS.!As! stated!by!




An! environmental! DSS! consists! of! various! coupled! environmental! models,! databases! and!
assessment! tools,!which! are! integrated!under! a! graphical! user! interface,! often! realized!by!
using! spatial! data! management! functionalities! provided! by! geographical! information!
systems!(GIS)!(Matthies,!2005436).!A!DSS!applied!in!a!coastal!zone!management!perspective!
need!to!be!at!the!same!time!spatial!and!environmental.!!
A!Spatial!Decision!Support! System! (SDSS)! is! a! computer_based! software! that! integrate! the!
relevant!environmental!models,!database!and!assessment!tools!_!coupled!within!a!Graphic!
User!Interface!(GUI)!_!for!functionality!within!a!Geographical!Information!System!(GIS).!!
A! Geographic! Information! System! (GIS)! is! a! computer_based! information! system! used! to!
digitally! represent! and! analyse! geographic! features.! It! is! used! to! input,! store,!manipulate,!
analyse!and!output!spatially!referenced!data!(Burrough!and!McDonnell,!1998437)!
In! some! detail,! GIS! is! a! set! of! computer! tools! that! can! capture,!manipulate,! process! and!
display!spatial!or!geo_referenced!data!in!which!the!enhancement!of!spatial!data!integration,!
analysis!and!visualization!can!be!conducted.!These!functionalities!make!GIS_tools!useful!for!
efficient! development! and! effective! implementation! of! SDSS! within! the! management!
process.! For! this! purpose! they! are! used! either! as! data! managers! (i.e.! as! a! spatial! geo_










While! planning! coastal! risk!management! strategies,! coastal! managers! need! to! assess! risk!
across!a!range!of!spatial!and!time!scales.!GIS_based!tools!may!be!an!efficient!way!to!support!
them! in! the! decision! making! process! through! a! scenarios! analysis! starting! from! social,!
economic! and! environmental! information! integrated! in! a! common! platform.! ! This!
integration!process!however!requires!a!huge!effort!from!scientists!in!terms!of!a)!identifying!
the! appropriate! scales! and! data! resolution! for! analysing! social,! environmental,! economic!
issues;! b)! setting! the! needed! simplifications! of! scientific! methodologies! and! results;! c)!
developing!multi_criteria! analysis! to! integrate! social,! environmental,! economic! impacts;! d)!
representing!key!challenging!research!issues,!such!as!risk!perception!and!social!resilience;!e)!
accounting! for! the! expectations! of! the! stakeholders! and! therefore!optimizing! the! chances!
for!them!to!interact!with!the!tool!development!and!with!the!final!tool!itself.!
Improving! the! adaptive! capacity! of! individuals,! groups! or! organizations! requires!
communicating!coastal!risk!and!building!awareness!of!potential!impacts.!
One! of! the! biggest! criticisms! of! much! research! is! that! it! is! not! accessible,! including!
policymakers! whose! decisions! help! to! shape! our! future! world.! This! is! especially! true! for!
multi_dimensional! problems,!where! a! systems! view! is!most! effective! at! capturing! the! key!
issues.!However,!this!necessitates!multi_disciplinary!working!and!often!engagement!with!the!
relevant!stakeholders.!!
A! good! example! issue! is! coastal! flooding! and! erosion! risk! management! where! multiple!




the! analysis! of! vulnerability,! impacts! and! risks,! and! the! identification! and! evaluation! of!
related! management! options,! in! order! to! guarantee! robust! decisions! required! for!
sustainable! management.! Specifically,! the! objectives! of! the! examined! DSS! are! concerned!
with!three!major! issues:! (1)! the!assessment!of!vulnerability! to!natural!hazards!and!climate!
change!(DIVA,!RegIS,!CVAT,DESYCO,!KRIM,!Coastal!Simulator);!(2)!the!evaluation!of!present!
and!potential!climate!change! impacts!and!risks!on!coastal!zones!and! linked!ecosystems,! in!
order! to!predict!how!coastal! regions!will! respond! to! climate! change! (RegIS,!CVAT,!Coastal!
Simulator);!(3)!the!evaluation!or!analysis!of!management!options!for!the!optimal!utilisation!
of! coastal! resources! and! ecosystems! through! the! identification! of! feasible! measures! and!
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Table 18 Review of existing DSS for coastal risk assessment 
!
DIVA,! acronym! for! Dynamic! Interactive! Vulnerability! Assessment! is! a! tool! for! integrated!
assessment!of! coastal! zones!produced!by! the!EU_funded!DINAS_Coast! consortium! in!2004.!
DIVA!is!specifically!designed!to!explore!the!vulnerability!of!coastal!areas!to!sea!level!rise.!It!
comprises! a! global! database! of! natural! system! and! socioeconomic! factors,! relevant!
scenarios,!a!set!of!impact_adaptation!algorithms!and!a!customized!graphical_user!interface.!




DSS tools are concerned with three major issues (with examples in
brackets from Table 1):
1. The assessment of vulnerability to natural hazards and climate
change (DIVA, RegIS, CVAT, DESYCO, KRIM, Coastal Simulator);
2. The evaluation of present and potential climate change impacts and
risks on coastal zones and linked ecosystems, in order to predict
how coastal regions will respond to climate change (RegIS, CVAT,
Coastal Simulator);
3. The evaluation or analysis of management options for the optimal
use of coastal resources and ecosystems through the identiﬁcation
of feasible measures and adequate coordination of all relevant
users/stakeholders (COSMO, WADBOS, SIMCLIM, RAMCO).
The THESEUS project (www.theseusproject.eu) builds on this
experience by developing a comprehensive GIS-based DSS whose
design, development and application is described in this paper.
Some example questions which this DSS can address include:
• How will ﬂood risk change if I do nothing?
• Should I use soft or hard management approaches?
• Can enhancing habitats beneﬁt human safety?
• Can the risk-sharing embodied in insurance beneﬁt community
resilience?
Table 1
Review of existing exploratory tools that can be used for supporting decisions applied to coastal areas. These GIS-based tools perform scenario construction and analysis. To be continued.
Name Year Ref Processes Functionalities
COSMO 1992 Feenstra et al. (1998) Sea-level rise Problem characterization (e.g. water quality, coastal erosion,)
Impact evaluation of different development and protection plans
Multi-criteria decision analysis
Ecosystem-based
Coastal Simulator 2000– Mokrech et al. (2009)








Management strategies identiﬁcation and evaluation
Uncertainty analysis
Integrated risk assessment




Social, economic and environmental vulnerability indicators
Mitigation options analysis
Risk analysis at regional scale









DIVA 1999– Vafeidis et al. (2008)
















Information for nontechnical users
Risk analysis
RegIS 2003–2010 Holman et al. (2008) Coastal and river ﬂooding








Information for nontechnical users




Coastal and river ﬂooding
Policy options








Impact and vulnerability evaluation
Adaptation strategies evaluation
Cost/beneﬁt analysis
WADBOS 1996–2002 Van Buuren et al. (2002) Socio-economic scenarios
Policy options
Impact of human activities
Integrated management
Socio-economic, hydrological, environmental, ecological data
Socio-economic, ecological, landscape models
Management measures identiﬁcation and evaluation




Coastal and river ﬂooding
Urban development
Implementation of DPSIR conceptual model
Impact analysis
Adaptation strategies




Hydraulic, social, economic, ecological vulnerability
Combination of engineering, social, economic and ecologically
based mitigation options
Multi-criteria analysis
High resolution risk assessment
219B. Zanuttigh et al. / Coastal Engineering 87 (2014) 218–239
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!
The! Regional! Impact! Simulator! was! developed! as! part! of! the! RegIS2! project,! which! was!
funded! by! the! Department! for! Environment,! Food! and! Rural! Affairs! (Defra),! with! support!
from!UK!Water!Industry!Research!(UKWIR).!The!initial!RegIS!was!the!first!attempt!in!the!UK!
to!produce!an!integrated!snapshot!of!possible!regional!futures,!in!East!Anglia!and!the!North!
West! of! England! taking! into! account! both! climate! change! and! demographic! and! socio_
economic!trends.!
!
RegIS! looked! in!detail!at!how!the!major! sectors!driving! landscape!change! in!each!of! these!
regions! might! respond! under! two! contrasting! storylines! of! climate! and! socio_economic!
change.! However,! this! initial! version! required! long! model! run! times! and! lacked! of!
interlinking!between!the!different!models!and!data!exchange.!
RegIS2!continued!the!stakeholder_led!approach!and!developed!a!tool!that!was!simpler!and!
faster,! could! be! installed! on! a! PC! and! used! by! users! as! and!when! required.! The! resulting!
Regional!Impact!Simulator!contains!a!suite!of!computer!models!and!datasets!within!a!user_
friendly! interface! that!allows! the!user! to:!Rapidly! identify! the! sensitivity!of!an! indicator! to!










of! the! coast! under! a! series! of! climate! and! socio_economic! futures! and! localized! shoreline!
management!options.!The!Simulator! is!able!to!produce!a!downscaled!analysis!applied!to!a!
coastal! region.! Starting! with! downscaled! Global! Climate!Models,! regional! climate! change!
including!sea_!level!rise,!storm!surges!and!waves!are!included!in!the!analysis.!The!dynamics!
are! then! linked! to! shoreline!erosion!and!profile!evolution!using! the!process_based!models!
and! coupled! with! a! flood! model! to! conduct! a! coastal! flood! and! erosion! risk! assessment!
under! the! full! range! of! scenarios.! The! Tyndall! Coastal! Simulator! is! therefore! design! to!
address!problems!at!a!very!high!spatial! resolution!and!using!complex!models,!which! limits!




Ward! et! al! 2010442,! developed! a! GIS_based! decision! support! tool! originally! designed! for!
mapping! permanent! coastal! inundation,! for! use! in! inundation! mapping! and! damage!






flood! risk! assessment! developed! by! Flanders! Hydraulics! Research! and! Ghent! University.!
LATIS!is!built!on!Microsoft.NET!technology!in!combination!with!the!raster!GIS!package!Idrisi!





The! effect! calculation! of! climate! change! scenarios! in! Flanders! has! been! one! of! the! first!
projects! for! which! the! LATIS! tool! is! used.! These! climate! change! scenarios! are! based! on!
regional!climate!models!for!different!emissions!scenarios.!
!






The! MARASMA_DSS! is! a! Model_driven! Decision! Support! System! with! a! relevant! spatial!
component!based!on!a!Web_GIS!platform.! In!order!to!built!a!DSS! it! is!common!to!define!3!
general!frameworks!(Figure!84):!
• A!Conceptual!Framework,!which!seeks! to!understand!and! formalize! the!vision!and!
goals!of!the!DSS.!
• A!Methodological! Framework,!which! is! a! translation! of! the! conceptual! framework!
into! an! analysis! process! containing! data,! algorithms,! methods! and! model!
interactions.!!
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• !A! Technological! Framework,! which! considers! the! software! and! associated!
development,!protocols!to!be!used!to!enact!the!methodology!framework.!
!
Figure 84 Conceptual, methodological and technological frameworks 
These!frameworks!provide!a!platform!for!decision!makers!to!assess!and!evaluate!flood!risk!





















- Strategic alternatives for flood risk management i.e. the management response including 
actions to both reduce the probability of flooding as well as the vulnerability of receptors. 
    
Task 18 explores the development of integrated frameworks (Chapter 2) to assist in combining 
scenarios and strategies; whilst advocating a move to a more continuous representation of the climatic 
and socio-economic futures.  The latter negates the need for evaluating select future scenarios, 
providing more robust guidance regarding the preferred course of action.  
1.3 Frameworks of integration 
A Decision Support System (DSS) (or perhaps more appropriately referred to as a Discussion Support 
System) is a computer based information system that supports decision making activities - typically 
consisting of underlying databases with a graphical user interface for editing, generating and viewing 
results.  However, successful decision support to long term FRM planning ideally requires (Figure 
1.1): 
 
- A common Conceptual Framework which seeks to understand and formalise the full range of 
issues that stakeholders may pose. 
 
- A supporting Methodological Framework which is a translation of the conceptual framework 
into an analysis process containing tangible algorithms, methods and model interactions.  This 
framework is based on the Source-Pathway-Receptor-Consequence model tailored towards 
flooding (Sayers et al, 2002), which has been widely accepted throughout FLOODsite. 
 
- An extendable and adaptable Technological Framework which considers the software and 
associated development protocols to be used to enact th  methodology fram work and crucially 




























Figure 1.1: Conceptual, methodological and technological integration frameworks 
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The!European!Directive!on! the!assessment!and!management!of! flood! risk! reinforces!a! risk!
based!approach!as!being!fundamental!to!good!decision!making.!The!concept!of!risk!however!
is! only! one! component! of! good! flood! management! which! demands! integration! across!
sectorial!interests!as!well!as!spatial!and!temporal!domains.!
The! primary! objective! of! MARASMA_DSS! is! to! provide! an! integrated! Web_GIS! DSS! for!
mapping!costal!flooding!and!planning!mitigation!measures!which!addresses!social,!economic!
and!environmental!aspects! in!a!multicriteria!scheme.!The!Web_tool!support!an!assessment!
of! the! change! in! risk! due! to! a! range! of! scenarios! (climate! change! and! subsidence)! and!
selection! of! the! most! appropriate! intervention! measures! from! an! available! portfolio! of!
engineering,!ecological!and!social!measures.!!
The! primary! end_users! are! intermediate_level! coastal!managers!who! need! to!make! sound!
evidence_based!decisions!regarding!spatial!planning!and!coastal!protection.!!
MARASMA!DSS!guiding!concepts!are! the! same!of!THESEUS!DSS.!The!Project!builds!on! this!








maximize! the! mitigation! of! coastal! risk! evaluated! in! a! multicriteria! paradigm!
(environmental,!economical!and!societal)?!




• intermediate! spatial! scales! (10_! 100! km)! and!medium_to_! long! time! spans! (10_100!
years);!
• representation!of!a!portfolio!of!mitigation!options!such!as!engineering!defences!(i.e.!
barriers,! wave! farms,! etc.),! ecologically! based! solutions! (i.e.! biogenic! reefs,! sea_
grasses,! etc.)! and! socio_economic! mitigations! (i.e.! insurance,! change! of! land! use,!
etc.);!
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Figure 86 Methodological framework of MARASAM DSS – detail RASTER BASED MODULE 
!
Source module.!Traditionally! (Sayers!et al,!2002),! the!source!module! is!used!to!derive!the!
source! terms!which! are! for! the! developed!Web_GIS!DSS! the! storm! surge! levels! and!wave!





the! important!characteristics!of!that!coastal! flood,! for!example! inundation!depth,!duration!
and!velocity!taking!account!of!defences!(geometry!and!conditions),!morphology,!floodplain!
barriers!etc.!This! is!termed!‘pathway’!as! it!relates!to!the!path!that!the!water!follows!when!
being! conveyed! from! source! (as! defined! above)! through! to! the! receptor! terms! in! the!
floodplain. 
Receptor module. This! is! where! the! receptor! information! is! collated! i.e.! the! receptor!
exposure! based! on! location,! number! and! characteristics.! This! includes! the! location! of!
residential!property,! installations,!schools,!hospitals,! infrastructure!and!designated!habitats!
within! the! undefended! floodplain.! This! module! is! distinguishable! from! the! consequences!
module!(below)!in!that!is!does!not!include!damage!or!vulnerability.! 
Consequence module. This! is!where!the!receptor!damage!and!vulnerability! is!determined.!
The! framework!will! provide! the! flexibility! to,! as! a!minimum;! include! any! receptor! impact!
provided! the! spatial! location! and! depth! damage! relationship! is! known.! More! complex!
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impacts! such! as! social! equity,! environmental! degradation,! habitat! reduction! etc.! are! an!
integral! component!of! the! receptor! analysis! and! as! such! these! are! included! in! the!overall!
MF,!however!methods!for!quantifying!these!in!terms!of!economic!damage!are!still!at!an!the!
embryonic!stage.! 
Risk module. The! risk!module! integrates! the!outputs! from!the!pathway! (e.g.!probabilistic!
flood! depth! or! velocity! grid)! and! consequences! modules! (e.g.! property! depth_damage!
curves),! to! provide! the! basic! risk! metrics.! The! outputs! are! expressed! quantitatively! (e.g.!
monetary! value,! expected! economic! damage),! by! category! (e.g.! high,! medium,! low)! or!
descriptively.! The! may! include! wider! risks! metrics! such! as! ecological! risks,! for! example,!
toxicological!risks!due!to!flood_induced!heavy!metal!fluxes.!The!risk!module!does!not!include!
any!post_!processing!of! the!basic! risk!metrics!–!any!additional!manipulation! takes!place! in!
the!decision!support!module.! 
External driver module. This!is!used!to!define!the!changes!in!the!flood!risk!system!due!to!
autonomous! events! or! ‘external! drivers’! i.e.! events! which! the! flood! risk! manager! has! no!
influence! over.! These! are! implemented! at! different! stages! of! the! analysis! as! they! affect!
different!terms,!for!example:! 
_! !changes! to! the! source e.g.! climate! change! influences! such! as! increased! or! decreased!
rainfall,!spatial!change!in!weather!patterns,!sea!level!rise,!changed!storminess!and!or!storm!
sequencing;! ! 
_!!changes!to!the!pathways e.g.!land!subsidence!altering!defence!crest!levels;! ! 
_!!changes!to!the!receptors e.g.!urbanisation,!land_use!etc;! ! 
_!!changes!to!the!consequences e.g.!economic!growth,!improved!medical!care!etc;! ! 
Decision support module. This!deals!with!the!translation!of!the!integrated!results!from!the!
previous! modules,! i.e.! risk! metrics,! into! performance! indicators! for! pre_specified! criteria!
which! can! then! be! used! for! the! evaluation! of! different! strategies! and! scenarios.! These!
criteria!will!then!be!utilised!in!the!context!of!different!analyses!e.g.!present!value!calculation!
(PV),!risk!reduction,!benefit_cost!analyses!(BCA),!multi_criteria!analysis!(MCA)!etc.!to!provide!
useful! and! credible! guidance! to! decision! makers! on! the! utility! of! alternative! long! term!
management!strategies.!!!
This!modular!framework!is! independent!of!the!precise!models!and!calculations!to!be!used,!
for! example,! the! inundation!model! chosen! to! spread! the! flood!or! the!breach!model! for! a!


























_ Interacts! with! the! database,! transcribing! spatial! information! to! model_specific!
inputs.!
Database:)
_ The! database! includes! all! type! of! information! organized! in! several! layers:!
geographical,!climatic,!environmental,!socioeconomic,!etc.!It!interacts!with!the!user_
interface,!extracting!information!needed!for!each!particular!mode,!and!includes!pre_
processing! tools,! that! provide! linkage! utilities! between! the! user! interface! and! the!
database,!on!how!to!translate!the!physical!space!to!the!language!of!each!particular!
model.! It! is! important! that! the! database! allows! easy! or! even! automatic!
import/export!operations!with!official!databases.!
Raster1Based)Modeling)
Consists! in! a! set!of! specifically!designed! raster!based!models! able! to!quickly! evaluate!and!
























The!MARASMA_DSS! is! focused! in!providing!decision! support! to! coastal!managers!and! land!
user!planning!in!order!to!map!costal!flooding!related!risks!with!the!purpose!of!localizing!high!
risk!area!and!identify!mitigation!measures!in!order!to!reduce!risk.!!






based! on,! for! example,! proposed! solution! technique,! use! of! an! embedded!
model/calculation,! computational! speed! of! calculation,! dependence! on! proprietary!
software,!option!for!pre_cooked!database!of!results,!user!preferences!etc!!
In!the!MARASMA_DSS!each!module!is!developed!using!open_source!software:!
_ Source!Module:! consists! in! a! spatial! database! containing! pre_cooked! storm! surges!
and!volume!overtopping!scenarios!
_ Pathway!Modue!integrates!the!raster!based!model!for!predicting!water!depth,!flow!
velocity!and! flood!duration.!The! raster_based!models!are!completely!embedded! in!
the!Web_GIS!DSS.!
_ Receptor!Module!consists! in!a!spatial!data!base!of! information!related!to!receptor!
characteristichs,!location!and!vulnerability!

















software! tool! for! mapping! coastal! flooding! risk! and! supporting! coastal! managers! in!
sustainable! defense! strategies,! which! addresses! technical,! social,! economic! and!
environmental!aspects.!The!geographic!implications!of!these!aspects!are!evident;!therefore!




Development!of!web!GIS! (i.e.,! integrated!product! of!GIS! and! internet! technologies)! based!




solutions! also! help! the! stake! holders! or! local! communities! to! participate! in! the!
environmental!issues!that!directly!affect!them!(Al_Sabhan!et!al.,!2003446).!Researchers!have!
made! the! environmental! applications!more! accessible! by! integrating! them!with! web! GIS.!
Lohani! et! al.! (2002447)! described! integration! of! Hydrological! Simulation! Program! Fortran!
(HSPF)!with!web,!to!assess!the!impact!of!land!use!change!on!catchment!hydrology.!Engel!et!
al.!(2003448)!described!a!web!based!DSS!for!hydrologic!impact!evaluation!of!small!watershed!
on! land! use! changes! based! on! the! distributed! conceptual! model.! Hulchy! et! al.! (2004449)!
presented! flood! forecasting! for! a! river!basin,! based!on! integrated!meteorology,! hydrology!
and! hydraulic! models! using! web! based! rid! computing! techniques.! Choi! et! al.! (2005450)!
developed! a! web! based! spatial! decision! support! system! (SDSS)! which! integrated! the!
hydrologic!model,!web!GIS!and!databases.!SDSS'!capabilities!included!watershed!delineation!
and! impact! evaluation! of! land! use! change! and! non! point! source! pollution! using! the! Long!
Term!Hydrologic!Impact!Assessment!(L_THIA)!model.!Lim!et!al.!(2005451)!described!a!web!GIS!
based!hydrograph!analysis! tool! for! separating! the!base! flow!component!using!digital! filter!
methods.! Cate! et! al.! (2007452)! developed! a! web! GIS! based! tool! that! was! connected! to! a!
spatial! and! non_spatial! database! server! as! well! as! an! application! server! storing! two!
hydrological!models.! The! tool!provided! for! ‘what! if! analysis’! through!user! interface! to! run!
the! hydrological! models.! Jia! et! al.! (2009453)! developed! a! web! GIS! based! rainfall! runoff!
prediction!system!using!a!distributed!conceptual!model.!Thus,!researchers!have!developed!
many! hydrological! tools! for! decision! making! by! harnessing! the! power! of! www! and! GIS.!
However,!past! studies!have!mostly!used!conceptual!hydrological!models!because!of! fewer!
data! and! parameter! requirements.! Distributed! physics! based! model! based! on! partial!






The! web! mapping! application! of! MARASAM! DSS! is! developed! recurring! to! MapServer! (!
http://mapserver.org/!)!and!OpenLayers!(http://openlayers.org!)!!
MapServer!is!an!Open!Source!platform!for! !publishing!spatial!data!and!interactive!mapping!
applications! to! the! web.! Originally! developed! in! the! mid_1990’s! at! the! University! of!
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Minnesota,! MapServer! is!released! under! an!MITKstyle$ license,! and! runs! on! all! major!
platforms!(Windows,!Linux,!Mac$OS$X).!!
MapServer!is!a!Common!Gateway!Interface!(CGI)!application!written!in!the!C!programming!






MapServer! is! configured! via! special! files! called! Mapfiles.! It! also! includes! an! Application!
Programming!Interface!(API)!called!MapScript!that!can!be!used!to!configure!the!server!and!
interact! with! the! server's! data! programmatically.! MapScript! is! available! for! several!




OpenLayers! is! a!web_mapping! client! library! for! rendering! interactive!maps!on!a!web!page!
(Hazzard,! 2011457).! It! is! a! pure! JavaScript! library! for! building! rich! web_based! geospatial!
applications!similar!to!Google!Maps.!OpenLayers!is!capable!of!rendering!vector!and!raster!
data! from! a! variety! of! formats! including! GeoJSON,! OGC_KML,! OGC_GML,! and! OGC! web!
services.! It! leverages! WebGL! and! Canvas! 2D! for! better! performance.! OpenLayers! also!
provides! methods! for! drawing! on! the! map! and! editing! data! interactively.! It! allows!
developers! to! use! a! variety! of! services! for! base! maps! including! Open! Street! Map,! Bing,!
MapQuest,! and! Google.! OpenLayers! does! not! currently! support! a! 3D! globe_type!
environment.! It! does!not! require! a!plugin! and!does!not!have! the!use! restrictions! that! are!






The!web_GIS!MARASMA!DSS! is! implemented!with! an! easy_to_use!Graphical!User! Interface!
(GUI)! with! minimum! data! inputs! so! that! it! can! be! simulated! even! by! a! non_expert! user!
through! the! browser.! In! this! way,! users! can! access! GIS! datasets,! run! simulations! and!
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visualize! results! from! different! geographic! locations,! independent! of! the! computing 
platform.  
The!GUI! (Graphical!User! Interface)! consists! in! a!web!map!application!developed!using! the!
Open! Layer! web! mapping! technology.! The! GUI! is! developed! using! PHP,! the! mainly! used!








































denotes ordinary conditions, and high season (S = 2) implies that
the effects will be exacerbated.
The Collateral Social Damages (CSD) are ﬁnally estimated as:
CSD ¼ SIASVi " De " D " S ð10Þ
The value of CSD is related to a common scale to allow exportability
to other case studies and comparison of the results. The scale is also
reported in Table 4.
For tangible social damages, we derived a function of life losses and
injuries (NI) from Penning-Rowsell et al. (2005)
NI ¼ H % AVð Þ= Paþ IDð Þ ð11Þ
where H is the hazard rate, AV is the Area Vulnerability, Pa is the sensi-
tive population (age b 14 years and N65 years) and ID is the number of
sick and disabled people.
The value of H is computed in each cell of the domain as
H ¼ NI " y " v " DF ð12Þ
where N is the number of people involved in the ﬂood, y is the ﬂood
depth, v is the ﬂood velocity, DF is the debris factor equal to 1 for the
Mediterranean and 2 for the Ocean.
The Area Vulnerability AV is derived as:
AV ¼ Wþ Foþ Na ð13Þ
where W denotes theWarning, Fo is the speed of onset of ﬂooding and
Na is the Nature of the ﬂooded Area, see Table 5.
The value of Na can be derived from statistical demographic data
or can be alternatively schematised based on Penning-Rowsell et al.
(2005). If statistical data are available, their main use should be
identiﬁed and impact levels from 1 (low) to 3 (high) are attributed as
shown in Table 5. Since social patterns determine the impact levels of
special attributes, three main scenarios were identiﬁed: day, night and
touristic periods. Higher impact was attributed to residential areas
when people are generally at home sleeping (night), while zones
identiﬁed for schools and education are vulnerable when children are
in classes (day). Finally, tourist resorts are most susceptible during
holidays (touristic period).
The percentage of the Population Aged (Pa) can be derived from de-
mographic data (ISTAT, 2009) or referred to national middle average.
The ﬁnal value of Pa should be conformed to a common value of 50
as: Npa: ×50 = Pa:50, ×100 = nPa *(100/Pa).
The percentage of Inﬁrm/Disabled/long-term sick (ID) can be set
based on perception or on the national average.
The values for the ID factors are synthesised in Table 5. In general,
this function provides and overall count of people that could be subject
to death or injuries. We decided not to distinguish between these two
aspects as too many external variables such as local lifestyle, wealth or
public health services inﬂuence the ﬁnal output of life losses, and the
uncertainties are high.
2.5. Modelling the economy
In the literature, the Economic Vulnerability Index (EcVI)
(Guillaumont, 2009) is derived from the composition of the following
seven indicators: 1) population size, 2) remoteness, 3) merchandise
export concentration, 4) share of agriculture, forestry and ﬁsheries in
gross domestic product, 5) homelessness owing to natural disasters,
6) instability of agricultural production, and 7) instability of exports of
goods and services.
However, within a Multi-Criteria Analysis, where social and
economic impacts must be distinguished and separately weighted,
this index turned out to be inadequate, since it combines social and
economic indicators. Instead, since detailed data on economic activities
in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) terms were available, a consistent
approach based on incomes for each economic land use was adopted:
e.g., hotels are evaluated in terms of annual GDP, houses are evaluated
in terms of annual rents, beaches are evaluated in terms of annual
willingness to pay to preserve them.
The overall Economic Consequences (EC) of ﬂood in terms of ﬂood
depth and ﬂood duration are estimated by applying the following
formula:
EC ¼ vij · bj · Fdþ vij · aj√Fy ð14Þ
where vij are the values of land uses in euro/m2/year from census statis-
tic data; Fd is ﬂood duration and Fy is ﬂood depth; aj are proportionality
constants as functions of Fy that are normalised for each land use j at the
maximum value of Fy in 2050 for a storm return period Tr = 100 years,
assuming different reference percentage of damage depending on the
use (for instance, 50% damage for buildings/homes/hotels, 25% damage
for harbours); bj are proportionality constants as functions of Fd that
express the expected period to restore economic activities as a factor
of duration, depend on the land use (for instance, a value of 30 is set
for hotels and of 20 for private services) and are normalised to annual
incomes with the days/year. Note that ﬂood velocity is assumed to be
irrelevant.
The land use value loss is combined with beach loss due to erosion.
The value function was derived from a choice experiment exercise car-
ried out at the Santander site, ES, within THESEUS project distinguishing
the Willingness To Pay (WTP) for bio-diversity, health risk and recrea-
tion. The instant value of the WTP (€/person/m2/years) is expressed
based on the following empirical relation
WTP ¼ 1=529;000ð Þ 30:358þ 0:408−0:002ð−5þ t−2010ð Þð Þð Þ
' −60þ t−2010ð Þð Þ ð15Þ
where 529,000 is the Santander beach area and t is the year chosen by
the DSS users.
Eq. (15) supposes zero damage in case the beach width equals the
initial one, while damages are proportional to the eroded area divided
by the total (initial) beach area.
Alternatively, a consistent approach based onmarket values of infra-
structures could have been used. Note that it is theoretically possible to
move from an income approach to an infrastructure approach under a
standard set of assumptions about market competition.
2.6. Multi-criteria decision making
In the overall vulnerability analysis, multi-disciplinary approaches
involve different experts, who come from different areas with distinct
knowledge and experience, adopt different judgement and evaluation
Table 5
Ranking values and factors required to estimate Life losses and injuries.








(an hour or so)
Rapid ﬂooding
1 2 3
ID Low presence Medium presence High presence
10% 25% 50%
Na Touristic season Day Night
Residential area 2 1 3
Tourist area 3 2 1
Manufacturing 2 3 2
Common or religious area 2 3 1
Education area 1 3 1
City centre 3 3 3
Parking and green 1 1 1
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(commercial, industrial, etc.). In particular, the proposed ap-
proach is based on the methodology developed by Ramsbot-
tom et al. for the UK Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs (DEFRA, 2006). This method was based on a
multi-criteria approach to combine different factors that char-
acterize the flood hazard, the chance of people in the flood-
plain being exposed to the hazard (area vulnerability) and
the ability of those affected to respond effectively to flooding
(people vulnerability).
2.4.1 Hazard, exposure and susceptibility ass ssments
The flood hazard analysis considers the degree of flood im-
pact on human health according to the specific physical char-
cteristics of an individual (i.e. eight, weight, ag ) and dif-
ferent population typologies (i.e. children, the lderly nd
those infirm/disabled; adult woman; adult man). The haz-
ard assessment identifies water depth and velocity as rele-
vant physical metrics, which have a direct (linear) r lation-
ship with the hazard magnitude (i.e. as water depth and ve-
locity increase, the hazard score increases). Moreover, it is
also possible to consider the presence of debris factor (i.e.
floating material such as trees, cars, etc.) where it poses a
thre t to people. The (flood) hazard rat to people is calcu-
lated using the following equation (DEFRA, 2006):
Hpeople = d · (v+ 1.5)+DF, (1)
where Hpeople= hazard score for people, d =water depth
(m), v= velocity (m s 1), DF= debris factor [0;1].
Equation (1) allows one t produce an hazard m p, where
the resolution depends on the outcomes and resolution of the
hydraulic modelling and/or the historical data set used to cal-
culate and/or retrieve the physical metrics. DF is scored be-
ween 0 (i.e. low probability that debri would lead to a sig-
nificant hazard) and 1 (i.e. high probability that the debris
would lead to a significant hazard), according to different
ranges of water depth and flow velocity.
The exposure assessment requires the localization of the
people potentially affected by the hazard, which can be de-
fined using census data of population density within the resi-
dential areas, as Jonkman (2008) suggested. At any partic-
ular time, people may be resent i various l cation (e.g.
outdoors, indoors within a multi-storey building) that can be
associated with different levels of risk. However, as stated
ab ve, the assumption is that all people are present in their
homes at low ground, where they do not have access to safe
refuge areas. For the sake of simplification, coping capac-
ity during the event (people that are able to evacuate and/or
shelter, as we as the solutions mplemented by local au-
thorities to manage the emergencies) and adaptive capacity
before/after the event (solutions implemented by people and
authorities in order to deal with the hazard) are only partially
considered by the RRA (see the AV factor in Eq. 3) since
these terms are fully enclosed in the subsequent cluster of the
KULTURisk methodology, the SERRA one (see Giupponi et
al., 2014).
To characterize the susceptibility, namely the degree to
which the people could be affected by the hazard, the KR-
RRA methodology suggests considering (i) the percentage
of resident aged 75 years or over and (ii) the percentage of
residents suffering from long-term illness, including disabili-
ties. These conditions are considered as factors that could in-
crease the susceptibility because elderly people can be more
prone to health and mobility problems in a flood event and
also because many pre-existing medical conditions can in-
crease the probability of health problems related to flooding
and of death (e.g. mortality from hypothermia). The suscepti-
bility score (Eq. 2) is therefore calculated by summing these
two indicators (DEFRA, 2006):
SFpeople = sf1+ sf2, (2)
where SFpeople= susceptibility score for people (%); sf1=%
of people over 75 years; sf2=% of people with disabilities.
This assessment is based on census data allowing the as-
signing of a susceptibility score to each census unit (e.g. mu-
nicipality, census district) and the production of a related
map. Indicators and data sources for the assessment of haz-
ard, exposure and susceptibility for people at the meso-scale
are reported in Table 7.
2.4.2 Risk assessment
The risk assessment produces the spatial characterization of
a (relative) risk index to identify and rank areas and hotspots
at risk. Hazard (Eq. 1), exposure and susceptibility (Eq. 2)
are used within the risk assessment to compute the number
of people injured (R1) and killed (R2) during a flood event,
as follows (DEFRA, 2006):
R1 = 2 ·E ·Hpeople · AV100 ·SFpeople (3)
R2 = 2 ·R1 · Hpeople100 (4)
where R1= number of injuries; R2= number of fatali-
ties; E= exposure (i.e. the number of people that can
be potentially directly affected by the flood event);
Hpeople= hazard score to people; AV= area vulnerability
[3;9]; SFpeople= susceptibility score for people (%).
As per the DEFRA (2006) approach, the area vulnerabil-
ity AV is defined as the sum of flood warning, speed of onset
and nature of the area, ranging from 3 (i.e. gradual onset;
area with multi-storey apartments; effective flood warning)
to 9 (i.e. no flood warning; rapid flooding; area with mo-
bile homes, busy roads, parks, single storey schools, camp-
sites). Moreover, in order to aggregate the different receptor-
related (relative) risks for the computation of the total risk,
a phase of normalization aimed at re-scaling the receptor-
related risk scores into a common closed numerical scale is
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extension! for! the! SQLite! database! (Steiniger! and!Hunter,! 2012).! The!project! aims! to! be!
roughly! equivalent! to! PostGIS,! but! far! lighter! weight! in! the! SQLite! fashion.! It! uses! the!
geometry! library!of!GEOS! (Foundation,!2014)! to! implement!OGC_SFS! (Zhao!et!al.,!2012463).!
Like! PostGIS,! SpatiaLite! boasts! a! large! library! of! database! functions! for! performing! spatial!
analysis! (∼400! in!version!4.2!not!counting!variants).!However! the! functions!assume!planar!
geometry!and!effectively! ignore! the! spatial! reference! system!of! the!data.! SQLite!performs!


































The!web_GIS! DSS! integrates! simple! raster! based! equilibrium! flooding!models! for!mapping!




This! module! contains! the! developed! and! fully! embedded! raster! based! models! for! costal!
flooding!simulation,!damage!and!risk!assessment!mapping.!
All! the!models!are!raster_based,!this!mean!that!are!developed!recurring!to!map_algebra!or!
GIS! spatial! function.! In! this! case! map_algebra! routines! were! developed! using! Python!
programming!languages!and!OGL/GDAL,!PIL!and!Mamba!libraries.!







derived! by! scientists! (wave! height,! storm! surge,! sea_! level! rise,! etc.)! for! short,!
medium!and!long!term!or!intervals!of!these!parameters!the!user!can!combine!based!
on!the!kind!of!scenario!he/she!wishes!to!try,!ordinary!or!extreme;!!!
• Economic!and!social! scenarios,!essentially!based!on!expected!changes!or! trends!of!
the! population! and! on! the! gross! domestic! product;! also! in! this! case! the! user! can!
select!the!trend!value!within!the!range!of!values!suggested!by!the!scientists;!!!





The!DSS!needs! the!definition!by! the!site!manager!of! the! following!elements! (lines,!points)!
that!are!relevant!for!modelling!the!hydraulic!processes.!!
Waves:! the! position! of! the! point/s! or! line/s! for! off_shore! generation! has! to! be! identified!
based! on! the! indication! of! the!water! depth!where! climate! scenarios! are! provided! by! the!
scientists;!this!is!the!off_shore!depth!from!which!waves!are!transferred!to!shore.!!!
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Shore! line! and! sea! bank! line:! these! lines! represent! the!water/beach! boundary! relative! to!
which! beach! retreat! is! determined,! and! the! water/land! boundary! where! flooding! starts,!
respectively.!!!














urban! area! (scheme! in! Fig.! 5)! is! composed! by! the! following! main! channels:! Canale!
Allacciamento,! Rio! Granarolo,! Rio! della! Valle,! Canale! Mesola,! Vena! Madonnina,! Canale!
Fossatone,! Porto! Canale! di! Cesenatico,! Canale! Tagliata.! ! Rio! Granarolo,! Rio! della! Valle,!
Canale!Mesola!flow!into!the!Canale!Allacciamento!and!form!Canale!Fossatone!that!feeds!–
together!with! Vena!Madonnina! from! the! South! –! the! Porto! Canale! di! Cesenatico,! i.e.! the!





Figure 87 Aerial view of the site 
! !
Figure 88 Hydraulic network with indication of the lamination basins in green colour 










Flooding! became! very! frequent! and! the!main! pathways! ware! the! beach! overtopping! and!
canal!harbour!intake,!due!to!insufficient!water!drainage!in!the!Tagliata_Porto!canale!system.!!




_ Cesenatico!North:!Construction!of!a!submerged!(crest! level:! _0.5!m!s.l.m)!barrier!0.8!
km! long,! 12!m!wide,! 250!m! distant! from! the! shoreline! to! replace! the! geosynthetic!
barrier.!Nourishment!with!160’000!m3!of!sand.!Removal!of!a!70!m!long!groin!placed!
400!m!Northward!of!the!jetty!(2003_2005)!!
_ Valverde,!Southern!adjacent!beach:!change!of! the! layout!of! three!emerged!barriers,!
removal!of!16!groins,!construction!of!three!new!groins!and!nourishment!with!160’000!
m3!of!sand!(2003_2005);!removal!of!a!stone!revetment!with!beneficial!effects!on!the!
beach! stabilisation.! Due! to! the! relatively! little! distance! among! the! beach! and! the!
barriers,! the! interaction! among! the! structures! and! the! seabed! induced! erosive!
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tendencies!and!rip_currents!formations.!!




of! the! canal! harbour,! dredging! operations! have! to! be! performed! usually! twice! per!
year!or!exceptionally!after!intense!storms;!
_ set_up! of! a! pumping! system! in! connection! with! “Porte! Vinciane”,! whose! operating!
capacity!of!18!m3/s! is!much!greater!than!what! is!necessary!to!drain!an!extreme!rain!






_ set_up! of! a! sewer_drain! by_pass! system! of! the! railway! and! streets! crossing! Canale!
Tagliata;!!
_ increasing! the! potential! (from! 10! to! 17!m3/s)! of! the! pumping! system!of! the! Canale!




_ control! and! upgrade! (in! terms! of! section! and! height)! of! channel! banks! and! streets!
crossing!the!channels.!






Figure 89 Mitigation measures: the “Gardens of Cesenatico”: dike behind bathing facilities; sea 




























Return! Time! mitigation! option,! climate! change! or! subsidence! scenario,! MCA! parameters,!
etc..!


























The!aim!of! this! research!was! to!develop,!apply!and! implement!a!methodology!to!evaluate!
and! improve! the! understanding! of! coastal! flood! risk! via! the! development! of! a! new!Web_
based!DSS!and!it’s!application!to!a!case_study.!
The!new!and!innovative!Web_GIS!DSS!named!MARASMA!was!developed!with!the!purpose!to!
assist! coastal!managers!and! land!use!planners! in!present!and! future! flood! risk!assessment!
and!at!supporting!a!sustainable!long_term!planning!of!mitigation!strategies.!!
The!Web_GIS!DSS!is!fully!open!source!and!parametric!so!that!it!can!be!applied,!in!principle,!
to!any!coastal!area! independent!of!scale! issues.!However! it! requires!appropriate!site!data,!
both!to!simulate!inundation!with!a!sufficient!degree!of!accuracy!(needing!a!high!resolution!
DEM)! and! to! represent! social! and! economic! vulnerability! and! the! range! of! mitigation!
options.!!
The! tool!was! designed! to! allow! the! user! step! by! step! interaction! by! setting! up! scenarios,!
selecting!mitigation!options,!and!changing!weights!within!the!multi_criteria!risk!analysis.!The!
possibility!to!run!and!compare!many!different!conditions!allows!the!users!to!explore!flood!





in! the! preliminary! planning! phase,! verifying! the! most! promising! portfolio! of! mitigation!
solutions.! Hence! its! role! is! to! structure! the! analysis,! including! selection! and! use! of! more!
sophisticated!models!for!subsequent!more!detailed!analysis.!!
Particular!effort!in!this!thesis!is!dedicated!in!developing!new!simple!raster_based!model!able!
to!map!and!predict! the!main! flood!effects! in! terms!of!water!depth,! flow!velocity!and!time!








• Integration! of! MCA! approach! in! order! to! appropriately! evaluate! the! flood! risk!
incorporating! all! relevant! types! of! consequences!without!measuring! them! on! one!
monetary!scale;!
• Integration! of! coastal! risk! assessment! methodology! in! a!Web_GIS!MARASMA! DSS!
developed! to! perform! quickly! a! simplified,! but! still! enough! accurate,! coastal! risk!
assessment! evaluation! directly! from! the! web! without! installing! locally! (desktop)!














































































































































































































































! 294524!71451!295! storm!surge!point! at! time! step!0! (X,Y,! level! value)! THIS!POINT!MUST!BE! IN!THE!SEA! _! STORM!
SURGE!POINT!
! 294524!71451!300! storm!surge!point! at! time! step!0! (X,Y,! level! value)! THIS!POINT!MUST!BE! IN!THE!SEA! _! STORM!
SURGE!POINT!
! 294524!71451!324! storm!surge!point! at! time! step!0! (X,Y,! level! value)!THIS!POINT!MUST!BE! IN!THE!SEA! _! STORM!
SURGE!POINT!























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































!!!!!!!!#sys.argv!=! 'flood_levelvolume_mp_time_iso_2_2_4.py!C:/flooding/!ukdem_3h_v4.tif! ukt! volpointtimeuk3.txt!100'.split("!
")!
!!!!!!!!#sys.argv! =! 'flood_levelvolume_mp_time_iso_2_2_2.pyc! F:/THESEUS/DSS/watershed/NED_10m_TIFF/!
dtm4ws_canta_l1.tif!trez!volpoint.txt!100'.split("!")!
!!!!!!!!#sys.argv! =! 'flood_levelvolume_mp_time_iso_2_2_2.pyc! F:/THESEUS/DSS/watershed/NED_10m_TIFF/!
dtm4ws_canta_l1.asc!testasc!volpoint.txt!100'.split("!")!
!!!!!!!!#sys.argv! =! 'flood_levelvolume_mp_time_iso_2_2_4.py! F:/THESEUS/DSS/watershed/NED_10m_TIFF/! dtm4ws_ces_cl.tif!
lolla!volpointtimeces.txt!100'.split("!")!
!!!!!!!!sys.argv! =! 'flood_levelvolume_mp_time_iso_2_2_9.py! F:/THESEUS/DSS/watershed/NED_10m_TIFF/!
dtm4ws_ces_full_2m.tif!post1m!inputWS.txt!100!1!1'.split("!")!
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